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INTRODUCTION AND JUSTI.FTCATION 

This thesis is a report of studies and work i:n systems 

design, analysis, and creation.. It was directed toward 

implementing an airport environmental information system for 

the commonwealth o.f Virginia. Within these pages are 

discussed the airport development-induced environmental 

impacts affecting the human environment, how these impacts 

may be minimized through sound airport planning, the role of 

impact assessment information in airport planning, and how 

computer-assisted systems can be creab~d and employed to 

improve signi.ficant1y airport siting and en vironmenta1 

impact statement {EIS} preparation and review. The thesis 

then describes the actual creation of such a system and 

presents evidence of its existence and its capabilities. 

The construction and operation of any type or size of 

airport always creates many alterations, o:r impacts, to the 

selected site and in adjacent areas.. Some of these changes 

to the pred·evelopment :human environment may be quite subtle 

in their ~1ffect, others may be of dramatic importance to 

society. .Airport environmental impact .is a multidimensional 

entity; it may be viewed and assessed i.n economic, social" 

physical, and biological terms. Bach of these major 

categories of :impact is comprise a of a set of mo.re specific 

1 
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dimensions of site alteration, some o:f which, such as noise 

impact, have been ·thor,oughly recognized, analyzed and 

defined i.n the existing literature. Other, such as impact 

to wildlife resources, have only more Decently been assessed 

in detail. 

The monetary costs of building and operating airport 

facilities are generally clearly identified and articulated 

in the availa.ble literatura. The 1975 Virginia Ai.r 

Transporta·tion Plan, VA'l'S I, p. 210 lists the projected 1976 

capital investments for about 20 new general aviation 

airports of both general utility and. basic transport types 

that are 

next 12 

proposed for co:nstruction in Virginia 

years.,. Tb.ere is perhaps no need to say 

during the 

that the 

capital investment. costs incurred. by the development of new 

airpo~rts wil.l ultimately have to be paid by the airport user 

and by the taxpayer. 

The appearance of EISs within the last decade is a 

]result o:f provisions in the National Enviromnental Policy 

Act {NEPA) of 1969,. In that Act it was stated that Hfederal 

actions significantly affecting the quality of the human 

environment" must be accompanied by a "detailed stat.emenV' 

of potential impacts, both adverse and beneficial. Under 

the Act, no agency was given legal 

actions as a result of an EIS and 

power 'to halt federal 

the Act does not, in 
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itself, prohibit any developments or construction. All it 

really seems to require is that faderal agenc.ies 9 look 

before they leap• .. 

Environmental impact assessment requirements have had 

widespread consequences. Copious impact asssssment 

documentation running into thousands of pages is not unusual 

for some EIS. For example, the EIS documentation fo.r the 

Ala.ska pipe1i.ne was 3-meters thick and cost more than 

9-mlllion dollars to p.repare. Such a thorough environmental 

impact assessment, though it took several years to prepare" 

probably helped. to avert serious construction mistakes,. The 

primary goal of environmental impact assessments is to avoid 

possible environ.mental errors through maximum, 

predevelopment information. 

Proper ·plan.ning for airport siting, construction, and 

operation can minimize citizen dissatisfaction and the 

adverse and unavoidable environmental alterations induced by 

the development of air ·transportation facilities. 

The multi-disciplinary" multi-dimensional p:rocess of 

locating proposed airports and accurately predicting and 

assessing their .resultant enviromnental impacts is 

exceedingly complex. The process involves socioeconomic, 

ecological, cultural, political, and other categories of 

environmental impacts. The president of Airways Engineering 



Corporation, R4 c. Philipps suggested (1969): 

le have reachea w it is no 
exaggeration to say that ci rww will thrive or 
decay oe the basis of the facilities they provide 
for the movement of people and goods air. No 
airport should be expanded or constructed without 
the most e study of a cityis total 
environment; the coordination of air 
transportation wi'th surfaci:;1 transpo:ctation; th1e; 
relation.ship cf a city to its rt"?9ion, and to othl'.::r 
cities; the consideration of ustrial, trade, 
recreational, social and tourism fundamentals, the 
growth patterns, the availability and cost of 
land, and the study of the performance and 
potentials of present and future aircra • 

In recent years, the for a comp.r>?Jhensivr,:; airport 

location a.n.d errvironmenta 1 impact assessment 

methodology has received growing public attention. This. 

need has been expressed in a number of federal and 

state actions eluding National 

Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (hereinafter called 

NEPA-69) , No Control Act 1972, Virginia Environmental 

Policy Act of 1973# and many other state and federal laws. 

In the past it was common practice to consider any new 

were few critics of such a philosophy~ Development actions 

were carried out w little or. more commonly, no regard to 

their resultant effects upon t human ~ .•• -e11v J ... r-oninen·t ..• 

Airports are major public facilities, and their development 

and operation significantly affect t quality of 
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environment, both on-site and in adjacent areas. 

Past attempts to handle the multi-dimensional and 

dynamic complexity of airport siting and environmental 

paration and w have failed to 

inc1ui.h:t important aspects of tlHO' ass,z-;;ssment .of airport 

lopment-induced environmental al (Anon.. 1976) • 

There has not yet deve1opc:2d a.n acceptabl·e, systematic 

information system and methodology that would enable those 

who prepare and review EISs. 

development decision makers 

airport site selection as an 

. .,.._ 
:i....-v 

public, and airport 

make sound anal ys"~s of 

t12;9:ral part of holistic 

EHlvironmental syst·ems. Perhaps such a syst.f.''lll can n~3VfJr 

created that will be completely sa sfactory or will cover 

all aspects of so complex a problem, but the need remains 

Some of America's most public and politically dramatic 

environmental debates have invo d airport development 

decision making* The reversing of a decision to locate the 

proposed Miami jetport in the is a well-

advent of the aforementioned legislation, and 

particularly Executivr~ Order 11514 {35 F~ 4247) of March 5., 

1970, a number of important developments have occurred~ In 

new e:nvironmeutal irnpad: mandates ha·1rts placed a 
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, such as the 

Virginia st.at'f~ Corporation Comm:::.ssi.on, Division of 

Aeronautics, to prepare draft and tal impact 

statements for any major action ·t.a.ke which 

significantly affects th€:~ quality of the .human \'.:!nvironment. 

The fundamental components of such documents should he: 

1. the environmental impact of t 
action; 

2. any adverse affects which cannot be avoided 
should the proposal i.mp1E· d; 

3. alternatives to the proposed action:; 

4. the relationship between short-term uses of 
man's environment and the ntA::nance and 
enhancement of long-t.f~rm product.ivit y~ and 

5~ any vable and irreversible 
commitments of resources vbich would involved 
in U1.c<:: proposed action should it b1e implemented 
(NEPA, 1969). 

The adverse effects of commercial, industrial, and 

other economic dBvelopm-ent upon the human . . en v,i.ronment are 

obvious in Virginia. A report by the Divis~on of State 

Planning and community Affairs (1973} emphasized that as 

€:conomic development 'i2xpands, th€ resultant impacts upon the 

E;nvir.onment increase geometrically. Contini:led socioeconomic 

expansion in Virginia, such as airport development, is 

li ly to ' . ca use incn;asing utilizatior1 of 

land and other natural resources. Major development in 
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rural airport 

development, may significantly alter the existing natural, 

scenic, and cultural qualit of Virginia's environment~ 

one approach to challenge of 

environmentally-acceptable airport development is through 

sound land and resouce utilization planning which minimizes 

the adverse environmental consequences of rport siting; 

construction, and operation. 

The environmental objectives stated in NEPA-69 and 

other important environmental legislation have not always 

achievBd by at airport .EIS 

preparation and re vielil.. Specific r£:quin:nn~;nts, such as the 

ecologically critical Section 101 and t fJnvironmentally 

critical sect.ion 102 (c) of NEPA-6 9 ha VB sometimes been 

inadeqoat y analyzed and incorporated o some airport 

EIS. In many other instances, amount of paperwork. 

consulting reports, and ensuing litigation is very great. 

A systematic, computer-assisted airport environmental 

information syst<enu SIC~erns to approximctt<':.C more closr;ly an 

acceptable approach to the challenges of NEPA-69 and other 

environmental impact. _, ... _, assessment requireruen~s. Such a system 

facilitates maximi inputs f.rom 'E'X in a variety of 

disciplines, within the relatively short me available for 

preparing and reviewing majority of airport EIS~ .A. 
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holistic approach may significantly 

improve t which cld ports are expanded and 

new ones constructed. Such a system definitely seems to be 

Leopold (1933) and !cHarg ( 1969) both made classic 

approach to utilizing 

As a p:r,edominant principle of la.nd ust;o; planning 

philosophy, KcHarg (1969) stated: 

The assumption is that not all land in an 
urban area needs to be, or even ever is all 
di?H0<loped. er:,3forE, choice is possible. The 
d;;;scri.mination which is sought :wonla lands 
for open space which p.erform important work in 
their natural condition, are relatively unsuitable 
for velopment, and self maintaining the 
ecological sense. and occur in a irable pattern 
and terfusion with the urban fabric. 

Among t many other authors who have expressed the 

need :for sound, environmentally-orie land use planning 

are: Allen and Leedy (1970), Frederick and Luty (1972), 

Gardner (1972). Jahn (1973), Odum (1969), and Singer et al~ 

(1975) .• 

Unfortunately, even when t airport planning process 

is undertaken in the most ra anal and objective manner 

. '"1 .... d pos:S1jJ;e, .it: ,.oes not insure that development decisions will 

be made which maximize airport development as an integral 

part of listic transportation systems and minimize their 



adverse affects on the environment. It sometimes appears as 

though some airport developme 

federal agencies. legislatures, and ot decision-making 

individuals have nothing to do with 

environmental impacts. The long-standing tradition of 

airport . .., . - - -~ p,1.an n.1.n g almost entirely upon a local basis draws 

chiefly upon political, and socioeconomic 

information, and infrequently upon ecological and other 

important environ IDental data. E loyinq only one or two 

types of information without ot rs represents a grossly 

inadequate basis for planning. Ecological planning is a 

complement of socioeconomic planning both are essential 

to environmentally-acceptable port development. 

for optimal natural resource and land 

a.11ocation decisions for airports to be made, p<2rtin+?nt 

information must bt~ provided to gover1unent aviation 

agencies, lawma s, the general public and decision makers. 

As evidenced by many past airport development decisions, not 

just any inf or ma tion is su.ffic The environmental 

impact information must be timely. readily comprehensible. 

conve t# and of suffic nt quantity and quality for those 
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individuals who have critical need ·Of .it. 

Sometimes detailed, pertinent information is not 

available for making important and, sometimes, critical 

decisions concerning airport siting aud the environmental 

impact of proposed airport development. Even when 

available, this information is often not in a .form use.ful 

:for such decisions .. 

When an airport d:evelopm~rnt proponent submits a 

statement of likely de velopm.,:rn.t-ind uced environmental 

alterations, the government agencies, consultants, and other 

concerned individuals who review the environmental impact 

information oft.en fin(i themselves at a decision making 

disadvantage because they lack .relevant information in a 

useable form. 

The general public is ,expressing incr:,easing concern 

over airport environmental impacts.. It seems likA~ly that 

the existence and availability of information would help to 

generate greater 

airport planning .. 

public interest and. 

Ross (1973) cited the 

participation in 

need for public 

non-partisan decision making information to help to insure 

that environmental concerns beyond those of tiH:i project.-

sponsoring organization o.r agency, which is solely 

responsible for collecting and presenting the environ.mental 

impact documentation, be acceptably treated in the impact 
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assessment process~ 

In dealing with the complex problems of airport 

environmental impact assessment and choosing the project 

alternative, including the no-project alternative, which is 

"least-bad" for the human environment, aviation agencies, 

and other decision makers need access to many types of 

detailed information. In most instances, the majority of 

th.is information has already been collected and recorded by 

a variety of government agencies, universities and colleges, 

environment.a 1 impact experts, and special interest. groups. 

In the field of environmental planning one of 
the most distressing yet promising circumstances 
is that the bulk of necessary data is likely to be 
already available • • • • • These data are 
available, but are not being employed (McHarg and 
Clarke 197.3),. 

Perhaps a primary goal of aviation agencies and other 

airport development decision makers should be to optimize 

the amount of time and money spent gathering environmental 

impact in.formation by utilizing that which already exists, 

isolated as it may be. With the increasing concern for# and 

importance o:f environ.mental quality, the development of new 

methodo.logies for collecting, synt.hesi zing 8 and storing 

environmental impact assessment information. should pe.rhaps 

be accelerated,. 
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!1J!§.:t!.fi£il.iQ.!! !fl:£ Co.m1211!g_I_i:z~.§. !ll.!H2I1 

rni.tfill:!g_!lj:al 1.nf .Qills!iQg fil:§tgJ!l§ 

There are a numb<tH: o:f impm:·ta.nt advantages in using the 

computer for storing and retrieving informatio.n. When the 

computer is properly utilized, it is greatly superior to 

.manual methods. The computer is capable of storing large 

quantities of information in a small amount of space, saving 

time and energy, and thereby of reducing the monetary costs 

of information storage and retrieval. Also, coropu·terized 

environmental impact information systems have capabilities 

facilitating data aggregation and reorganization, weighting, 

performing statistical analyses, and making mathematical 

operations. I:n highly developed e.nviro:r.une.nta.l in.formation 

systems, the input data may he linked to a variety of 

modeling,, simulation, computer mapping, and optimization 

procedures. 

AdYfill!:§.£l·0S .Qi !! .!.i.!.9.!Ili§ Ai.£,E~l; 

.fil!vi~!l!l!.~!\t~J. In,!QI:ma:t_;iQ!l §..Y§i!E!! 

The underlying ratim1ale for de.signing and implementing 

an airport environmental impact information system for 

Virginia is th.at any comprehensive attempt at sound .natural 
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resource allocation for airport development 

detailed information 

for making decisions. 

a form that can be readily employed 

The ha.sic justification for such a 

likely benefits to accrued by ha ng a convenient source 

of decision mating i ormation, in need risks to those 

vho make airport development dec~sions, and in increased 

benefit/cost ratios as the system evolves and use increases. 

such a system would facilitate fast and easy access to a 

large body of organized information,. previously collected by 

government agencies and environmental impact assessment 

experts .. 

As a result, such a system may have the ability to 

influence significantly airport development decision making 

and help to insure that airports are built and a 

the intent of minimizing adverse environmental impacts. 

may bP considered as 

justification fo.r. airport environmental 

information system for Virginia. 

~he objectives of this research project were to V€l0p 

a computerized information system for aiding in assessing 
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airport environmental impact statements and for analyzing 

the significant airport environmental impacts fo.r Virginia. 

such a system would he designed to recognize and to suggest 

means for minimizing adverse impacts upon the human 

environment resulting from the construction and operation of 

airport facilities in Virginia and to provide this 

informa,tion to the Virginia state corporation commission, 

Division of Aeronautics, and other interested persons .. 

The system design criteria were: 

a) cost -- less than 50 dollars per run; 

b) time -- first :stage of development completed in 

two years; 

c) detail , __ not overly complex or detailed; 

d} content a1lows maximum use of local expertise 

and consultants; 

e) maintenance -- system maintained with minimal 

additional time, cost and pe:rsonnel; 

fJ ease of use -- system output can be easily 

obtained within one week of ·request; 

g) level of use system available to government. 

agencies, consultants, and the general public; 

h} security system stored on CMS disk, on tape, 

and on paper in more than one location; 

i) updatable -- system can be readily modified using 
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CMS input and edit modes; 

j} length system con terse, pertinent 

information and a.iscusses all important aspects of airpo:rt 

environmental impact~ 



METHODS llD PROCEDURES 

The following procedures and methods vere employed in 

project. A vast amount 

describing the ge.neral nattu:e, considerations, and problems 

involved airport siting, construction, and operation as 

wi.::11 as pr12para -a.na revir:ow of airport 

environmental impact statements was incorporated into 

proces.ses. Also, personal cofilmurdcations with p1~rsonn1al of 

the Virginia State Corporation Commission, Division of 

Aeronautics, and informal w.s with potential users of 

the system were incorporated~ The procedures used were: 

1} Identify the 

makers 

airport development decision-

2) Investigate the airport development decision-

making process 

3) Assess the information requirements for these 

decisions 

4J Investigate information availability 

5) D12termine information to include in system 

6) Specify information output requirements 

7) Assess existing information handling programs, 

equipment, and available personnel 

Hi 
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8) Select a methodology which will satisfy the 

objectives and constraizrts 

9) Locai'e and acquire the :information 

10) Prepare,, analyze, synth'esize, and store the 

data 

11) Set up systems to store, process, and map 

information 

12) Produce output demonstrating system 

capabilities 

13) · Make provisions for continued evolution of the 

system 

14) Assess project aids 

The following is a general discussion of the rationale, 

methods, and procedures for implementing the above steps. 

A large number of persons and government agencies, as 

well as the general public make the a.-ec.isions on where and 

how airports a.re ·to be developed and operated,. These use 

information, as do all decision makers. A listing of these 

potential users is provided in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Some speci.fic potential users of a Virginia airport 
environmental information system .. 

Virginia Department of Agriculture and commerce 
Virginia Air Pollution control Boa,rd 
Virginia Division of Forestry 
Vicginia Division of Binecal Resources 
Virginia Division of Parks 
Virginia State corporation Commission, 

Division of Aeronautics 
Virginia Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries 
Virginia Department of Highways 
Virginia Department of Intergovernmental Affairs and 

Virginia Depat."tment of Planning a.nd Budget 
Virginia Institute of Marine Science 
Virginia Water control Board 
Virginia Historic Landmarks Commission 
Governor's Council on the Environment 

United States Department of Agricultur,e 
Forest Service 
Soil Conservation Service 

United States Department of the Interior 
Fish and ~ildlife Service 
Park Service 

United states corps of Engineers 

United States Envi:ronmental ·protection. Agency 

Federal .fivia ti on Administration 

Regional planners 
City pla.nners and administrators 
Private developers 
Persons responsible .for drafting or reviewing Environmental 

Impact Statemen·ts for areas .in Virginia 
Environmental consultants 
Anyone conducting research into Virginia wildlife 

or the Virginia environment 
I:ntervenors in hearings or court cases related with all of 

the above 
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A gr.fiat number of books and articles have 

on !Raking procr::ss. B11ff ington (1972) 

syntrHesized of i mporta.n t.. l.i terature 

f;:HJvironmental .t'*.?Source allocation and a.ecision making. .A 

complete assessment of all rport velopment decisions 

affecting the environment in Virginia is beyond the scope of 

any environmental impact information system .. Airport. 

developm~":ont decisions affecting thf:. human environmgnt 

include those directly and indi y fluencing how land 

is utilized (e.g. zoning, designating special land use 

a:i.:eas, locating tmsinessss), infltH::ncing 

the allocation of other natural resources 

allocation, air and Mater resource planning). 

It is essential to recog and define what kinds of 

information the airport development decision-makers in 

Virginia need in order to ma mentally acceptable 

decisions. Two methods have been commonly employed in the 

past to determine information s for environmental 

information systems: 1) Make surveys of raq 
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i nfm::mation. (e .. g. interview and mail questionnaires} ; and 2) 

Examine the avowed information needs of those who prepare 

and assess EIS. 

Because an exhaustive investigation of information 

requirements for all airport d:evelopment decision makers was 

practically impossible and because such requirements are 

continually evolving, the second method was chosen. l large 

volume of literature was reviewed in order to ascertain the 

recommended information needed.. An airport environmental 

specialist and other environmental impact experts were 

informally consulb?.d to help determine their inf orma ti on 

needs. Table 2 ptesents most o.f the i:nformation 

requirements for an ideS!1 airport environmental information 

system. 

To plan and implement an airport environment.al 

in.formation system for Virginia cont.aining all of the 

information delineated in Table 2 would require multi-

disciplinary personnel, funding, equipment, and ·time well 

beyond the scope of this research. Equally as constraining, 

many of these airport environmental impact informa t.ion 

components are impossible to include in a generalized 
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'J'able 2 ~ Inf or ma ti on Elem.en ts f.m: 
env.i.ro·n IrH~-nt.e;.:1 i. nf-crma .s 

an ideal airport 
m (U.S* Department 

of Transportation 1975J. 

----------------------------~-------------------------------

In for.ma tion Ca be gory 

1,. Alternative sitB' locations 

2. Predevelopment land use 

3. Constraint-r,ela tea. la;r1d use 

a. residential zon,as 
h. parks 
c. refuges and sanctuaries 
d. recreational areas 
e. historic sites 
f. schools 
g. public assembly halls 
h. commercial areas 
i~ political boundaries 
j. other federal activity 

1) highliiays 
2) housing projects 
3) description of relati vr;; and cumu1ati ve impacts 

of Federal projects 

4. Lists of govern.mental lana u.SE:o plans, policy, and 
conflict controls 

5. Descriptions of efforts to reconci 
1ist10;d in #4 

the conflicts 

6. Backround information such. as bond action, actions 
by citizens in groups 

7~ Probable impacts 
a.. noise 
b. air quality 
c. water quality 
d. social 
e. residential and business displacement 
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Table 2. Information elements for an ideal airport 
environmental information system (U .. s.. Department 
of Transportation 1975) (cont'd} .. 

--·-·----·--·-----·-·-------------..-.·-·-"--·--------------·--·---------·-----------,----
----------------------------------------~----------------~--

Information category 

------------------------------------------------------------
f. traffic changes 
g.. neighborhood effects 
h. adequacy of relocation sites 
i .. general consultation report 

8. Induced socioeconomic impacts 
a. shifts in population 
b. shifts in population growth 
c. shifts in public service demands 
a. changes i:n business and economic activity· 

9. Areas of natural scenic beauty of significance 

10 •. Land potentially needed 

11. Government land acquired under special programs 

12. Historic sites 

13. Archaeologic~l sites 

14 .. Flood hazards 

15. Wetlands 

16. coastal zone management effects 

17. Energy product.ion and consumption effects 

18. Construction impacts 

1'9. Wildlife 

20. lctions to minimize unavoidable adverse affects 

.21. Alternatives 
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. Table 2. Inf .or ma ti on elements ·for an ideal airport 
environmental ir.cforma tion system (U. s. Department 
of Transportation 1975} (cont•d$). 

·-·-.----·---·-·-..... ·----·-·---,---------..-·----------·--·-·-·------------,---------------·-
Information Category 

22 •. Short>-term versus long·-term p:rod.uc·tivity 

23. Irreversible a.nd irretrievable resource commitments 

24. citizen involvement. 
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system. However, concise and pertinent informa·tion and 

suggestions for detailed local studies can be included for 

the majority of categories. 

Typical sources of ai:rport environmental information 

for Virginia ar:e: the United States Environmental 

Protection Agency, F'ederal Awiati-on Administration; and the 

Virginia state corporation Commission, Division of 

.Aeronautics .. 

The Critical Resources Information Program ( 1973 i!! 
for center for Natural Areas 1974) 

determining the suitability of any 

information system. Some of 

delinea.tes criteria 

data for inclusion in an 

t.he more import.ant 

considerations are: source§ reliability, validity, and 

vintage.. An important underlying objective in the creation 

of environ.mental information systems should n,ot be to 

include all possible data, but. rather to plan the system for 

flexibility and usefulness ~Frederick and Luty 1972). 

Within this study were employed the following in 

determining information to bs included in the system: th·e 

Critical Resources 

information: listed 

Information Program criteria; 

in Table 2; available 

the id,eal 

general, 
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environmental impact information; suggestions from committee 

members; and suggestions from the Virginia 

s.c.c., Division of Aeronautics, chief of Environmental and 

Community Affairs. 

The desired general characteristics of the output are 

specified under "Introduction and Justification: 

Objectives". 

The system's output and the organization of this output 

were next considered. It is not sufficient to develop a 

system wh.ich only stores, manipulates and ret~rieves airport 

environment.al impact information. !!§~!'. £!:CC~fil? to §;.!1£1 

go:m.E,r~h.fil!SiQ!! Q! information otrtput is a consideration 

sometimes overlooked by information system designers. 

consequently, potential uses and environmental benefits may 

not .be fu.lly realized.. To be optimally beneficial, the 

information should not only be 2xaiJ:ablg to a variety of 

environmental impact assessment interests, but should also 

be _tgadily ·ac£essi£.!~ within the relatively short time 

available fo.r airport development decision making. 

A system was designed so that a .non-technical US£H: can 

access information by impact paramet.112,r (such as noise) or in 
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aggregate book form~ 

Each 111a:jor category of airport f;nvironm:2!nta.1 impact. 

assessment concern is organized 

Each chapter first presents the 

respective category of impact and t suggests means by 

which the impact category may be assessed in an EIS. The 

t.:~xt, tablf?s, figures, and computer subrot1;tines contained 

within the syst.em are as short. and simplified as possibl·e 

without sacrificing pertinent content. 

The system output is supplied to .r·eguestor, who 

must ·furnish data on the proposed airport's location, runway 

characteristics, ana aircraft and flight-track information, 

at a nominal cost within 1 week of time of .:request. The 

output is designed to be comprehensible readily to 

individuals not familiar with rport. ;~nvironmenta.l impact. 

assessment and EIS preparation and review. As use and 

feedback increase, the system may quickly and cheaply 

updated and improved by utilizing the CMS edit and input 

modes. 

A variety of choices existed for each th"'ise factors. 
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There is no "optimal'' system since the needs o.f the large 

group of users/decision makers, for the most part, determine 

the most suitable design alternatives.. The most important 

considerations were: funding and time constraints; the 

amount of inf.ormation to be stored; .how information ·was to 

be. organized, filed, and edited; the availability of 

computer software, hard.ware and skilled programmers; and 

provisions for continued system evolution. The Office of 

Land Use and i'a ter Planning { 1976) suggested that attempts 

to employ methodologies more sophisticated than necessary 

accrue minimal benefit, and sometimes reguire excessive time 

and money to retrieve small amounts of even simple 

information. 

A survey 

11ndertake.n in 

and software 

of existing methodologies and equipment was 

order to locat.e and evaluate design methods 

that could he utilized. A systematic 

literature search was used to locate existing environmental 

information systems .. These were studied fo.r their 

applicability. 

~~lect .£ !!sz.:t!:u')gol.Qgy !{hi£!! iil! ~§:1i§1Y j;:he Qf!jg£ti~§ S:!H! 

~£!1§1~.ai n t§ 

After analyzing a number of existing environmental 
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information .syst .. e1u.s, choice was narrowed to a 

inf orma on system mapping 

program. Following consultation with the Virginia 

Polytechnic InstitutE~ and Staba U:rd verist y Computing 

Cent<sr 1 s Users' services and projf;,ct ad visors, 

was made to use the Conn'J.rsat.ional t'.'lonitor System (CMS) to 

airport environmental impact 

information. NOISEMAP and SURFACE II were chosen as the 

computer mapping systems. All of these systems 

satisfied the requirements and cor: s delineated above. 

The extensive search for airport environmental impact 

ass~-assment inf o:rmation a 

synthesis and processing were not begun until the major 

d,;~cisions rtaining to system design had been completed. 

After analyzing and synt sizing t enviror.merital 

impact information, i~ was class1.t and organized into 

categories of impact~ This classi on was based on 

airport environmental impact categor suggested by 
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Federal Aviation. Administration {1976). 

The system was developed in a stepwise man:ner, chapter 

by chapter.. First, extensive and intensive computer and 

manual literatur,e searches and reviews were conducted for 

each major category of airport enviromenta.l impact. The 

notes compiled were reorganized and simplified. The 

readership and design criteria previously discussed under 

"Introduction and Justification: Objectives" were 

incorporated in the systel' s development. A pattern was 

developed in which each chapter first presents the general 

nature of the respective category of impact assessment 

concern and then suggests means by which that category may 

be handled in the BIS. . Bach chapter was reviewed by the 

project supervisor, committee members, and others and 

revised a number of times using the CMS edit and input 

modes .. 

Draft chapters and maps were generated to demonstrate 

system capabilities and to facilitate constructive feedback 

from the Division of Aero.nantics, committee members, and 

otlH?:lr :reviewers. These comments . significantly added to the 

system's evolution. 
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I 

k!,g,_}ig "g£QYifiiQ!l:§ for £ont!.!1S!~Q ]lyQJ,g£ic:Il: Q,f thg 2.Y§.i§Jll 

users, the system likely will be continuously changing and 

improving .• New computer modeling routines and improved 

text.., tabl<Bs, and figures likely will gua.ranteE"; that the 

system will continue to fnlfill its basic goal~ 

'£his research could not ha. ve succ•.~ssfully 

complf;;;ted without ttH~ cooperation aud t 

tl::u;~sis. •rhe conversatio.nal monitoring system (CMS} was an 

invaluable tool in writing, revising, and executing text, 

tables, figures. and computer programs. The decision to use 

commercially-available computer mapping systems (NOISBMAP 

{Heron jeff and Pa u1 1970) and SURFACE; II {Sampson 1975)) 

proved to he b<eneficial sinc·e it was not. uired to de:.sign 

and implement a new noise exposure environment mapping 

system •. Thus a great deal of time, energy, and money was 

conserved for other areas of project~ It was also not 

necessary for the resea.rcher to have an extensi VE; background 
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in computsr programming. 

Noisemap is a compu soft ware packa f o:r n'e:·ra ng 

noise E:xposure data for airport f·acilitit-1s. The system is 

composed of a 111.ul.i:H~:'r of Fortran IV sub:routin12,,;:;; which proc:e ss 

runway, aircraft, and flight-track data and generate noise 

contour information. for Surface II plotting routine. 

surface II is a computer software system for crea n of 

displays of spatial distribution data~ 

will display the form of any variabl;(~ 

characterized by values "locatedH at coordinates defined by 

two other variables. The basic form of graphic display 

produced by sur£ace II is a noise isop map, a plot. of 

the two coordinates on ~kich values of the third variable 

are defined by lines of equal value. 

3. The actual site is not always specified in planning 

airports; in the EIS process alternative sites as wall as 

transportation modes should b.e ~ ... l,. ·:l.. <-:iach airport, 

nois;;: is a function of traffic volumf.i as well a.s flight 

a noisernap for 

an existing airport. For proposed airports, a general noise 

footprint must be used based on a stated set of assumptions 

about the factors in Ta 3. ca.n then he 

pres After construction a after operations 
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stabilize then (and on.1y the.n) can a. detailed noisemap be 

drawn. 



RESUVTS 

The Virginia Airport En tal Inf crmation System 

The Conversational 

Monitoring system (~MS) and computer noise mapping 

systems, N"oisemap {Horo:njeff and Paul 1970) 11 and surface .II 

(Sampson 19 75) the airport 

ernriromm:::nta1 .1m pact information a.nd to prod uc~• chapters of 

A*E*I*S syst~2lll consists of category-of-impact 

chapters which may :be, r:equestr~a individually or in aggregate 

hook form. 'J?he system also has the capability of printing 

noise exposure contour maps (LDN) based upon runway and 

takeoff and land g data suppl by the user* The surface 

TI rnappin.9 pl'og ram nt.:ili'Zes data from th'e N oistHn.r:i. p ma sh;,r 

file. A subroutine of Surfac1? II and 

:retrieve the Noisemap data for the surf.ace II nois«:: mapping 

program. The Surface II mapping system us;,es VPI and SU 

Calcomp Plotter to plot airport noise exposure contours. 

county-level listings of mammals, reptiles. amphibians, 

and and biota ar•2. included in the A*E*I*S ecological 

33 
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impacts and wetland chapters ar1d were only slightly revised 

from Dynaplan (Giles 1971). The chapters of A*E*I*S are: 

noise impacts, wetland impacts, air quality impacts, water 

quality impacts, cultural resource impacts, socioecoaomic 

impacts, threatened and endanger,ed species impacts, 

ecological Lmpacts, and miscellaneous airport environmental 

impacts. The computer-generated noise exposure maps of 

user-specified flight a:nd runway data can be produced as a 

separate job or as a second step in a ·job that first 

requests textual information output. 

The following pages are a sample run of A*E*I*S for a 

proposed airport in Ar_lington county. Fig. 1 is a sa.mple 

LDN noise isopleth map for a set of assumptions about levels 

of operation of a proposed airport. Such maps only have 

meaning when applied to atl existing airport, or -when applied 

based on an agreed upon set of average (or maximum) data. 

The noise map wm1ld be included in the noise chapter (about 

page 100) where the meaning of th~;: LDN can be interpreted. 

The map can be superimposed on a contour map (1:24~000) or 

on an ortho photoquadrangle ma.p of t.he same scale. The 

scale can be altered to meet other requirements. 

A*E*I*S documents have been produced .for t.he Virginia 

State corporation Commission Division of Aeronautics, VPI + 

su faculty members, and other users. They have bEHm 
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Table 3.. .Noise contour mapping input requirements,. 

------------------------·-----------------------------------
1. number of based aircraft by type 

2.. gross weight of based aJ.rcraft by type 

3. operational procedures for each aircraft type 

4. runway(s) length and orientation 

s. percent runway usage by aircraft type 

6. number of operations daily (averag,e) 
a) total 

1) takeoff 
2) landing 

b) day 
c) evening 
d) night 

7. projection year 

8. total number of annual operations 

------------------------------------------------------------
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SCALE 1:24,000 

Figure 1. IDN noise isopleth map for a typical general aviation airport. 
X's mark the ends :if the runway. 
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A*E*I*S, an airport environmental in.formation syst,em. 

for Virginia is a synergi.st.ic compilation of existing 

knowledge on airport environm,errtal impact asssessment, 

guidelines for preparing EIS 1 s, and data useful in EIS 

preparation. The objact.ive of the system is to assist in 

t.he preparation of and rev:ielf of environmental impact. 

statements. , Its role is to aid in recog:uizing and 

suggesting means for avoiding or minimizing adverse impacts 

u.po.n the human environment resulting .from the construction 

and operation. of airport facilities in Virginia,. 

The .1\*E*I*S system was initiated in a Master of Science 

project in the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 

Univ·ersity Department. o·f Fisheries and l/Jildlife Sciences. 

It. ·was anticipated at. that time that it would be expanded 

.an,d improved -- in a continual state of chang-e. 

The system was created to reduce costs · of EIS 

preparation and to provide a :more standard format and data 

base to expedite and r,educe costs of review. The system was 

designed to aid plann·ers and the general public in. more 

effective participation in the airport siting decision and 

in the EIS r-eview. 

The 

chapters. 

system is or9aniv.ed into 

These are: air quality, 
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cRtegor-y-of-im pact 

water quality, 



socioeconomic impacts, cultural resource impacts, noise, 

biological impacts, thn:!aten.ed and endang,ered species 

impacts, w<:rtland impacts, and miscellaneous impacts.. Each 

chapter briefly presents the .general nature of a particular 

airport environmental im.pac,t assessment concern and suggests 

steps which may be employed to assess the respective problem 

in an EIS.. It is hoped that the inf o.rmation coRtain,ed 

within the system will be use.fu1 to the airport development 

decision makers of the Commonwealth .• 

It is important to note that the text,, tables, figures, 

and computer noise isopleth mapping system of A*E*.I*S is the 

result of an analysis and reorganization of the published 

and unpublished works of many experts, each skilled in a 

paricular area of airport, or other, environmental impact 

assessment concern. The system developer gratefully 

acknowledges these authors in the MAJOR REFERENCES section 

at the beginning of each chapter o.f the A*,E*I*S system. 

T.his has not been desiq:ned as a technical docmu:Hrt a.nd 

detailed citations and quotations have not been mad<e in 

order to make the text more readable. This decision was 

made, aware of the needs of some readers for details of 

sources. We anticipate t.tua greater u.se will be in the form 

presented,.. ie apologize to those offended by the style. 

Errors, omissions, and changes based o:n :research are 

all part of such a large and complex system. Suggestions 
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are gratefully received and will be evaluated for inclusion~ 

A*E*I*S is a part of more comprehensive research and 

development activity within the De;partm.ent o.f Fisheri·es and 

ffildlif-e Sciences focusing on airport environmental impacts. 

These subsystems, with A*E*I*S, can provide in·form.at.ion on 

soils, ground winds, remote-se:nsi.ng '\Jf land-use types, and 

optimal site selection for the planned additions to the 

Virginia air transportation system. 

The A*E*I*S is .not a legal document and in no way may 

be held to be the testimony of the author, his ad.visors 1 his 

department, VPI and su1 tlle staff of the Division of 

Aeronautics, sec, or th.e state corporation commission 

itself. 

Th.is doctunent may be reproduced in any form. 

Acknowledgement of its source will be appreciab~d .. Copies 

may be secured .fro.m the Division of Aeronautics, at cost. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It. is the objective of this A*E*I*S chapter to 

identify and suggest means for minimizing adverse .impacts 

upon air quality resulting from the construction and 

operation of airport fa.cilities in Vi.rginia • This chapter 

briefly discusses the nature -0f the air quality problem and 

suggests a stepwise procedure tor assessing pro.bable air 

quality impacts. This document is designed to provide the 

types of information and suggest. practical steps that may be 

utilized to p.redict the likely air quality impacts of a 

proposed airport development action,. It is hoped t.hat. such 

information will be useful to those who prepare and assess 

air quality aspects of airport environmental impact 

statements. 

In general, air quality should be addressed in the 

draft and final EIS by estimating the pollutant impact of 

the proposed airport development action in ·terms of ex:isting 

and forecas·ted pollutant. levels.. Ambient air pollutant 

concentrations as well as total a.u1ounts of pollutants should 

be estimated and evaluated, as necessary, in o.rder to insure 

consistency with Virginia implem·•rntation plans foe air 

quality under the Federal Cl,ean Air Act and other State or 

local standards, Environmental Prob:~ction Agency {EPA) 

indirect source regulation (40 CFR 51,. 18), if applicable, 

. 43 
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and any other applicable standards .. 

The effects upon air quality a. ue to increas;ed surf ace 

traffic resulting from increased air traffic should be 

estimated and considered in the air pollution analysis. 

Methods for controlling and mini:mizi:ng 

and operation 

air 

of the 

pollution 

airport resul·ting from construc·tion 

devel·opment projec·t should be estimated and considered. As 

:necessary, airport layout and design alternatives fo.r major 

airport expansion or alternative sites for new large 

airports should be evaluated in terms of air quality impact, 

especially if the development is to occur in designated air 

quality maintenance areas. 

AIB QUU.ITI .FUNDAMENTALS 

Fede"C"al air gualit .. f criteria have recently been 

established for various ca tegot'ie.s of air pollutants 

:including particulates, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, 

nitrogen dioxide, and photochemical oxidants. These ai:r 

quality criteria have been established for both the short-

term and long-term averaging periods by the Clean Air Act of 

1970 and its amendments. 

Although no air quality deg.radati.on regulations 
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currently exist for the various regions o.f the United 

Stat.es, such regulations, over which. congress is 

debating, would not permit further degradation of 

quality environment within these regions in excess 

legally mandated limits •. 

·the air 

of the 

In general, ai.r pollutio.n may be defined as the 

presence in the outdoor atmosphe:r»e of one or more of the 

various pollutants such as fumes, mist, odor,, smoke, or 

vapor in quant.ities, of duration, and of characteristics of 

such nat.ure as to make them injurious t.o humans, flora, 

fauna, or: property. A primary determinant cf air quality 

impact is the concentration or quantity of pollutant 

mate.rial.. Another basic determinant in the assessment of 

air pollutant impact is the period of exposure, or the 

persistence of a given concentratio:n level of a pollutant .. 

The impact of air pollution may be upon living organisms, 

inanimate objects, or the aesthetic characteristics of a 

given area .. 

Air pollntio.n sources may be generally categorized as 

to whether artificial or natural, by number and spatial 

distribution, or by natu.re of Bmissions, such as gaseous or 

particulate~ Included .in the .number and spatial 

distribution category are single or point sources, area oJ.: 

non-point sources, and line sources such as are produced by 

air a.nd ground transportati,on. 
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The two primary classes of gaseous pollutants are 

inorganic gases and organic vapors.. Inorganic gases are 

widely occurring and. include oxides of nitrogen, carbon 

monoxide" sulfur dioxide, and hydrogen sulfide. 'l'he types 

o:f organic vapors which are gene.rally .localized in natirre 

include hydrocarbons, alcohols, ketones, mercaptans_, and 

esters.. secondary gaseous pollutants of the atmosphere are 

created by photochemical processes and are mostly ox:idant.s, 

with the pri11ary compo:nent being ozone.. Inorganic gases 

containing sulfur, nitrogen, and carbon may be oxidized i.n 

the atmosphere and then co.mb:ine with water vapor to form 

corrosive acidic mists .of sulfuric· acid, nitric acid, and 

carbonic acid. 

Particulate air pollutants may be generally defined as 

any solids or liquids dispersed in the atmosphere in which 

the size of the individual aggregates is between 0.0002 and 

500 microns. Particulate pollutants may persist in the 

atmosphe.re from a .few seconds to as long as several months. 

There are two broad categories of particulate pollutants" 

depending upon the sampling ·technique employed. Total 

suspended pa:rticulates can be filtered from the atmosphere 

by a large-volume air sampler. Settleable solids, which are 

also called fallout or dustfall, are particulates that are 

deposited by gravity .into a dust-fall sampler over a one 

month period,. 'fhe most commonly used particulate measu1:e 
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for air quality assessment purposes is total suspended 

particulates .• 

The major concerns in air quality impact assessment are 

the effects o:f projec·t-induced air pollutants upon economic 

livelihood, h·ealtb and safety,. personal discomfort,. a.nd 

aesthetics,. Causes of impact upon aesthetics include loss 

of atmospheric clarity due to particulates,. photochemical 

smog, and the presence of offensive odors due to gas.es such 

as methane,. ammonia,. and m.ercaptans. Economic adverse 

impacts attributabl,e to air pollution include so.ili:ng by 

particulates, livestock damage associated with flourine 

exposure, and the deterioration of materials due to numerous 

air pollutants. The deterioration of exposed materials 

includes metal corrosion due to sulfur dioxide, weathe:ring 

of stone, especailly 1.i:mestone, by acidic mists, darkening 

of lead-based white paint by hydrog-en sulfide, accelerated 

decomposition of rubber by ozone, and the deterioration of 

various synthetic fabrics by sulfur dioxide. 

Safety hazards caused by air pollutants are primarily 

the product of .decreased visibility. such hazards may 

become of extreme importance in conjunction with air and 

grmand traffic operations. Personal discom:fort is primarily 

associated with ,eye irritation due to photochemical oxidants 

and irritation to people with respiratory problems due to a 

variety of air pollutants. 
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Tables 4 and 5 delineate the estimated annua.1 national 

costs of damage by air pollutants and the costs of air 

pollution damage by source and effect respectively in 1968. 

for 

ATNQSPHERIC PROCESSES IMPORTANT TO AIR QUALITY 

since people have 

some pollution, 

always used the atmosphere as a sin.k 

it is perhaps fortunate that the 

atmosphere has many i.ntrinsic pollutant removal mechanisms .. 

These atmospheric properties include soil absorption, water 

body absorption, foliar absorption, absorption by rock., 

ambient chemical reactions, and rainout, ~hich is also tnown 

as washout or scav.enging. Natural air pollutant removal 

mechanisms such as these are largely dependent upon ambient 

1neteorological conditions.. In. the majority of cases t:he 

atmosphe·ric dispersion process is the primary pollutant 

transport mechanism, enabling atmospheric pollutant transfer 

and chemical reactions to occur. 

Dispersion of pollutants in the atmosphere is for the 

most. part a fu:nction of atmospheric conditions and polluta.nt 

emission factors such as aircraft exhaust velocity, 

temperature and molecular weight. WeaUu~:r: parameters such 

as wind speed, ambient temperature, insolatio.n, cloud colrer, 
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Table 4. National costs of pollution damage by pollutants * 

Loss Category S0 1 s Particulates Oxidants N0 1 s Total 

Res. Prop,,. 2.808 2 .. 392 ----- ·------- s .. 200 
Materials 2.202 0.691 1.127 o,. 732 4 .. 752 
Health 3.272 2.768 '---·-- ------ 6,.060 
Vegetation 0.013 ,o. 001 0,. 060 o .. owo 0.120 

Total 8.295 5 .. 878 1. 187 0.112 16.132 

* - In Billion Dollars in 1968 
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Table 5. National costs of pollution damage ** 

--·-------------------·------,-------·---,---·-----------·-·--·------.. ------------
Effects 

combus- Transpor- Solid Miscel-
tion tatio:n Industrial Waste laneous 

----·------------------------------------··--------------------·----------~-- .. -
Bes .. Prop., ,2.802 O.l56 1. 248 0.104 0.884 
Materials 1.853 1.093 0 .. 808 0.143 0.855 
Health 3,.281 0.197 1.458 o .. 119 1. 005 
Vegetation 0.,Q47 0.028 0.020 0 .. 004 o. 021 

Total 7.983 1 .. 474 3,.534 0.370 2.765 

---------------------------------...-------·-----------------------------------------** - in Billion Dollars in 1968 
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and precipitation. can greatly determine tiH:~ s·ever:ity of air 

pollutant impact. 

In the selection of an airport development sit.e, t.he 

planner must consider ·the general climatology .of each of the 

alternative sites being considered,. Th·e predicted 

atmospheric emission rates aud concentrations of airborne 
, 

pollutants for each o.f ·the proposed airport development 

alternatives should be assessed as a f ur.ction of this 

climatology, taking into account the worst possible cases. 

Each major climatic factor will be discussed in turn. 

The selection of a suitable site for airport 

development. within an area may be dependent upon p:cevailing 

wi.nd directions,. As an example, where residential 

neighborhoods lie dow.nwind of the proposed development site., 

in direct line with the prevailing wind dir•ection, a more 

acceptable alternative site may have to b·e considered. 

Also, in the selection of an acceptable site for a new 

airpo:rt, consideration should he given t.o local, state, and 

fede.ral a.ir pollution authorities who could conceivably 

order a curtailment of air traffic operations during periods 

of extremely unfavorable meteorological condit.ions .. 

I.n the defi:ni tio.n of met~wrological conditions for the 

ai.rport EIS.. the data used a.re usually obta.ined from local 

weather stations.. Unfortunately though.,. localized waa the.r 

condi·t.ions can be significantly different from those of 
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weather stations only a £ew miles distant. These variances 

in atmospheric conditions may he caused by topographical 

variatio.ns, buildings,, urban ar,eas (heat islands), bodies of 

water, and land forms. 

Wind is the primary transport mechanism in the 

atmosphere.. The wind rose of an ar:ea or region is the 

pictoral representation of its characteristic wind pa ttern.s 

with respect to wind speed and direction. Wind roses for a 

region may depict monthly, seasonal, or annual weather 

conditions.. In Virginia the south to southwest wind is the 

dominant,. or prevailing wind direction .. 

Wind speed varies with height above t.he ground. This 

phenomeno.n is known as the wind shear and is of major 

importance to aviation.. !ou:utains,. hills, t.rees, tall 

buildings, and other obstructions can alte.r wind patterns at 

varying heigh.ts, increase general atmospheric turbulenc,e,. 

and affect ambient atmospheric :stability. The stability of 

the atmosphere is directly related to the r:ising and falling 

of volumes of air and is largely a function of temperature 

gradients, atmospheric turbulence, wind 

insolation, cloud cover, and other weather 

as rain or snow. 

speed, solar 

parameters such 

The stab~lity of the atmosphere is also largely a 

function of the 'atmospheric thermal gradient. At neutral 

atmospheric stability, also known as the dry adiabatic lapse 
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rate, temperatures decrease at the rate of 1 degree celsius 

per 100 meters of height above the ground.. During such 

conditions a volume of air containing pollutants would 

neither gain or lose buoyancy upon emission from an aircraft 

or othe·r source .. 

Unstable atmospheric conditions with lapse rates in 

excess of -1 degree ce.lsius per 100 met~rs increase the 

buoyancy of volumes of air containing pollutants, thus 

causing them to rise at faster rates. conve-.r:sely, dm:ing 

periods of atmospheric s·tabi.lity, which are also known as 

temperature inversions, with lapse rat.es less than -1 degree 

celsius per 100 meters, the atmosphe.re tends to inhibit the 

vertical motion of airborne pollutants, sometimes with 

severe consequences to air quality. 

The portion of the atmosphere where air polJ.utants and 

ambient atmospheric parameters can ,interact is confined to 

what is commonly referred to as the mixing .layer. The 

mixing layer is the portion of the lo;we:r: atmosphere which is 

capped by a layer of warmer air which acts to suppress the 

movement of colder air past it in the upward direction. The 

height o.f the mixing layer may g:reatly influence t.he 

atmospheric pollutant d.ispers.ion p:r:oc,ess.. Low mixing layer 

heights, especially ove:r large 

air pollution problems by 

entrapping pollutants. 

airports, may induce serious 

restricting dispersion and 
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AIB QUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

'l'he first step toward t.he predict.ion and assessment of 

impact to air quality requires recognizing and defining the 

quantiti.es and types of pollutants likely to be g·enerated by 

the construction and operation of the proposed airport 

development action,. one technique for achieving this is to 

review other environme:ntal impact statements for ai.rport 

dev·E.dopment projects of simila·r size and type. Tab.le 6 

delineates the estimated emission factors per aircraft 

1anding·-takeoff cycle for various categories of aircraft. 

once this information has been assembled, information 

on the existing 

considered should 

pollutants likely 

air quality 0£ the alternative sit.es being 

be gathered, particularly for those air 

to be produced by both the construction 

and operation of the proposed airport development.. Sources 

of such info:rmation include the releva:nt county, regional, 

or stat:e air pollution control agencies and private 

industr.ies in the developme.nt area that may be conducting 

air quality monitoring programs. One source of existing air 

quality inf or mat.ion is the Storage and Betrieval of 

Atmospheric Data system (SOBO!D} of the Environmental 

Protection Agency. 'fhese data are .based upon a frequency 

distribution as 11ell as upon various ma.x.imumum and minimum 
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Table 6. Emission .factors per landing-takeoff cycle (a) (bJ 

Aircraft 

.Jumbo Jet 
L-Range JBt 
M-Range Jet 
AC 'Turboprop 
Business Jet 
GA Turboprop 
GA Piston 
Piston Tran .. 
Helicopter 

Partic-
ulates 

1 • 30 
1 " 2 1 
o. 4 1 
1 . 1 
o. 1 1 
o. 20 
o. 0 2 
o. 56 
o. 25 

Carbon 
so•s (c) Flonoxi 

1 • 82 46,. 8 
1 -:• 56 47 . 4 
1 • 01 17 . () 
o. 40 ·6.6 
o .. 37 1 5 • 8 
{l. 1 8 3 ~ 1 
o. 01 4 12 • 2 
o. 28 304. 0 
o. 18 5 • 7 

(a) - Emission Factor Rating B 
(bJ - Expressed as lb/engine 
(c) - Based on 0.053 Sulfur Content Fuel 

Hydro-
carbons 

12. 2 
4 1 . 2 
4. 9 
2 • 9 
3. 6 
1 • 1 
0 • 40 

l~O .. 7 
o .. 52 

NO'.s 

31 ·• 4 
7 • 9 

10 • 2 
2. 5 
1 $ 6 
1 • 2 
o. 1 
0 . l.J. 
0 ~ r '\) 
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values and statistical parameters and are made available by 

the EPA~ Washington, D.C. 24060. 

Where feasible, it may be desirable to examine the 

complete history of ai:r quality for the sampling stations in 

the vicinit.y of development site alternatives. In order to 

employ such data, one should be sure to describe carefully 

the characteristics of the sampling site, including a 

description of any unique site features. Information 

relevant to ·this process could possibly be obtained from any 

air guality implementation plans encompassing the area being 

f o.r development or from special studies 

previously conducted 

strategy studies for 

such as ground transportation control 

va:t:ious :regions. The evaluation of 

info:r:mation of this type may be especially useful to air 

quality impact assessment, particularly if there appear to 

he either increasing or decreasing trends in the levels of 

any of the airport development-induced air pollutants .. 

Detailed information on ex.isti:ng air qualiy levels in 

the area of proposed development will be particularly useful 

as a base line for assessing the aiI quality impact of the 

airport action .. 

The next step in the air quality impact assessment 

process is to gather data about the general air pollu·tant. 

dispersion characteristics of the alternat.i.ve development 

areas. This information will be useful in assessing the 
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microscale impact of the proposed airport development 

actimi.. There are a numb,e:r of usi;;ful parameters for this 

proc~:s;ss including mixing hE:ig.h.t 1 
. ' :J .. nv·ers.io.n height, 

prevailing annual wind speeds# high air pollution l 

general indicator of air pollutant .., __ '< - • _,, a2.spers.i.on 

potential is mixing height. Mixing height may be defined as 

the vertical distance available above the ground for a given 

period and location for the mixing of air pollutants with 

t s for different areas 

vary daily, seasonally, ana topographically. 

information on this air pollution dispersion parameter and 

essentially obtain+?d from state 

climatological offic1as and from th•:? Na onal oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) .. 

Temperature imrersion.s occur :whert:i air temperature 

increases ratber than dec:ceas,2s with foeight above the 

ground~ Temperature inversions are usually f-0und doring the 

night and early morning hours duE' to the heating and cooling 

patV.~rns of the earth's surface. Also 1 inversions are more 

likely to occur during the fall than during other seasons. 

Since a basic characteristic of inversions is that they are 

usually accompanied by low wind s • they often represent 

periods of gr>eatly limited horizon.ta.I as ¥H?11 as 1rertical 

dispersion of air pollutants. 
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other indicators of air pollutant dispersion potential 

include the hi.gh air pollution potential advisory {liAPPA), 

episode days, the mean annual wind at the proposed aii:port 

development site, and the hist.orical record of air pollution 

episodes for the area being consi.d€red for development. If 

p.revious significant air pollution episodes have occurred, 

their nature should be discussed in the draft and final EIS. 

Data th.at are associated with dispersion potential hut 

are more relevant to the assessfilent of microscale air 

quality impact includes records of monthly precipitation, 

wind speed and direction, temperature, solar insolation, and 

relative humidity. Informa.t.io:n of this nature is essential 

for microscale evaluations of impact upon air quality. 

Unique meteorological phenomena known to have occurred 

in the d·avelopment a.r·ea should be noted and discussed in t.he 

draft and final EIS, particularly as related to the 

prevalence of tornado·es and fog formation and persistence. 

l major concern in air quality impact assessment for 

airport developmen·t is in answe:cing the question of whether 

or not air quality standards will be exceeded~ Two major 

categories of standards n,eed to l:Ha' considered.. These are 

emission standards and ambient air quality standards. 

Emission standards apply to materials that can be emitted 

from a source into the atmosphere. .h1bient air q11ali ty 

standards apply to the overall quality of the general 
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ambi£H1t atmospher,e .. 

The federal Clean Air Act of 1970 and its amendments 

have Eistablished a program for the creation .of National air 

'11.uality standards. Ji. brief summary of 1::111;;, Nat.io:nal ambient 

air quality standards is provided in Table 7~ Primary 

st:.andards are shown i.n Table 8 and are: pria1a:t:i1y oriented. to 

protecting public health and welfare~ 

SUGGESTED STEPS FOR ASSESSMENT OF AIR QUALITY IMPACT 

The basic steps associat('H1 with the prediction of air 

quality altera on as a cesnlt cf airport development and 

the assessment of the impact of such alteration may be 

summarized as follows: 

1~ Identify the air pollutants which will be 

from the airpo:rt 

consideration; 

2. Ascertain the existing air quality levels for the 

If siblH, present 

historical air quality tr.ends in thEcse a.reas.. EstimatG the 

frequency distrillutiori and a.nd 

concentrations for each gaseous or particulate air pollutant 

tha.t has an ambient a.ir quality standa:rd a:nil is likely to he 
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Table 7. National ambient air'quality standards (a) 

---------------------------------------~--------------------------·---------·-------------.. -------------------------·-·------------.,..,-__________ _ 
Pollutant 

Particulate Matter 
Annual Geometric Mean 
Max.. 24 Hr. Concentration (:b) 

Sulf11r Oxides 
Annual Arithmetic Mean 
Max. 24 Hr,. concentration (b) 
Max. 3 Hr. Concentra:tion fb) 

carbon Monoxide 
l!iax,. 8 Hr. Concentration (b) 
Max. 1 .Hr. Concentration (b} 

Photochemical oxidants 
Max •.. 1 Hr .• Concentration (b) 

Hydrocarbons 
Max,. 3 Hr •. · (6-9 A.H.) cone. (bJ 

Nitrogen Oxides 
Annual Arithmetic Kean 

Primary (c) Secondary 

75 60 
260 150 

80 {0.03) 60 
365 (0.14) 260 

1300 

10 (9) 
40 {35) Same 

160 (0. 08) Same 

160 (0.24) same 

100 (0. 05) Same 

------------------------------------------------------------
(a) - All measurements are expressed in micrograms per 

meter cubed except for carbo11 monoxide, which is expressed 
in terms o.f milligrams per meter cubed. Equivalent 
measurements in PPM are given in parentheses for the gaseous 
pollutants .. 

(b) - Not to be exceeded more th.an once per year. 
{c) - Primary standards indicate the miu.imum level of air 

quality .necessary to protect public health.. secondary 
st.andards indicate the minimum level of air quality 
necessary to protect public w-elfare,, 
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Table a,. u. s.. air quality criteria and standards ( 1971) * 

------------------------------------------------------------Pollutant 

Particulate Matter 

Sulfn:r Dioxide 

carbo.n Monoxide 

Hydrocarbons 

Nit.rogen oxides 

Adverse Health Effects at These Cone~ 

80 annual mean 

115 annual mean: 300 24 hr. avg.~ 
3-4 day period 

12-17 £or 8 Hrs. produces concen .. 
of 2-2.5% carbo:xyhemoglobin; 35 
for 8 hrs. produces cone. of 5% 
car boxy hemoglobin. 

130 hourly average impaired athl. 
performanc.e; 20 O instantaneous 
level increased eye irritation; 
490 pea.ks with 300 hourly average 
increased asthma attacks 

With nonmethane hydrocarbon, 200 
in 3 hrs .. produced (2-4 hr .• laber) 
photochemical oxidant of up to 200 
lasted 1 hr; by extrapolation, 
cone~ of HC of 100 can produce 
lowest injurious level of photoch. 
oxidant 

118-156, 24 hr. mean over 6 mon. 
producEd incrsase in acute bronch. 
in infants and schoolchildren; 
associated with a 24 hr.. ma:x .. of 
of 284; 117-205, 24 hr .. mean over 
6 mon., and mean suspended nitrate 
of 3.8 + produced increased resp. 
dis~ase in family groups 

* - All measur,ements are expressed in micrograms per meter 
cubed except for carbon monoxide, which is expressed in 
milligrams per mete:r cubed. 
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produced by the construction an<l ope.ration o.f the 

development action. 

3 .. Ascertain the air pollutant dispersion po·tential for 

each of the alternative sites under consideration. This 

determination may be accomplished by aggregating data on 

monthly or seasonal 

inve.rsion heights, 

variations of 

wind speeds, 

potential, a:na episode-days .. 

average mixing height, 

high air pollution 

4. Historical records of ser:ious air p,oJlution episod.es 

in the alternative areas under consideration should be 

discussed. 

5,. summarize the general meteorological information .for 

the alternative sites. Such data ,should include .monthly 

summaries of precipitation, temperature, wind speed and 

direction, insolation, and other parameters as deemed 

appropriate. Also included in this data should he the 

monthly, seasonal, and annual wind roses for each of the 

alternative sites under consideration. Any unique 

meteor:ological phenomena known to have occurred should be 

noted •. 

6.. Obtain ambient air quality standards and source 

standards as relevant, giving consideration to the time 

schedule for implementation. 

7. Summarize emission inventory data for the smallest 

applicable scale of the development region and include the 
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re:,gional ,emission inventory. Identi.fy thi~ majo:r sources 0£ 

pollution in U1e area noting th,Pir location re vant to the 

airport a.eve lopment actio.n al b:::r:nati-;u;;;s und13r con.side:ra ti on 

and the types and quantities of pollutants they emit~ 

8 .. Estimate the macroscale impact du·e to constructing 

and operating each development alternative by estimating 

annual guan y of air pollutants and the percentage 

increase in the local and regional emission inventory for 

each pollutant emitted. 

9. Estimate the ground 1e,rel concentrations of air 

poll utan ts for each d(;ivelopment alterna ve under various 

meteorological conditions. Microscale air guality impact 

may estimated by co•paring predicted pollution V£1S 

with t applicable ambient air quality standards. 

10. If emission or ambient air quality standards are 

exceeded by proposed airport 

e,valuate measures which may b,::; emplioyed to mi 

severity of the air.por:t dev~}lopment.-induc 

quality .• 

impacts upon air 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is the objective of this A*E*I*S chapter to 

recognize and suggest means for minimizing adverse: im.pa.cts 

upon the water qnality environment resulting from 

construction and operation of rport facilities i.I1 

Virginia.. T s document briefly ts the nature of the 

wateJT quality problem and suggE!Sts a geruara1ized st.ep~ise 

p.roc>B>dure for assess:Lng probable water quality impacts,, 

This chapter is designed to provide types of information 

and to suggest practical steps that may be employed to 

predict 

airport 

the likely 

development action. It 

.impacts 

is hoped 

a proposea 

that this 

information kfill be us.::"ful to thcs'e who prepare and assess 

water quality aspects of 

statemeints. 

airport environmental impact 

Airport construction and operation do not typically 

create major water quality problems, but may not. well 

planned. Airports are, or •ay become generators of much 

traffic and human use and as a n-:sul t water treatment and 

disposal facilities may be cha qed before alternative 

systems a:re install,ed. tiash wat,er1 gasoliWf3il' tire rubber, 

oil, as well as silt from airports create water g_ual:ity 

problems that must be addressed,. 

66 
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Water quality is interactive with problems of water 

quantity.. The large impervious surfaces of airports .create 

major runoff proble1ns and challenges for storing and 

assuring gradual dispersal of storm waters .. 

In general, water quality requirements, available water 

.resources, and impacts upon exi.stil1g water tables for each 

project alternative should be ascertained and discussed in 

both the draft. and final EIS,. The amount of solid waste 

should be estimated and the procedure for its disposal 

described for those airport development actions deemed to 

result in a 

disposal. 

disposal of 

significant increase or alteration in waste 

Any State, regional, er local ragulati,ons for 

solid waste should be delineated and measures 

unde.rtaken to insure compliance described in both the d.raft 

and final EIS .. 

All existing and proposed procedures and facilities for 

the treatment and disposal of all types of waste materials 

should he Euramined and assessed for compliance with 

applicable Federal, State, regional, or local standards. 

ilium deemed necessary, those responsible for preparing an 

airport EIS should consult with the representative 

organization in charge of regional waste treatment 

management and planning undBr the u.s.. water Pollution. 

Control Act Amendments of 1972 (Pub.. L. 92-500),. If 

applicable, all levels of governmental standards fo.r water 
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quality and measures to be employed to insure complia.nce 

with such standards both during the construction and 

operation of the p·roposed development project should be 

recognized and defined. 

~·H~asures to be enrployed to minimize water pollution due 

to surface runoff, ·which may include pollution infiltration 

from areas of extensive grading and pavement or placement of 

piles should be discussed in .both the draf·t and final E.IS. 

Both the short-term and long-term effects of construc'tion 

and operation of the 

al·ternatives upon areawide 

should also be discussed in 

water quality impacts. 

proposed airport development. 

drainage and aqui.fer: recharge 

the st.atsment of likely induced 

suggestions are 

i:nterpretation of the 

provided for the assessment or 

predicted airport development-i.nduc,ed 

impacts. These are primarily related to an analysis of the 

resultant concentrations of the various water pollutants 

relative to applicable water quality standards,. 

iilTE.R QUALITY FUNDAMENTALS 

For many relatively large airport development projects, 

one of the most important environmental impacts is often 

evidenced by alterations in vater quality both in the 

project vicinity and in downstream areas,. The construction 
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o.f an ai.rport facility ilill induce short-term impacts upo.n 

the water quality environment,. 'l'he operation of an airport 

will result in longer-term water quality impacts. 

In general, airport development-induced impacts upon 

the water environment are directly related to changes in 

existing hydrologic and hydraulic systems as well as to the 

introduction into receiving waters of suspended, floating, 

or disolved water pollutants. Al·though the term water 

pollution has been widely employed in rece1rt years and 

defined in a number of ways, the central elements of most 

definitions entail the amounts and concentrations of the 

various pollutants for sufficient lengths of time so as to 

cause specific ,ef:fects. The berm 'Wate.r contaminatio:n is 

typically employ,ed to desc.ibe water pollution effects that 

are related to public health and safety, such as those 

caused by the intrusion of pathogenic bacteria int.o 

particular water environments. 

The term Imisance is generally used to describe 

aesthetically displeasing effects created by grease, oils, 

or other floating materials. 

Prior to assessing likely project-induced impacts upon 

water quali'ty, a number of water quality pa·rameters need to 

be delineated. A multidimensional analysis of water quality 

characteristics can be used develop a watershed evaluation 

of the alterations 'that could concei·vably resul·t from the 
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project alternatives. 

Impacts upon the water quality environment may be 

assessed in terms of chemical, physical, bacteriological" 

and other biological parameters .. 

The physical parameters include such factors as color, 

odor,, 'temperature, residues {solids), and grease and oils .. 

Color type is related to whether the pollutant particles are 

dissolved (true color) or filterable (apparent color). Odor 

is assessed in terms of type and 

Threshold odor rating may be defined 

threshold odor rating. 

as the amount of odor-

free water required to dilute odorous water to a non-odorous 

level .. 

The total solids may be divided into dissolved and 

suspended suhcategor,ies. These subcategories in turn may 

both be further broken down. to volatile (,organic) and fixed 

(inorganic) categories. Turbidity, which is cLnothe.r measure 

of solids in water, is directly related to light 

transmittance. The term settleable solids is used to denote 

the particulate matter present in undisturbed aqueous 

solution that vill settle by gravity over a one-hour period. 

The term conductivity, also called specific conductance, :is 

used to describe the amou:nt of inorganic dissolved solids 

occuring in an ionized state. In surface bodies of :water 

oil and grease is typically assessed in terms of nuisance 

considerations. 
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Chemical parameters of water quality may be broken down 

into organic and inorganic categories. A number of tests 

have been widely employed .in the past to describe orga·nic 

water constituents.. Perhaps the most commonly employed 

organic test is biological oxygen demand (BOD) .. BOD may he 

defined as the amount of o·xygen requir~Hl by bacteria in 

their decomposition of organic material in a sample at 20 

degees celsius over a five-day period under anaerobic 

conditions •. · Other tests used to describe the organic 

content of water include the nitrogen oxygen demand, 

chemical oxygen demand,. total oxygen demand, and total 

organic carbon. 

Inorganic parameters that 

airport development. impacts 

environment include hardness, pH, 

may be of importance to 

upon the water quality 

salinity, alkalinity, and 

the concentrations of iron, chlorides, manganese, sulfates, 

sulfides, heavy metals (mercury, lead, chromium'" copper, and. 

zinc), phosphorous, an.,d nitrogen. Salinity and chloride 

content are measu.res of salt concentrations.. Hardness is 

primarily a functiou of t.he concentrations of metallic 

cations, such as calcium and magn,es.ium, with soap consuming. 

potential.. Phosphorous and nitrogen are of i mpo:rtance to 

water quality due to their nutrient characteristics. 

Bacteriological wa te.r guali·ty parameters include 

coli forms, :fecal coliforms, viruses and particular 
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pathogens. The concentrations o.f colif orms and fecal 

coliform.s are typically used as indicators of the presence 

of human pathogens in water. 

The two main sources of wate.r pollutants in surface 

aqueous ecos yst.em.s are point sources and non-point sources. 

The total polluta.nt load in a surface body of wate.r is a 

direct function of the sum of all poi.nt and non-point 

sources of water pollution contributing to that aqueous 

ecosystem.. Since the individual sources of pollutants for 

most surface bodies of water are manifold# especially for 

the larger bodies of llater, it .is fairly likely th.at 

resultant water quality for any given one will not be 

attributable to any single source or pollutant type. 

The major sources of water quali·ty degradati-on i"11 t.he 

United s·tates are,, in descending order, industrial vastesv 

municiple wastes¥ agricultural wastes, soil erosion, 

accidental introduction ·Of oil · and other hazardous man-.m.ade 

substances, acid mine drainage, mine sediments# a,nd waste 

from watercraft. 

The impacts of the various types of water pollutants on 

receiving bodies of water consist of many diverse elements 

and are dependent upon t.he category and co.ncentrations of 

pollutants .. 

soluble o.rganic pollutan·ts ¥ w-hich are typically 

represented by high BOD waste materials, cause the depletion 
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o.f oxygen in aqueous ecosystems. Small quantities of 

certain organics in water 11ay cause annoying and undesirable 

odors and tastes, and some may he biomagnif ied in certain 

food chains,. 

suspended solid water pollutants decrease the clarity 

of water and constrain photosynthesis.. If suspended solids 

settle to the bottom and form sludge deposits, impacts upon 

benthic systems result. 

Assessment paramErters such as color# tu.rbidity, grease, 

oils and other floating materials are important on an 

aesthetic level and at higher concentrations may eff,ect 

water clarity and constrain photosynthesis. 

The introduction o.f excessive amounts of .nit.rogen and 

pho.sphorous may cause the overgrowth of algae and result in 

interference with water and waste treatment processes .. 

Chlorides may cause the water to taste salty and,, in 

sufficient concentrations, may induce .limitations on water 

usag·e. 

The introduction of bases, acids, and toxic subst.ancies 

into aqueous ecosystems may cause fish or i.ffvertebrate 

ai.eoffs and other ecological impacts .. 

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOB IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

The first step in predicting and assessing airport 
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d.evelopment-induced impacts upon the water quality 

environment. requires delineating the types and amounts of 

water pollRt.ants likely to resul·t from constructing and 

operating each project alternative under consideration. One 

way in which this may be partly accomplished is to review 

environmental impact statements prepared for previous 

projects of the same size, type, and having similar site 

characteristics. Another method which may be utilized is to 

employ the unit waste generation factor {UWGFJ. The UWGF 

may be defined as t.he rat.e at which a pa.rticular water 

pollutant is introduced into a receiving body of water as 

the result of some phase of an airport development activity, 

such as the clear.ing of land for runways. 

The next step in assessing project-induced impacts 

upon water quality requi.res the compilation of detailed data 

on the existing water quantity and quality levels in the 

vicinity of each airport development alternative under 

consideration •. Special attention should be given to wa'ter 

quality parameters related to the specific types of water 

pollutants likely to be produced by the construction a.nd 

operation 0£ each project alternative.. Sources of 

information of this nature include local, regional, State, 

or Federal water resources agencies and private industries 

that have water quality monito~ring programs,, Another souro.e 

of water resources data is the storag,e and retrieval of 
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water gualit y informa on system {STOiR.ET} of the EPA. 

It is important to note tha.t thE' u. lization of water 

quality and quantity data from information systems such as 

STORET mttst always in conjunction with a.n examination fo:r 

reliability and validity; professional 

assessment expertise is 'ess+2 al 

ef fa?ctively the data obtailhad. 

water guality impact 

in order to employ 

Since standards of water quality typically vary th 

the human uses assigned to specific lakes, streams or stream 

Sf~gm.ents, it is some,-times essential to assess existing wa.tEYI: 

quality in relation to various standards. 

interpretation of water pollution information involves 

of predicted. amounts, concentrations, comparison 

persistence of project-induced water pollutants 

and 

with 

applicable water quality standards. one technique fer doing 

this which has been ·2mplcy,ed. wid"ely in th'f' past. is based 

upon t.he assignm1ant. of wagat1. ve values when various 

parame1 t.ers of water quality are not me't and assig11ment 

of zero values for those in ccmplianci:: Y.ith app.licaJ:ile 

sta.ndards.. Table 9 provides a list of rrnrtl'e:cica1 assignntt?nts 

utilized for this type of water quality rating methodology 

(Canter 1977) ~ 

The rationale .fo:r the valuEJs in 'J:abl«s 9 is that failing 

to meet a bacteriological standard is judged to be t 

times as critical as not mee g a physical standard~ 
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Table 9. Numerical assignments for st.ream quality rating 

----·:-·•·---------------------------_, _____ ---·---·---________________ ..,,. __ _ 
--------~---------------~----------~------------------------No. of samples Value Physical Chemical Bacteriological 

< 10 Sax. --1 -2 -3 
l'.l.in. -1 -2 -3 
Mean -3 -6 -9 

> 10 Max. -2 -4 -6 
Min,. -2 -4 -6 
Mean -6 -12 -18 
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Failure to achieve a chemical standard is desmed to bs twic~ 

as important as not meeting a physical standard. When the 

mean value of a parame't€:r fails to meet. the applicable 

standard it is judged to be thre,e tim,2s as important as wh:c;n 

the minimum or ma..ximu.m fails to achieve th.s standard. Mater 

quality monitoring stations - h .. , h trom w,1c ten or more samples 

an; analyzed are deemed to be twice as important. as thoss~ 

from which less than ten samples have been analyzed~ 

The determination of a numerical score for a water 

quality monitoring station is based on a summation of 

negative numerical assignments applied when standards of 

water quality are not met~ The scores each monitoring 

station are assigned a rating on basis of t following: 

SCORE INTERPBE'I' ATION 

0 excellent water quality-all standards met 

-1 to -10 good water quality-most standards met 

,-11 to -30 fair water guality-fe w standards not met. 

<-30 poor water: quality-many standards not met 

such a water quality rating system is useful in 

portraying graphically the existing water quality in the 

vicinity of each project alternative. 

One of the major conce.r.ns about stream flow is flow 

frequency, which of ten is necessary for determining 
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compliance with existing water quality standards~ In some 

instances the 7-day, 10-year flow, which indicates that th.is 

.J .. s t minim um stream fl.ow that occu.rs nv~.n· a 7-day period 

on a fr::e·qufHlcy of once every 10 years, is necessary.. In 

other cases the 7-d.ay, 2- ar flmf is sufficient. 

Information on stream flow frequency may be obtained from 

local, regional, State, or Federal water resources agencies. 

'The n·ext st.1:::p in assessing airport a~:velopna:int-induc'i?Hi 

impacts upon the '!i!ater gualit.y enviro11me.nt is to recognize 

and define any unique water pollution problems koovn to have 

occurred in any of the alternative site vicinities being 

considered~ This step is necessary order to describe 

adequately the existing, pre-d,2'v•0.lopment water quality 

environment and to draw public focus to environmentally 

sensit1v1?. impact parameters. E.xamplBs of such special wat,er 

pollution problems that should be delineated include 

algal blooms, kills, trout stream 

sedimt=rntation, and str:atifio::::d flow-inducing thermal 

discharges. sources of information on unique water quality 

problems include goverument water re•source ag•.mci~1!s., local 

newspapers, and conservation groups. 

A description of likely impacts upon gr:oundwa 

quantity and quality is typically not essential for small, 

general aviation airport development projects but for larger 

development p.roj8cts in valving tlH::' construction of long and 
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numerous runways, this step may be required. The basic 

reason for undertaking such a study is to ascertain the 

depth ·to the ground water table in each of the alternative 

development sites and t.o de.fine the direction of groundwater 

flow. The primary users of the affected groundwater system 

should be list·ed and historical trends in groundwater 

depletion or quality deterioration discussed in both the 

draft and final EIS. 

For most airport development projects meteorological 

dat.a are necessary f·or assessing a.i:r quality impacts (see 

air quality chapter).. In addition, a. number of 

climatological parameters such as evaporation, 

precipitation, and air temp·erature are importa·nt for 

predicting and assessing impacts upon the water quality 

environment. Temperatu:re and precipit.atio.n data may be 

useful in scheduling construction activities in order to 

minimize water: quality impacts. .Meterological information 

may be obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration and from Government weather information 

servic·es •.. 

The next. step in as.sessing impacts upon water quality 

is to delineate Federal, state, regional, or local standards 

of water quality. The u .. s. iiater Pollution Control Act 

Amendments of 1972 (PL 92-500) mandate basic federal water 

quality objectives and policies foe a~tivities affecting the 
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nation's water resources. Some of these are as follows: 

1. the discharge of pollutants into navigable bodies of 

water should be completely eliminatea by 1985; 

2~ wherev~:r attainabls, an. interim goal of water 

quality 11 which provides fm: acceotahle ·'- protect.ion and 

propogation of shellfish, fish, and wildlife and provides 

for water recreation activities should be achieved by 1983; 

and, 

3. tlHi: discb.a:r:g,e of to.xic pollutants in toxic amounts 

should be prohibited~ 

Point source water pollution control strategies have 

been developed, with each point source being subject to both 

an effluent and water quality standard. similar st.:rafa~gies 

for non-point sources are still b€ing veloped. 

standards of water quality are applicable to surface 

b ~. . oa.:i..es of water and signify water qua. li t:z 
charactE:r:ristics r.equire·d to P'iHmit specific water us.as. 

Industrial point sources are uired to be in compliance 

with best practicable waste treatment by 1977 and with best 

available waste treatment by 1983. NE'i w ind ustri.al point 

sources are reguirea. to be planned according to niiHi' source 

performance standards. standards must be 

achieved by industrial sources prior to discharge into 

municipal waste treatment works~ 

Although no exact definition has applied for the 
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phrase best practicable waste tI~atment technology, it must 

be applied relative to whether t receiving body of water 

is considered as water-quality ·limited or effluent mited. 

streams or stream segm-ents which arf:', classified as b2ing 

water quality limited cannot d to meet manda t.ed 

standards of water quality even though all point sources 

aischarging pollutants into thBm achieve effluent 

improvemEu1ts such as secondary waste treat.merct. 

Streams or stream segments limited by effluents are 

those for wnich standards of water quality can be achieved 

after all point sources discharging water-borne wastes into 

them meet effluent limitations. About one half of 

streams in the United states are classi£ied as effluent 

limited and the other half are classi d as water quality 

limited. 

State water quality sta11dards vary from state to stat€!, 

for different bodies cf water, and for various stream 

segments. The Virginia StabT. Water Control I.aw of 1950 as 

aiu,endE>d by the 1970 General Assembly 1astablished. as the 

policy of the Coilunonwealth to: 

1. protect existing h.igh. quality Sta waters and 

n-:store all other stat.'e waters to such condition of quality 

th.at any sucli waters Yil1 permit all rE;asonable public uses 

and will support the propogation and grovth of all aquatic 

life., including ga.mefish, Mhich might resonably b~~ expected 
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t.o inhabit them; 

2. safeguard the clean wa 

p>011ution; 

of the state from 

3. prevent any increase in pollution; anB, 

4. reduce existing pollution, in or to provide for 

the health 1 safety, and welfare of the citizens of the 

commonwealth. 

The Virginia wat 0er qlaality law states ftn.:ther that: 

1w no right to continue existing quality degradation in 

any State water s~all exist nor shall soch right be deemed 

to have acquired. by virt u.e of past or fu:tur€0 dischargE'1 

of sevage 1 industrial wastes or other wastes or other action 

by any owner. The right and control of the state in and 

over all State waters is hereby expressly reserved and 

reaffirmed; and, 

2. 11raters whose <?J.xist.ing guali ty is better than the 

established standards as of the date on which such standards 

b.E;come Bf feet ive will ma.int.ained at h.1g11 quality; 

provided that the board has the power to authorize any 

projec1:. . o.r- dev 0e1opme:nt wbic.h would constitute a new or 

increased discharge of effluent to high quality water, when 

it has been affirmatively demo.nstrate:a that a change is 

justifiable to pr-ovicle necessary economic or social 

dev~~loprne·nt; and provide a further# that th0e necessary degree 

of waste treatment to maintain high quality water will be 
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' ~ regui.reo. where physically and economically feasible~ 

Present and anticipated use of such rs will br..-? preserved 

and protected. 

The next step j~ the assessment of airport development-

induced impacts upon the water gual~ty environment is to 

all surface bodies of water in the vici es of the project 

alte:rnativE~s. Virginia is still process of 

completing studies of waste loads in surf ace bodies of 

water. An important result of such studies is the 

d.elin1~a.tion of all point sources of i1ater pollutants in the 

alt'E~rnative site 1oca1ces. I)cfJtailt~~d at tent ion should be 

given t.·O unique pollutant discha.rges effluent 

users in alternative project areas should ide:ntifiedF 

especially thos'a in dow:nstream areas~ In wabc:r deficient 

areas# water quantity concerns an~ of major importance .• 

'!~he next step in t:he a.ss.essme.nt of water: qua1i ty 

impacts is to assess the likely pact.s of thi:? project 

alternatives in terms of r contributions to existing 

stream waste load.s. one means of accomplishing is to 

mu1 ti ply unit waste generation fa,ct.oi:s by their appropriate 

production quantities and th.en to compar>e p:redictE-"d 

wast.e loads with the E"Xist.ing waste loa.ds alternative 

site vicinities'" 
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pcercentage changfus in water pollutant loads resulting from 

study areas. later pollutant waste loads should oe 

described in terms o.f organic (non-conservativt~), irH:Jrga.nic 

solid, nutrient 6 and bactsriological 

pollrrtants,. 

The major water quality impact resulting from the 

construction of airport facilities typically results from 

sediment that .is erod.,ad from thE' df2v12lopment site, washed 

into local surface waters 8 and then dispersed and deposited 

downstream. The degree of water guality impacts due to 

sedimentation is primarily a function of the development 

site's soil and topography, aruonnt of precipitation and the 

construction practices ,employed .• 

The next step in the ass,2·.ssm<:n1t of water quality 

impacts involvt~s pr,edicting downstream concentrations of 

water pollutants for each project alternative for both the 

construction and. operational phases of projecL 

O . .;;: .L conservative water pollutants, those which 

are not degraded biologically or removed by sedimentation. 

volatilization, or precipitation, in downstrean areas are 

typically analyzed by evaluating tlH:i stream's dilution 

capacity,. A. comparison of the pr 

stream can then made relative to the applicable standards 

of water quality. 
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Nonconservative water pollutants may be defined as 

those organic substances that can be decomposed biologically 

in aq~eous solution, chiefly by bacteria. Severe water 

pollution impacts are of·ten caused by organi'c water 

pollutants which induce mcygen deficiencies. A body of 

deficient when its co.ncentrat.ion water is considered oxyg.en 

of dissolved oxygen is less than the saturation 

existing temperature, pressure and salt. concentration. 

If existing standards of water guality are expected t.o 

be exceeded by the proposed airport development action, 

strategies for control or abatement should he discussed in 

both the draft and final BIS. 

The .final step in predicting and assessing 

development-induced impacts upon the water 

airport 

quality 

environment is t,o consider unique parameters of operational 

impacts relative to a number of factors.. TJ:u~se factors 

include the frequency distribution of decreased wa·ter 

quantity and quality, the fate of nutrients incorporated 

into 

water 

the aqueous biomass, 

pollutants in the 

magnification of 

aqueous food veb, 

conservative 

and chemical 

changes of inorganic substances within aqueous ecosystems. 

The basic steps associated with the assessment of 

airport project-induced impacts upon the water quality 

environment may be summarized as: 

L .Determine the types and qua:nti ties of water 
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pollutants likely to be produced by all project alter.natives 

du:ring both the construction and operational phases of the 

development action; 

2. Ascertain existing water quantity and quality levels 

:for sur.face bodies of water i:n the alternative project 

vicinities. Analyze freque.ncy distributions and median and 

mean data for water quality aud quantity. Consider local 

historical trends in water quality and quantity. Give 

special attention to the low flow employed by th·e local 

water resource agency .for maintenance of water quality 

standards; 

3,. Recogn.ize and define 

have occurred or exist 

unique pollution problems that 

i:n the alternative project 

vicinities; 

4. For larg,e airport developnhe.nt projects, describe 

groundwater quantity and quality in the project locale, 

describing depth to the groundwater table and direction of 

flow,. 

5 •. · summarize 

project locale, 

kay meteorological 

noting information 

parameters for the 

o:n precipitation, 

evaporation, and temp·erature; 

,6,. Assemble applicable 

Describe the applicability of 

wat\Err quality s-taudards. 

effluent standards and 

required waste treatment. state whether the receiving body 

of water is effluent or water quality-limited; 
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7. Assess importance of the waste load allocation study 

for the alte.r.native project areas, including information on 

inorganic. sediment and .bacterial parameter.s,. Identify 

point sources of water pol.lutants in the project area. List 

the types of water uses in the project vicinity and state 

the quantities involved; 

8. Determine the p.roject-induced percentag-e increase in 

waste load.. List existing water quality parameters that are 

good or bad relative to current or potential water quality 

standards; 

9. Assess construction phase impacts in terms of the 

following factors; 

a) pariod of ·construction and resultant period of 

decreased water quality specifying st.ream discharges and 

quality variations, 

b} expected distance downstream of decreased water 

quality, 

c} implications of decreased wa.t,er quality relative 

to downstream water users, 

d) constructi·on specifications directed toward 

pollution minimization; 

10. Assess local impacts 

concentrations of conservative pollutants, dissolved oxygen 

concentrations as a .functi.on of ·nonconservative pollutants 

and compare both with applicable water quality standards. 
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Describe measures to be undertaken to insure compliance; 

11. If water quality or eff loent standards an~ 

exceeded, consider mitigation or control measures; and, 

12.. Assess operational phase impacts o:f project 

alternatives in terms of; 

a) frequency distribution water 

quantity and quality, 

c) fate of nutrients by i.ncorpora tion into the 

aquatic boimass, 

d) biomagnification of organic substances in the 

food web, 

e) chemical precipitation or oxidation/reduction of 

inorganic chemicals, 

f) expected distance downstream of decreased water 

quality and the implications for water users, and, 

g) general effects of any water quality alterations 

on t.he ·aquatic ecosystem .• 
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INTRODUCTION 

this A*E*I*S chapter to 

recogniz·e and suggest means for minimizing adverse impacts 

upon the socioeconomic environment resulting from the 

construction. a:nd of airport facilities in 

Virginia,. This chapter briefly presents the nature of the 

socioeconomic impact problem and suggests a generalized 

stepwise pr·ocedure for predicting and assessing probable 

socioeconomic impacts, both adverse and bene.ficial. This 

chapter is designed to provide t.h'e types of information and 

to sugg'.est practical steps that may be employed to predict 

the likely socioecon,omic impacts of a proposed airport 

development action .. 

A proposed airport developm.(:;,nt action may have impacts 

upon existing communities and social structures. Where an 

airport clevelopment projcect results in t:he displacement o.f 

people or businesses, or if it disrupts established 

communities, the following information, when available, 

should be included in both the draft and final EIS in order 

to ascertain the feasibility of relocation: 

1,. an estimate of the numbers and characteristics of 

households to be displaced such as income levels, 

minorities, -owner or re:n-ter / elderly / family size, etc .. ; 

91 
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2. li k'Pily impact. upon the neighborhood and housing 

where relocation is likely to occur; 

3. impact or disruption of stabili t.y and cohesion 

of any established community: 

4. a description of types of businesses to ht~ 

displaced and general impacts of business dislocation 

upon the local economy.; 

5. feasibility of providing acceptable relocation 

housing for the families to be relocat and a description 

of actions proposed to minimize any insufficiencies, 

including, if essential, housing of the last resort, as 

rnandatt~d by Sect.ion 206 (a} of the Onif orm Relocation 

Assistance and Beal Pro s Acquisition Polici;e~s Act of 

1970; 

6. impacts of surface traffic disruption, including 

impacts on access to connrnnity faci1i , recreation areas, 

and places of business or residence; 

7. results of consultation regarding the li y 

impacts with local of£icials, relocation or other social 

service agencies, and community organizations; and, 

8. a description of any specic:d rialocation advisory 

s;ar:vices to be provided for elderly. handicapped, or 

illiterate regarding the, inter pre ta ti on. of 

services, benefits, or other assistance available~ 

Induced socioeconomic impacts may include shifts in the 
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prevailing local patterns of population movement and growth, 

public service demands, and alterations in business 

and economic activity. The effects of such impacts should 

be estimated, as much as possible, discussed with pertinent 

local officials, and conclusions presented in beth the draft 

and .final EIS,. 

SOCIOECONOMIC IMP!C'f FUN.DlUlEl\l'l'.ltLS 

For m.any relatively largH airport development projects, 

one of most important environmental impacts is 

alterations in. socioeconomic str.uctur>es and dynamics both in 

the d~2<ve,lopment-si te vicinity and in the sur :rounding reg ion& 

The construction of an a.irpo:rt facility will lrf:1SU1t rn 

operation of an airport result 

socioeconomic impacts. Air 

socioeconomic changes may dstrimEnrtal benef'icia1 but 

are typically some combination of both~ An assessment of 

net change is very desirable. 

A description of t existing and dsvelopment~indocea 

socioeconomic environment represents a synthesis of many 

i nt.,errf.:la tea as nonrela.ted factors. 'I'his 
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environmental impact category is 

classified, and involves factors ¥..1hic.h. are not directly 

:i:<:::tla teed to the physical, chemical., biological, or noise 

environments,. In otlH:::'r ways, thE' socioeconomic impact 

category is perhaps the one most descriptive of human 

interactions an~ relationships~ 

Table 10 provides a summary of socioeconomic impact 

parameters that have been commonly €:mp1oyed in a variety of 

previous environmental impact statements .. Also delim:iabed 

in this table are socio<economic altErations that are lik>ely 

to occur as a result of airport dev<";lopmEn:1.t activities and 

airport. operation.. Many of the impacts listed Table 10 

r•epresent impacts of uniqu.e importance or significanc,:3 to 

the cted communities. 

Factors d'escriptiv·e of th:€~ socioeconomic enviro1uh?nt 

¥1€rre not typically included in the majority of 'iHS prepai:•ed 

during the first few years following the passage of NEPA-69 • 

. For this reason the President 1 s Council on Enviro:runental 

Quality {CEQ) in 1973 dinacted attention to this category of 

environmental impact and thereby supplied the regoired 

impetus for inclusion of these factors 

project decision-maJdng process~ As a result of this 

directed focus by the CEQ, secondary, socio12conomic 

environmental impacts of d;,;velopment projects are being 

given. gr1e:ater concern and inc:r..;::asre:d emphasis.. Th€: majority 
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Table 10. Socioeconomic parameters and potential changes 

--·-·---·---------·-------·------·------------·-,_._. ______________ , ____ ..., ________ -----
Paramete.r Potential Changes 

-------··~--------------~-------------------------,-------~----------·----·--,---

1. ,Geueral characteristics and 
trends in popn1atio:n .for 
state, region, county, and 
city 

2. Migrational trends in the 
study area 

3. Population characte.ristics 
in study area, including 
distributions by sex, ag:e, 
ethnic groups, educational 
levels, and family size 

4,. Distinct settlements of 
ethnic groups or deprived 
economic/minority g.r·oups 

5. Economic history for state, 
region, county, and city 

6 .• .Employment and unemploy-
ment patterns in. study 
area, including occupa-
tio.nal distribution and 
location and availability 
of work force 

7. Incom·e levels and trends 
for study area 

8,. Land-use patterns and con-
trols for study area 

9. Land values in study area 

10. Tax levels and patterns 
in study area, including 
land taxes, sales taxes 
and income levels 

Pop. inc.rease or decrease 

Change in migrational 
tre:nds 

Change in various pop-
ulation distribution 
characteristics 

Disruption of set.tle-
m·ent patterns 

Increase or decrease in 
economic patterns 

Increase or decrease .in 
·employment or unemploy-

merrt levels a.nd change 
occupational distrib. 

Increase or decrease in 
income levels 

Change in land-usage; 
may or may not be in 
compliance with existing 
land use plans 

I.and value alterations 

Changes in ta,x levels 
and paterns resulting 
from changes i.n land 
use and income levels 
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'Table 10. Socio,economic paramet,ar.s and pot. changes (cont'd) 

Parameter 

11. Housing characteristics 
in study area, incloaing 
types of housing and oc-
cupancy vels and age 
and condition of housing 

12 .• Ih3alth and social services 
in study area, including 
health manpower, lav en-
f orcem.En1 t, fi1>e protec-
tion. water supply, waste-
water treatment facilities, 
solid waste collection and 
disposal, and util i,es 

13. Public and private educa-
tional resources in study 
area, including K-12, col-
leges, and universities 

114. Transportation systems in 
study area. 

15. Community attitudes and 
lifestyles, including his-
tory of area voting pat-
terns 

16. Community cohesion, inclu-
ding organized community 
groups 

17. Tourism and recreational 
opportunities study area 

18. Religous patterns and char-
acteristics study area 

19. Areas of uniquB sig1dfi-
cance such as cemeteries 

Potantial Changes 

Changes in types of 
housing and occupancy 

Changes in diamand on 
servic1~s 

Changes in demand 

Changes in demand on 
transportation 
Sy>:Sti;!llS 

Changes attitudes and 
lifestyles 

Disruption cf cohesion 

Increase or decrea~e 
tourism and recreation 

Disrup 
patterns 

of religous 

Disruption of unique 
are,as 
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of these impacts are concerned with such th.ings as land-use 

alterations, population increases, and·changes in prevailing 

e mp1oyment. 

Economic benefits to communities as well as to the 

suppliers of ana users of airport facilities may be directly 

attrH:rntable to capital investments i:n airport development. 

Even individuals who ,never travel by aii: usually gain by the 

proximity 

producers 

of airport facilities since, 

and consumers, they utilize 

in their role 

many goods 

as 

and 

se,rvices that .must be transported by air .in order to have 

maximum value .• 

In addition to the economic value that air 

transportation has in common with other forms of 

transportation, its unique characteristics of high speed and 

omnipresence 

mail services 

generate a variety of benefits rang.ing from 

to social experiences such as concerts, 

lectures, and sporting events. Civil aviation airports ha v-e 

potential for being used for military operations and 

facilitating air ambulance and other emergency services. 

They may also ha·ve potential for aiding in air traffic 

control and other law enforcement. 

In addition to the direct effect o_f the .mobility 

afforded air passengers and shippers, the indirect effects 

of airport development may be nH:iasured in terms of 

employment a.nd income. Airlines, aircraft manufacturers, 
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and airport operators require employees and make purchases 

from a variety of serv.ice and manufacturing ind.ustr.ies .• 

Aviation industry payrolls and other payments are,, for the 

most part,, spe.nt i.n the local economy.. Non-aviation 

development may be attracted to an area because of the 

availability of air transp·ortation •. 

The feasibility of realizing benefits from attempts to 

increase local income through airport development projects 

is largely dependent upon existing local employment 

conditi,ons.. Where the labor force, especially in. the 

construction trades, is almost fully am.ployed 1 such attempts 

may often lead to inflated constr.uction prices and limited 

increased local economic gains. Conversely, if airport 

development is undertaken in a locale characterized by 

persistent unemployment and when the availability of airport 

facilities to be provided is a.n essential requirement for 

the location of _new production facilities, the overall .local 

economic benefits may be substantial. 

Altl1ough the nature of the relationships bet.ween 

airports and induced-development remain elusive, there is 

some evidence of the more h~calized impacts :resulting from 

the decision to locate an airport, especially in the cas~ of 

the larger commercial air carrier terminals. These impacts 

are evidenced by concentrations of development acti vit.ies, 

and not only those directly associated with airport 
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operation and maintenance or the movement of passengers and 

cargo. Airport location ·may induce the developmen.t of 

nearby restaurants, motels, car rental agencies, and ma:ny 

other businesses and personal services .for the air traveler, 

the airport_ employee, and the general public. 

A variety of industrial plants and offices also see 

ad vantages in their proximity to airport faci1i ties.. Th.is 

may be due to the airport itself or because of linkages to 

the various other establishments attracted to the airport 

vicinity.. This concentration of development activity in 

turn may generate another round of induced soc.ioeconomic 

environ.mental impacts in the form of increasing demands on 

public utilities and ground transportation networks. 

Additional demands for electricity# water, and sewer lines 

may represen·t increased costs to the general community. 

Airport-community socioeconomic impacts are not one way 

relationships.. The patterns of change and growth in areas 

near .airports may affect airport operations, ranging from 

altering flight paths so as to reduce noise impacts to 

rendering the airport unsuitable for further expansion as a 

result of the preemption of contiguous land for: other uses. 

Perhaps the most often ask-ed question. regarding the 

socioeconomic impact. implications of new airport development 

projects is nwho pays and who benefits?n The answer to this 

question is always very difficult and all too ofte.n 
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impossible., 

STEPfHSE SOCIOECONOitIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

The first step in assessing a.i.rport d<~v.elopment-induct.?:d 

impacts upon the socioeconomic enviro.nmen t. is to obtain and 

to synthesize pertinent data and information that will 

facilitate describing the socioeconomic e11v1ronmental 

setting of the project alternatives. 'l'ab1e 11 delineates 

socio;:,~corwmic factors com11wnly employ·ed in 1:?.rrvironrae.ntal 

impact asS:i-JJSsment 11H::thodologi<:s for airports and othB'r 

transportation projects. 

sou.r:ces of information on socic£:?conomic impact factors 

include the u. s. Bureau of C?.nsns, statistical abstracts 

for various levels of government, Chambers of Commerce, 

planning agencies and departnv~nts., educaticmal pre-grams, and 

recreational organizations. The assemblage of data and 

information for socioeconomic impact factors typically 

involvt.>S contact with .numerous groups of people,. 

The next step in assessing socioeconomic environmental 

impacts caused by airport ih;v,elopme11t is to delineate any 

factors that repre,sent cri tica1 i t<ams re la ti ve to the human 
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Table 11. Socioeconomic parameters for airports 

Parameter 

I Sociological 

A. Community (local area) 

1. Neighborhood severance 

2. Cultural patterns 

3. crime 
a. Bate 
b. Police protection 

a. Hazards 
b. Fire protection 

6 "' 1 · . • • ue 1gons services 
a. Loss of places 
b. Access to 

7. Educational 
a. Elementary 
b. Jr. high school 
c. High school 
d. Trade and college 

8,. Recrea.tional facilities 

9~ Social services 

1 O. Public utili 

11~ Neighborhood livability 

Comment 

Social relationships 

Violation .c;f neigh. boun-
<la.i ie;s 

Ethnic cohesion, stability 
and 1if estyle 

Assault, robbery, stc. 

Type and density of land 
US-eS 

Dwellings, trash, etc~ 

Sanitation, •etc. 
Time to reach or obtain 

Opportunity to attend 
Removal of churches 
Isolation of members 

access to 

Other than parks and play 

Pleasant qualities 
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Table 11. Socioeconomic parameters for airports (cont 4 dJ ,_,_._. __ ...,.._.,,...._,. .. ______________________________ ,. __ ,,._ ____ .. ____ ...,_. ________ ~---------.-·.-:>·--·-·-----------------.. --

Parameter 

FL. Metropolitan area 
1. Police protection 

2. Fire protection 

4.. Educational s'f;rviees 

5. Pa.rks 

6. Recreation 

7. Historical sites 

8. National defense 
a,. Evacuation 
b~ Military movements 
c. Hazards to critical 

industry 

TL Economic impact 

A~ Community (local area) 

1. Employment 
a,. Construction phase 
b. Long run 

2. Shopping faciliti€s 
a~ constr:uction phase 
b. Long run 

3~ Residential values 

4,. Other property values 

5. Property tax base 
a. construction phasf'e 
h. Long run 

6~ Displaced residents 
a.. own<~rs 

As a link in system 
As a link in system 

Change in place or access 
Change in place or access 

Change in place or access 

Loss of taxe.blB values 
Potential for change 
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Table 1 L Socio£'lCOnomic paramHtHi:s for a.Lr ports {cont 1 d) 

l. DSS housing 
2. Non-DSS housing 

b •. Rentt~:rs 
l. DSS housing 
2. Non-DSS housing 

c. Ease of replacment 

7. Displaced businesses 
a. Small businesses 

1. Number: 
2~ Number of jobs 
3. Ease of relocation 

b. oth,er businesses 
1co Number 
2. Number of jobs 
3. Ease of relocation 

B~ Remaining businesses 
a9 Small businesses 

1 .. Co.Il.struction p'eriod 
2. Long run 

h. other businesses 
1.. c o.n st ruction pe.r iod 
2.. Long run 

9.. New businesses 

10. Multiple use of right 
of way 

13. ~etropo1itan area 

1. lccess to employment 

24 Access to shopping 

3~ Com•ercial activity 

4. Property values and tax 
bas·e 

Comment 

f d. . t 
Decent~ sa e, an sani ary 

Effects on jo.bs 

PotE·ntial for 

outside of local area 
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Examples of such critical factors include proposed proj',~Ct 

operated above design capacity or where existing local 

school systems are already overcrowded. Although no overall 

standards have D viously employed, many approaches may 

b{; utilized to define critical socioeccnomic impact 

parameters~ Examples of critical 01econo:mic parameters 

include the relationship of the parameter to local, 

regional, state, or federal ave•rages, the relationship of 

the parameter to original project design standards, and 

actual mandated standards such as teacher-to-student ratios 

in pub1ic schools. 

The next step in t.he asS£!Ssmen't of airport development-

in.duc{"'d impacts upon the socioeconom.ic envi.ronrue.nt is to 

predict quantitatively, or at lE:ast descr qualitatively, 

alterations in the socioeconomic pararrret<ers outlined in 

Table 10 and in step 1. Detai d attention should be given 

f ied 

alterations in socioeconomic factors 

step 2. Expected 

should be developed 

for each i:levelopnv&nt p:roject altE~:rnati ve, including the no-

project alternative. 

Table, 11 suggests possible al t£H:a tions in socioeconomic 

factors resulting from airport and ot transportat.ion 

projects~ The accompanying impact assessment methodology 

for these fa.ctors .involves ranln.ng 11 on a relativ1::.i basis, 
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changes resulting from each of the development alternatives 

being considered. Quantification is usually advantageous 

for ranking development alternatives, although ranking can 

per.haps be best acccrnp1ishsd by using prcf1o~ssional 

socioeconomic judgement. 

The f.inal step the ass::;ssm.ent of airport 

development-induced impacts upon t socioeconomic 

t?nvironment is an analysis of th;e, implications of the 

alternat~ves for of thE-: socioeconomic 

parameters of impact being considered, entailing both 

without-proj,ect and with-project conditions. Alterations 

could be presented relative to percentage differences based 

on existing socioeconomic conditions or relative to current 

standards. Sp,ecial attention should to 

socio,;co:nomic impact factors ia,;::nt.ified as critical items in 

Also, socioeconomic factors that are likely 

to become marginal or critical as a 

i mplementat.ion of the selecb3id project alternative should b,e 

discussed in both the draft and final EIS. 

The majority of the information necessary in order to 

describe adequately the socioeconomic environment is 

available :from a variety of information sources~ 

Projections of anticipated airport ve: lo pment-i nd uced 

changes in the existing socioeconomic environment may be 

achiffved th.rough applications of both quantitative and 
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qualitative methodologies. However, until more research is 

conducted to develop predictive equations, t.eams of experts 

and citizens may be the best estimation proc,edure available •. · 

The has.ic steps associated with the prediction of 

alterations in the socioeconomic environmen·t and assessment 

of the environmental impact of these changes caused by 

airport development may be summarized as: 

1. Describe the environmental setting of the project 

alternatives in terms of socioeconomic factors.. The major 

area of interest for each factor "Will be largely dependent 

upon the relationship o.f the factor to the alternatives 

being considered, as ¥ell as upon the available information 

and data,, 

2 .. Ident.ify critical environmental parameters relative 

to the socioeconomic factors described in step 1. . l?.ri.mary 

emphasis should be given to those factors that vould be 

deemed marginal or inadequate in terms of existing societal 

standards, 

3. Predict alterations in the socioeconomic factors as 

a function of the various airport development alternatives 

being considered, including the no-project alternative. 

Altera·tions should be guant.ified where possible or. at least 
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4. Discuss the iraplicatio:ns of 

to critical or marginal factors a 
alterations relative 

Ln .step 2~ Deli,eate 

factors that wi.11 be alter:,ed from satisfactory 'to marginal 

or critical. 
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INTRO D UC'l' .ION 

It is the objective of this A*E*I*S chapter t,o 

recognize and suggest means for minimizing adverse impacts 

upon the cultural resources e:nvironment resulti.ng from the 

construction and operation of airport .facilities in 

Virginia,.. This chapter briefly presents the nature of the 

cultural resources iwpact problem and suggests a stepwise 

procedur,e for preparing and assessing probable cultural 

resource impacts. 

section 4 (f} of the u. s. Departme.nt of Transpo.rt.ation 

Act requires the identification of, and special efforts to 

preserve such cultural resources as public parks, rec:reation 

areas, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, historic sites, and 

areas of natural scenic beauty of local,, state,, or national 

siqnificance affected by any proposed airport development 

action,. This description should includA3 a discussion of the 

size, activ.i ties, and relationships to o·the.r simila.rly used 

lands in the vicinity of the project alternatives. 

DOT Section 4 (f) ma.ndates that for any govEr,rnment-

supported transportation project t.:he utilization of, or 

serious impacting of public parks, recreation areas, 

vildlife and waterfowl refuges, and hist.oric or prehistoric 

sites must be a voidf~d if the.re is a feasible and prudent 

project alternative. 

110 
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A publicly-owned park" recreation area, refuge or 

historic site should be presumed to be significant unless 

there is a statement .of -'insignificance by the Federal, State 

o.r local official having jurisdiction ove.r it... Any such 

statement of insignificance should be presented and 

discussed in both the dra:f·t and f.ina.1 EIS. ihere lands are 

administered for multi pla uses, the official having 

jurisdicti,on over them should .state whether they are in fact 

being used for park., recreation, wildlife, wa·terfowl or 

historic purposes a:nd these findings presented in berth the 

draft and final .EIS. 

If there is no feasible and prudent alternative to the 

utilization o.f., or serious .impacting of one or more cultural 

resources, the draft and final EIS should include a 

discussi,on of actions to be undertaken t.o minimize adverse 

development-induced impacts to the protected area fs). This 

may include using airport project funds to replace or to 

improve land a.nil facilities or to implement design measures 

such as planting or screening ·to mitigate any adverse 

.effects caused by airport construction or operation. The 

draft and final statements of impact should also include 

evidence of other .measures undertaken to enhance and 

maintain e.xisting natural beauty in ·the vicinities of the 

alternative development sites .. 

If land is involved which was acquired or developed 
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with Federal funding such as open space projects under the 

Department of lousing and Urban De~elopment, the land and 

water conservation fund, fish and wildlife restoration under 

the Pittman-Robertson and Di:ngB11-Job .. nso:n Acts, or transfers 

of .Federal property to the state for park, refuge, or 

historic purposes, the EIS documentation should include a 

description of f undinq from the granting agency. T.he 

documentation should reflect consulta'tion with the 

Department o.f the Interio.r and, as pertinent., the Department 

of Housing and urban Development or the Department of 

Agriculture. 

If it is determined that any cultural resource is to he 

seriously impacted by the development of an airport, the EIS 

documentation should include ,a statement that there is no 

feasible and prudent alternative and that the pla:ns for 

development and operation entail all possible measures to 

minimize harm .. 

In regard to historical and archaeological sites, the 

draft and final EIS should delineate actions to preserve and 

enhance districts# sites, buildings, structures, and objects 

of historical, archaeological, or cultural significance 

likely to be affected by the proposed development. The 

stat.-ement should ide.ntify, through cor1su1ting the National 

Register of Historic Places and National Register Criteria 

(36 CPR Part 800) whether any of the proposed airport 
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development alternatives wil.1 seriously impact prop·erties 

included in 11 or eligible for inclusion in, the National 

Register .. 

The National Begisbar of Historic Places is published 

each February in the Federal Register.. New en·tr.ies to the 

National Register and listings of eligible properties are 

usually puplished the firs·t Tuesday of each month in t.he 

Federal Register. The secretary o.f the Interior will 

advise, upon request, whether specific properties are 

eligible .fo.r .inclusion in the National Register., 

If application of the Federal Advisory Council on 

Historic Places' (ACHl?) Criteria o.f Effect indicates that 

t.he proposed airport development action will affect a 

property included in, or eligible for inclusion in the 

National Register, the EIS documentation should discuss the 

project-induced effect. Evaluation of the effect should be 

made in consultation with the Virginia Historic Landmarks 

Commission (VHLC) and in accordance with AC.HP• s crita.ria of 

Adverse Effect. The address of the VHI.C is 221 Governor 

Street, Richmond, Va. 2321~. 

If a proposed ai·:i:port: development project will have any 

adverse effect upon p:roper,ty included in or eligible for 

inclusion in the NBHP, the final EIS must include either an. 

executed Memorandu11 of Agreement or comments from the ACHP 

with an account o.f actions to he taken i.n response to these 
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comments. Procedures for obtaining a Memorandum of 

Agreement or the co1u1ents of t.he ACHP can be found .in 36 CFR 

Part 800. 

In ,order to determine whether the proposed development 

will impact properties of State or l,ocal historical, 

archaeological, architectural, or cultural significance that. 

are included in or are eligible for .inclusion in the NRHP, 

the responsible official should consult with the VfU.C,. with 

the local official havi.ng jurisdiction, ove.r the prope:rty 

and, where appropriate, with historical societies, museums, 

or other organizations having expertise with the property .. 

The utilization of or S€rious impacting of historic 

properties of Federal, state, or local significance .involves 

Section 4(f) of the DOT Act. The draft and final airport 

EIS should include evidence necessary to support a Section 

4(f) determination., If there is reason to believe that 

historical or archaeological resources exist in or n,ear the 

alternativ.e sites being co.usidered, a survey will usually be 

essential .. 

Any foreseeable, irreplaceable loss or destruction. of 

significant scientific, historical, or archaeological 

features should be discussed in the EIS documentation vith 

evidence of notification provided to the Secretary of the 

Interior and measures described to undertake the recovery., 

protection, and preservation of such data.. This discussion 
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should include evidence of preliminary surveys, salvage, or 

other investigations as are deemed app.ropriate. 

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has an 

agreement with the 

compliance with 

Department of the Interior 

the Archaeological and 

for .insuring 

Historical 

Preservation .Act of 1974, providing for oversight relative 

to mitigation of damage to archaeological and historic data 

:incident to continuation· of activities of FAA or ·FAA.-

assisted projects,. 

CULTURAL RESOl'H.RCE Ii1PACT FUNDAfllENTAI.S 

One of the major considerations associated with some 

a.irport development projects is their likely effect upon 

cultural resources, which includes archaeological, 

historical, and architectural sites as well as st.ructures, 

or areas of unique 0colo9ical, scientific, or geological 

significance. The ra:nge of influence or significance of the 

cultural :resources emvironment includes not only the 

immediate area of ai.rport development but also all 

contiguous areas upon which the d~~-velopnN:rnt may have an 

indirect impact by altering existing pat.terns of land use. 

Possible impacts upon the cultural resources environment 
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include im1naation 1 destruction, shafl.ows of mod+.::rn towers on 

l1istoric sites, a.nd clisturbancE• .SD.Ch a.s •l3XC9S.Si VE: noise 

exposure~ 

During the last decade, cultural resource impacts have 

received growing attention in the EIS process. This is 

primarily due to the increasing public realization that tbe 

existing human environment is largely the product of past 

events and that cultural resources, unlike many other 

.A nui.nber: of Fede·ral, state, and local laws pertaining 

·to impacts upon cultural resources been evolving since 

the turn. of the cent.ury. Federal regulations and la vs 

governing the cultural :resourcBs • ,,, -1 .... ~ 

environmen~ inciuae the 

follmdng:: 

1. The Antiquity Act of 1906 (P.L. 59-209• 34 Stat. 225; 

16 u.s.c. 431-433): Th.is law rnandati;;;s prot1S:ction of all 

prehistoric and historic ruins on federa1ly-o1iined or 

regulated The Act prohibits <:1xca va tion or 

destruction of such features without the expressed written 

permission of the secn2tary of the department having 

jurisdiction thereof. the of 

agricul t.ure, . t . 1.n e.r ior-, and wat' (def·en.se) to grant pe:nnission 

for excavation to appropriate groups for purposes of 

increasing knov1edge and for permanent preservation in 
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public mns~2ums. The .1\ct also autho the President to 

declare port.ions of public lands as national monuments and 

to reserve federal properti,es for that pu:rposre,. 

2. The Historic Sites Act of 1935 {P.L~ 74-292, 49 Stat. 

666; 16 u.s~c. 461-467): This law mandates the preservation 

for public use of historic s. buildings, and objects~ 

It has · led to the establishment of ti:ua Historic American 

Building survey, the Historic Sites Survey, and the Historic 

A1nBrican Engineering Record by authorizing the Secretary of 

the Interior to make historic surveys and to obtain and 

preserve data on historic sitf1Soe Also established under 

this law w;1::ire the National Hist-0ric Landmarks Program and 

its Advisory Board whose purpose is to d'IO:s.ignate properties 

having excE:pt.io:nal value by commemorating or illus tr a ting 

A 11H:lr ica n history. The National Historic Landmarks Program 

wa-.s th·e ginning of the National Register of Historic 

PlacBs program. 

3. The National Hist.o:ric Preservation Act of 1966 (P.L. 

89-665; 16 u.s.c. 470-470m (1970} as anu~nded 16 u.s.c.1L. 

4 70h . ., 470i, 4 701-470n {Supp. 1973}) : This 1.ct provid,9s for 

an enlarged National Register of Historic P1ac1as to register 

buildings" 

significant 

sites1 districts, 

in U.ni.ted Statf;S 

st:r:ucture.s, and objects 

history 1 architecture, 
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archaeology., and culture. It proviaes for a matching 

grants-in-aid program to the states fo:r historical surveys 

planning., and for: acqui.sition, preservatiori 0 

restoration, and development proje~ts~ The .Act also 

E:stahlisl:Hed the Advisory Council on Historic Pr:eservation, 

appointed to the l?re,sident, to adv1se: him and Congress 011 

illatters of histcrric p1>es~orvation. U:nder this Act, if a 

property is listed on the National R fl this fact must. 

vhen any federal or federally-funded project 

might adversely affect it~ Section 106 of this law requires 

that t President•s Advisory council Historic 

Preservation be given the opportunity to comment on any 

F»ederal action that adversely ects propert s included i11 

the National Register. This negotia and consultation 

prevent prr:::serva ti on controvers1E<.S f ro:m arising 

illuminating conflict:Lng interests early in the devt~lopment 

project planning process. 

4. The National :Kn vironmenta1 Policy Act of 1969 ( P~ L. 

91-190, 31 Stat~ 852; 42 u~s.c. 4321-4347}: This Act 

declares it to bi? t policy of the u.s. government to 

employ all practical nu~ans, consi nt with other essential 

national policy consid·.erations, to improve anrl coo.i:d.inate 

f·edJ:?ral r.,3zources,, plans, programs, and procedures to the 
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end that the Nation may ·preserve important historic, 

natural, and cultural aspec·ts of America• s heritage. 

5. Executive order 11593, Protection and Enhancement. of 

the cultural Environment, 16 a9s.c. 470 (Supp. 1, 1971): 

This o.rder by the .President requires federal agencies ·to 

take a leadership role in historic preservation in tl<fo ways. 

First, :for all property under federal jurisdiction, the 

responsible agencies must survey and nominate all historic 

features to the National Register. su.ch features must also 

be preserved and maintained by the responsible agency,, 

second, for every federally funded, licensed, or executed 

action, the agency involved must ask th·e Secretary .of the 

Interior to ascertain. whether any cultural resource feature 

in the area of env.iron1u;rntal impact is eligible for 

inclusion in the National Register. This determination 

gives the same protection as nomination to the Register and 

is more expedient than the .nomination process. The 

executive order also mandates that if auy federal action 

will significantly alter or destroy a historic property, the 

agency must have th'e property record.ad by the Historic 

American Buildings survey or the Historic American 

Engin.iM~ring record. 

6. 'I'he Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act of 
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1974 (P •. L. 9.3-291}: This Act is directed toward 

preservation of historic and archaeological data that would 

otherwise be lost as a result of federal construction 

activities or other federally-licensed or aided actions.. It 

authorizes the Sec.retary of the Int.er.ior, or the Department 

of the Int.er ior itself, to undertake recovery, preservation, 

and protection of such data.. Th:is Act includes a major 

inovation over previous cultural resource legislation in 

that now up to 1% o.f project funds may be utilized for ·the 

aforementioned purposes'-

STEPllISE CULTURAL RESOURCE U!!PAC'l' ASSESSMENT 

The first step in the prediction an.d assessment of 

airport developmecr1t-induced impacts upon the cultural 

resources environment is to identify known cultural features 

in the vicinities of the development alternatives u:nde.r 

consideration. Data on recogniz>ed historical a:nd 

archaeological sites may be obtain.ea from the Virginia 

Historic Landmarks Commission and the Natioual Register of 

Historic Places. 

Archaeological cultural resources may be defined in 

general as areas or objects made or modified by humans and 
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the information associated with these features. Examp.les of 

such features include arrowheads, pottery, tools, and other 

man-made objects. E.xamples of areas made c.r modified by 

humans include tempory camps, hun.ti.ng stations, and 

permanent settlements .. 

Meticulous unearthment of these sites by expert 

archaeologists may reveal the nature an.d location o.f such 

features as postholes and storage pits and can facilitat.,e 

the discovery of various other debris indicative of the life 

styles of ancient peoples •. · 

cultural resources :related to areas of geological, 

ecological, or scientific importance. are of more .recent 

interest than historical and archaeological resources .. 

Examples of such resources include wildlife and waterfowl 

refuges, caves, and areas of unique geological significance 

such as Na·tural Bridge in Virginia. :Local colleges, 

universities, and professional societies can often provide 

.i.nformation on -nonarchaeological, nonhisto:i::ical cultural 

resources in the vicinities of the alternative sites being 

considered for airport development .. 

Cultural resources of significance to various local 

ethnic groups may often be identified through consultation 

with local government cd:ficials and organized ethn.ic groups. 

E.xamples of this catego.ry of cultural resource . include 

cemeteries, mausoleums, and other areas or features of 
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nnigne religious significance* 

Although the Historic Sites Act of 1935 initiated 

idraa of a National li.sting 

features, there has never: 

survey conducted,. 

of all historic cultural 

a complete and thorough 

u. s. has not 

satisfactorily surveyed for cultural resources, In many 

areas, kno•n cultural features include only those discovered 

by nonprofessional studies or, more commonly, by accident. 

For this reason step 1 above. in lf, is not sufficient 

to satisfy the attention that !H'.;eds to he given to cultural 

resources 

assessment. 

airport environmental impact prediction and 

Potential historic sites in t vicinities of the 

alternative areas being consio.e:red for airport location may 

be determined through contact with the Virginia Historic 

I.andmark.s Commission as well as regional or 1oca1 historical 

commissions, clubs., or societies~ These organizations may 

also he able to provide usE~fu1 information on tfre 

;:21.igibility of specific areas and f€a. tu.r>as for the National 

RegistE::'r of Historic Places as well as the status .of 

cultural r;asource.s previously recommended for ir1clusion in 

t Register .. 

In order. to identify any unknown 

archaeological cultural resourc,,2s the vicinities of 
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required. such a ·survey 

of selected portions of 

includes surface 

t.he alternative 

developme:n.t sites under consideration. Both the draft and 

final EIS should include a general description of the nature 

of any cultural resources present, an assessment. of ttae 

probable impact of each development. alternative and a.n 

estimate of the costs of .mitigating any likely impacts. 

Technical, and sometimes monetary, assistance for the 

conduction of archaeological surveys may usually be obtained 

.from the National Park Service.. Th,e National Park service 

is the primary Federal aqency charged by congress with 

developing 

numlH;;i.r of 

professional 

and maintaining archaeological expertise.. A 

cities, counties. and special regions employ 

a.rchaeologis·ts and are thus capable of 

conduc·ting archaeological investigations .. 

Un.f,ortunately, not every archaeological or other 

cultural resource can be preserved o.r professionally 

excavated. Planning decisions often have to be made 

concerning which sites should b€ pre.served, which sites 

should be investigated, and the nat.ure of the ensuing 

investigation'" The professional judgement of specialists is 

required to recognize sites of sufficient significance to 

warrant preservation since approximately 5000 archaeological 

sites are lost to development each. year in the u'8 s .. 
In a recent analysis of eight alternative 
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transportation corridors from Tul~a, Oklahoma to Wichita, 

Kansas, 19 para.meters were utilized to assess cultural 

resource impacts. Each para.meter represented a matte.r of 

significance :for each archaeological site encountered, and 

each tra.:nsportatio.n rou·te was assessed in terms of these 

paramete:r:.s.. Table 12 delineates these 19 parameters and 

thei.r assigned weigh.ts. The impact considerations 

associated with these factors are as follows: 

1 •. occupational period of site - some sites are rarer 

tha.n others and archaeology attempts to gather in.formation 

from the en.tire spectrum of man" s td,st,ory. For- this reason 

some sites :from each period of man's evolution should be 

studied,. As the number o.f sites from each period increases, 

the priority in terms of cultural resources losses is 

reduced; 

2 .•. concern by local inhabitants - the local population is 

often concerned with the preservation or alt,eration of 

existing cultural resources; 

3 •. cost of conductin.g archaeological field surveys - the 

costs of surveys may be employed as a dErtermi.na.nt in the 

selection from alt.erna·tive development actions; 
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Table 12. Archaeological resource imp·act parameters 

Parameter Weight 
---------~------------------------------------~-------------1. Age or occupational period of site 6 

2. Concern by local inhabitants 3 

3.. COS't of conducting site .survey 9 

4. Depth of the occupational area 

5. Ecological setting 6 

6. Eligibility for state or national register 3 

7. Estimated number of sites obtained by survey 7 

s. Importance in terms of state or national level 3 

9. Minimum salvage costs for estimated sites 8 

10.. Nature of the site 7 

11 •. ·Number of kno.wn sites to be damaged 7 

12.. Presence of single o:r multiple occupations 8 

13. Preservation cf archaeological aata 5 

14. Previous knowledge of the area 8 

15. Site frequency within the area being considered 3 

16. Site significance in terms of geographic area 8 

17. Site preservation. or damages 5 

18. ·'Size of occupational area 8 

19 •.. Value of th€! site for nonarchaeological fields 5 -·--------··------------·-·---------------------··-'-----.--·-·-·-.-----------·--·------
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4 •. depth of occupational area - the depth of the site is 

impor·tant. in estimating excavation costs and in terms of 

potential recoverable data for occupation, duration, and 

stratigraphy; 

5. ecological setting - this 

the ecological settin9 of the 

parameter is concerned with 

archaeological site with 

respect to whether the site occupied bot.tom land, terrace, 

hilltop, or rock shelter; 

6. eligibility of site for state or National :Register -

kn.own sites in, or eligible for inclusion in, state or 

National listings are of major importance to environmental 

impact assessment; 

7. estimated number of sites ·to be obta.ined by survey -

reasonable estimates can be .made of potential. archaeological 

sites by studying puplished data for similar types of land 

and development projects; 

e •. significance in terms of local, state, or national 

level - the significance of archaeological sites varies in 

terms of local, st.ate, or national interests~ Professional 

judgement may be employed to estimate relative importance 

for these geographical interests; 
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9. minimum salvage costs for estimated sites an 

estimate of the salvage costs for the total likely number of 

archaeological sites for each proposed development 

al tern.ative; 

10 ... nature o.f the site - this :factor is concerned with 

whether a site represents a hunting stat.ion, village, burial 

ground, quarry, or: other special use area; 

11. number of known sites to be damaged ·- these data 

r,epresent the sites previously identi:fied in the alternative 

developme.nt site vicinities; 

12 .. . presence of single or multiple occupations - this 

parameter will have a direct relationship to the costs of 

excavations and sampling requirements.. Multiple occupation 

sites ofteu provid,e chronological data and typically have 

greater informational value; 

13. preservation of archaeological data - some sites are 

more likely to have ma·terials preserved than ethers due to 

soil conditions, nature of and protection from weathering, 

and other factors. Sites more likely to have better 

preserved artifacts 

potential importance 

and other materials have 

than those where preservatio.n 

9reater 

is less 
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pr>eva.lent; 

14. previous knowledge of t.he area - this param·eter is 

concerned Yith the mrerall knmdedge of th,e archaeological 

resouroes t.h:e alter.na.tive dev,,2'1opm<t:nt sibe vicinities. 

An archaeologically well-known region typically requires 

less investigation than an archa,eologically unknown region; 

site vicinities - relative number of generally similar 

sites in the region of dewelop~ent. SOlllB 

archaeological si h~s are l'es.s n encou11tered and are 

unique while other types may be well represe by numerous 

examples.. Bare site types are greater importance to the 

study of archaeology and to cultural impact assessment; 

,16.. site importance terms of geographic area and 

problems - so.me archa,9ological si tees are more important than 

others in terms 0£ providing answers to problems of local, 

state, or regional significance; 

17 .• site preservation from damages - some ar:cha•eological 

sites have been damaged by va m, plowing, 

hunting, erosion, construction, and other influences. 

Others may be relatively unaltered and are hence of greater 
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importance; 

18. size of occupational area ·-:- the overall area covered 

by the occupation will partly determine th·e costs of 

excavation,. Also, larger sites are more likely to provide 

greater amounts of data; 

19. value of the site to nonarchaeological fields 

archaeological data may be of value to other: disciplines,. 

Materials such as animal bones, pollen, plant materials, 

wood, soil samples and profiles, ana. various other fea tu.res 
I 

may provide dat.a for nnme·rous fields concerned with past 

environments and events. 

Airport development-induced impacts upon the cultural 

resources environment can occur directly as a result of 

construction o:r operational activities or can occur 

indirectly from such disturbances as vandalism during any 

p:toject phase. Preconst:ruction i.mpacts occur primarily 

through vandalism on known cultural resource sites. 

Indirect impacts include those which occur as a result of 

development-induced land use a1~terations. 

Attempts should be made to quantify the nature and 

degree of impacts during the various phases of the project. 

Qualitative d.iscus:sion should be where 
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quantification is infeasible. one manner in which th.is may 

he accomplished is to employ overlay mapping, lilit.h a base 

map showing known and pot:f.mtial archaeological sites and 

overlayed "ith a variety of impact maps such as noise 

contours. I-r1 this manne:r:- it is possible to predict and 

assess the nature and degree of the various impacts like.ly 

to occur as the result of the selection cf any of the 

airport development alternatives under consideration. 

The selection of a p.r."oposed development alternative may 

be based in part upo.n the elimination of one or more 

alternatives due to their potential impact upo.n cultural 

resources~ Once an alte:rnative devel,opm;;;rnt action is 

chosen, it is necessary to conduct an intensive 

archaeological su.rvey. __ Such a survey might constitute a 

final step prior to the selection of the best alternative. 

An intensive archaeolo9ical sur1rey involves field 

investigations and testing of an area suf.f ic.ient to the 

number and extent of th,e cultural resources present, their 

scientific importance, and the time frame and costs of 

preserving them or otherwise mitigating any adverse impacts 

upon them. , 

Following an intensive archaeological survey of two or 

more prime development alternatives, the archaeologist i.n 

charge should be able to specify which archaeological sites 

are worth preserving or fu:rther investigating, where caution 
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should be applied when digging, and provide an estimate of 

th'e co.st of recovering a reaso:nab amount of data from the 

area to be impacted. Archaeolog-ica.1 E;xcavations shoula be 

conducted during final planning stages of the airport 

development project or no later than the early phases of 

construction,. 

one of the major cultural impact problems of many 

proposed development actions is that unich::ntified cultural 

resource sites are encountered during construction~ Prior 

to the beginning of airport construction, the proposing 

agency should develop detailed written agceements with 

appropriate fed>eral, stat,e, a.nd local cultural resource 

agencies regarding he f o11owed should 

previously unidentified sites are encountered during 

construction. such a.greements ma.y aid preventing lengthy 

delays in construction. 

Reasonable attention should be afforded cultural 

resources .in conjunction with air.port developrnen1t df~cisiort 

making .• The geographical area to be investigated for 

cultural resources should not be limited to the immediate 

area where development is to occur. Bather, it should 

encompass an area sufficient to include both direct and 
,, .:!' t 1r1u.l. rec .. impacts.a Numerous stabe 11 local, ana 

regioria.1 laws have b£H:1n passed for prote,cting and preiserv.ing 

of cultural resources. If an acceptable asfres.sment of 
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likely cultural resource impacts is achieved during the 

early phases of airport development decision making and if 

sufficient funding is provided, it is usua.11y possible t.o 

provide for the protect.ion or preservation of all 

significant cultural features, with little or no effect upon 

project time schedules .. 

The bas.ic steps associated with predicting alterations 

in the cu1t.ura1 resources environment and assessm,ent of the 

environmental impact of these changes caused by airport 

development m.ay be summarized as: 

1 .. identify known cultural resources in the alternative 

development 

historical 

site 

and 

and 

vicinities. These 

archaeological sites, 

areas of ecological, 

resources include 

areas of ethnic 

scientific, or i mport.ance, 

geological si gnif ic ance. Prepare a discussion of the 

cultural res·ources of the overall development area, 

including p.rehistoric as well as historic patterns,. 

2. identify potential cultural resources i:n the 

alternative development site vicinities. 

3. ascertain and discuss the significance of known ffnd 

potential cultural resources relative to local, region.al, 

state, and federal concerns. 

4. recognize aJid d.efi:ne likely impacts of alternatives o:n 

known and potential cultural resources in the alternative 

development. site vicinities for precon.struction., 
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construction, and operational project phases .. 

5. depending upon the results of the previous steps, 

either proceed with selection of proposed development action 

from alternatives or eliminate one or more of the 

alternatbres on the basis of likely cultural resource 

impacts and then proceed with selection of the proposed 

action. Following selection of one or: ·two prime 

alternatives, conduct an indepth reconnaisance of the 

project area (s) and dev·elop mitigation measures for cultural 

impact. minimization and cultural resources pr·eservation,. 

6. develop procedures that will be employed during the 

construction phase of the airport development project if 

previously unldentified cultural resonrces are encountered. 
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INTlWDUCT.ION 

The·ra. is an increasing need fo.r improved assessment of 

the actual noise environmeu.t around airports, more pr0ecise 

consideration of no.ise in airport planning, and more 

research and development. of means f.cr reducinq airc.raft 

noise exposure to hu.ma.ns .. 

'l'o aid in this endeavor, A*E*I'*S utilizes noise 

isopleth mapping procedures dev·eloped for the u. s. Air 

Force by the acoustical consultants Bolt, Beranek, and 

Newman to depict t.he noise en·vironment for new or existing 

airports. These procedures result in the calculation of 

day-night-weighted sound exp.osure level (LDN) contours 

{called LDN for average day - night .sound level} .. The LON 

methodology represents an updating and improvement 

noise exposure forecast. (NEF) and composite noise 

(CNR) methodologies widely employed i.n the past. 

Of ttM3 

rating 

This 

chapter is intended for use in c·onjunction with the LDN map 

of noise isopl·eths prod 

This chapter on airport :noise briefly describes the LDM 

procedures.. More importantly, it describes the applications 

of the LDN contours ·to a number of aspects of 

aircraft/airport operations and provides interpret.a tions of 

the noise contours in terms of t.he environ.mental impact on 

land development and on community response around airports. 

137 
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Since noise exposure impact analysis involves special 

terminology and concepts which may not be .familiar to th:e 

reader, the first portion of this chapter i.s a brief 

overview of aircraf·t noise fundamentals. 

NOISE ATTRIBUTES IND MEASURES 

Noise may be loosely defined as unwanted sound or as 

sound out of place. 

Noise is a pressure fluctuation in the otherwise 

ambient atmosphere.. Although these fluctuations are 

relatively small in magnitude, there is a large difference 

in. pressure between the faintest audible sounds, such as 

leaves rust.ling in the wind, a:nd the loudest. audihle sounds, 

such as a rocket launch. This d.if.fe:rence i.n magnitude is 

stated in te.rms ·of the amplitude of t.he pressure 

fluctuation. 

Acoustical research has shown that 

responds to sound in a non-linear manner 

resembles a logarithmic function,. 

·the human ear 

which closely 

Applying U1is 

mathematical base, a scale has been constructed for 

measuring sound pressure fluctuations. This sound level 

model, the decibel scale, .corresponds acceptably well with 
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the physical properties of th9 human ear that determine 

loudness perception$ The zero end cf the rLecih'el scale 

approxima'bes the quietest sound an aver,age human ear can 

detect. A value of about 120 on the scale roughly 

corr:~3>sponds to the point at ·~rhich becomes painful. 

Due to the ' h ... ' in.eren~ compression of the decibel scale,. 

the addition of diffex>::int noises is not. arithmetic. Por 

:example, the addition of the nois-e produced by two identical 

jets may only be a few decibels louder n that produced by 

either operating alone. Also, when 01n:1 noise is .much larger 

than another, t addition of the 1Hss:er noise adds an 

insignificant a.mount to the overall decibel level o.f the 

first. 

In addition to loudness, any given noise event also has 

a ch.aract.eristic known as pitch, a f.requency function.. The 

size of th-e pressure fluctuations d nes the loudness of 

the sound.. Pitch is directly related to bow often these 

fluctuations I>epeat during a given period, usu~lly one 

second.. Huma.n response to nois{:: strongly dependent upon 

frequency. The audible frequency range for humans ranges 

fr·om about 20 cycles per second, or Hertz (Hz}, to about 

16,,000 repetitions per s,econa. Tn general, people are less 

they are to higher frequency noise, such as 1000 Hz. Sound 

produced by a tuning fork is known as a pure tone since it 
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usually consists of a single frequericy. Most environmental 

sound is much more compl~~x in ·frequency structure; each 

specific nois'e is usually composed of sounds extending ov•2:r 

a rather wide frequency range~ The tone whine of a jet 

engine compressor J.s readily recogniza.ble as .is the broad-

band nois1a of the jet exhaust :roar. Each particular type of 

aircratt engine produc,9s a charact-.~:rist.ic f:r;~gu:ency spectrum 

which is usually measured in frequency bands, each an octave 

in width. The composite sound level, known as the overall 

sound pr~ssui:>e level 8 is computed by summing t.hE:; sound 

lev,els r:iach octav,e band {accordir1.g to t rules of 

decibel addition). 

Not on1 y is the hu.ma11 ear mo.re ve to sound of 

higher frequencies than it is to sound of lower frequencies, 

research has shown that the s'a.ns.i ti vi t:y· of the human :ear to 

sound of varying frequencies changes with the magnitude of 

the sound. In noise impact assessment problems involving 

human reaction to air,cr:.a.ft nois(~, a.rt analyst reg uir:es a 

means of accounting for t.hEo human ear·~ s Si:'3nsiti vity to noise 

ivh.ich varies according to magnitud•? and frequency. A 

technique: for: relating physical :no1s0e properties and 

measurements to the subjective response of human listeners 

is essential. The .introduction of frequency weighting 

networks on sonnd level meters was an eacly attempt at 

solving this proble11L. fT:he sound VHl met.er is an 
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electronic device capable of measuring and recordin9 sound 

pressure levels directly in decibels read out en a .) 

The most widHly usea. frequency w,;;iighting network is the 

A-weighting net•ork, standardized in current sound vel 

meter specifications. TlH~ A-weight.ing system assig1rn lower 

weigh.ts to the lol>1er frequency, 

human ear is less sensitive, and 

noise analysis technique has 

weights to the more 

vith human response to noise as more complex measures, such 

as the calculated perceived r:oise vel* However, a major 

drawback to its use is that psychoacoustic judgement data 

inuicat'e that toua1 component ,effect is often not adequately 

accounbed for by a. simple sound level measure. In the A-

ve ighting network a noise subjectively judged to be twice as 

loud as another sound :would hav'6 an .!\.-weighted value 

approximabaly 1 O DBa gr~::ater than th{~ first sound, nven 

though this change corresp,onds to a. .facto.r of ten 

sound enBrgy .• 

actual 

Although a number of noise analysis ratings 

attempt to correct for tonal components, such. corrections 

often induce consider<1ble complication. As an example, 

tlH:: present aircraft. noise certification pr:oc,edures of tl:ve 

F~::deral Aviation F.€:gu1at:ions- Pai:t 36, Noise Stand.a rds:: 

A.ircraft Type cert.ificati-on, thfo, presence of pure ton.es is 
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accounted fo.r by a relatively complex frequency analysis 

methodology.. When pure tones protrude above the adjacen·t 

random noi,se band, a penalty is assigned tha·t increases the 

value found by the direct ca.lculatio:n of perceived noise 

level alone. After analysis of this problem, the 

Environment.al Protection Agency Task Group concluded that 

this type of tone penalty in aircraft certification 

procedures effectively encourages 

manufacturers to minimize ·tones 

airc:raft 

in new 

engine 

aircraft 

designs.. For th.is reason, the Federal aviation :r,equirements 

minimize the need to consider pure tones in a measure of 

environmental noise, provided that tonal pt:opt:n·t.ies and 

effects are adequately con.sid.Bred under aircraft noise 

source certificatio:n procedures. 

The advent of military and commercial je:t aviation 

generated increased interest in arriving at a sound level 

scale closely correlating with t.he human response to 

aircraft noise. !ihile propeller type aircraft engines 

ge.n-erally produce low frequency noise, jet engines produce a 

considerable amount of noise in the middle and higher: 

frequency range. Jet aircraft are th~refore judged to be 

much more noisy and annoying to human liste.ners. To deal 

ef fectiv,ely with this noise analysis problem a model was 

developed to approximate more closely human subjective 

response t.o ai.rcraft engine noise in terms of the noise 
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event's relative noisiness or annoyance.. The :model's 

methodology requires summing up in a non-linear manner the 

noise component of each .frequency band in the noise even·t 

spectrum. This measure of noise is k:nol>ln as the perceived 

no.is·e level, (PNL} or (PNDB) and it is quantified in terms of 

decibels. iith a few refinements, the perceived noise level 

measure has become widely used as a valid measuremen·t of 

aircraft noise. 

In addition to a generally higher frequency .range, the 

presence of _ identifia:bl·e discrete tones tends to make jet 

engine noise more objectionable to human listeners than it 

would he without these tones.. To account for this engine 

noise factor,. a ·tone-corrected perceived noise level (PNLT) 

was developed. The :PNLT noise measure is in wide use today 

by a number of noise impact assessment methodologies .. 

For most types of aircraft e11gine noise there exists a 

rather close cor:relation between A-weighted sound measm:es 

and the percieved noise level measures<9 A useful rule of 

thumb is that the PNI. or PlH.'r valu,e for a given noise event 

vill typically be about 13 decibel units higher than the A-

we:igh ted noise measurement. 

Two different types of noise measure are essential to 

the assessment of air transportation noise one for 

measuring the sound of indi vidua1 .no.ise events and anoth .. er 

to measure or describe the airport noise environment, 
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produced as a result of a conglom-erate of individual noise 

events over a speci.fied period of time. Both the noise 

exposure forecast (NEF) and the day-night average sourLd 

level (LDN) methodologies are used to measure the noise 

environment around airports but they are necessarily based 

upon noise descriptors of individual noise events, such as 

the noise signal of a single landing event. Alt.hough both 

the A-.level and PNL or PNLT noise measures are capable of 

measuring maximum noise levels of individual n.oise events, 

neither methodology takes the duration of the noise event 

into account .. 

A number ·Of noise studies have shown that the apparent 

noisiness and resultant human annoyance to sound in.crease 

with the duration of the sign.al as well as with its 

loudness,. Fo.r this reason a number of noise assessment 

techniques have been developed to account for both the 

magnitude and duration of airport noise exposure to people~ 

one such methodoloqy which takes the duration of t.he noise 

signal into account. by integration of the noise level with 

its duration is the effective per:ce.i ved noise level (.EPNL} .• 

The noise measure which is integrated is the tone-corrected 

p<ercei ved noise level {PNLT·) • The duration of each 

respective noise signal is defined as the period during 

which the noise event is within a given number of decibels 

of ·the maximum noise level. In a like manner, the A-
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weighted sound measure can be integrated with time of 

significant exposure. This results in calculation of 

the noise measure called the sound exposure level {SEL),. 

Typically., the EPNL value wi11 slightly greater in 

magn.itud'e, by a.hout 2-9 decibe1s.v than t SEL value but 

exact correlation varies with th€· details of 

Bo vent. A tone correction factor, similar to that used with 

the PNLT, may be added to 

the tone-corrected A-level value (ALT). When the ALT value 

is integrated with time, the tone-corrected sound exposure 

level {SEL'.1'} Ls obtained. 

AS nsef ul as these aircra noise measures may be, it 

is still essential to employ an environmental noise 

variety of airport noise; events throughout a desired 

lH~riod. Ir has recently bf:He:n re~cog-niz£d that such noisE• 

exposure environment.al descriptors should make suitab1:e 

allowances not only for the annoyancE~ produced by a single 

noise elH;nt but also far the nturrher and time of day of such 

events~ Since airport environmental impact assessment is 

often concerned with noise exposurB in residential areas 

adjacent to ai~ports, acceptable noise impact measures 

assign higher weights to the typically more annoying evening 

and night time noise events. 

one of is t 
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composite noise rating technique (CNR). It is 

·the PlU value and makes provisions fm: the 

based upon 

number of 

aircraft operations and the time of day o.f thei.t: occurrence • 

. Although the CNR measure has been widely employed in the 

past. to describe noi.se environments, it has a number of 

sh.ortcomiags. It has no corn;·ction for flight event 

duration:, the presence of pure tones, number of flights, or 

for combining the noise contri.bution of different types of 

aircraft,. For these reasons, the CNR tech.niqme often led to 

inaccurate and unrealistic estimations of the noise 

environment. 

In orde.r to remedy some of the problems incurred by the 

CNR methodology t.he noise exposure forecast (NEFJ concept. 

and accompanying calculations were developed,. Since the NEF 

measure is based upon the effective perceived noise level 

value, it contains corrections for noise event duration and 

pure tone factors. The NBF technique also contains 

provisions for assessing the noise contribution fo.r all 

airport operat.io:ns in addition to the most noisy ones. 

Another noise e.nvironment measure has recently been 

developed by t.he o .. s.. Environmental Protection Agency. It. 

is called thee day-night sound exposure 1,evel (LDN} and is 

based upon the sound exposure level ra'ther than o.n the EPN.L. 

As it applies to ai:rpo.rt noise environment assessment 

situations, the LDN has the same basic considerations as the. 
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NEF measure, and, except for some minor noise data input 

alteration a.nd the addition of a few constants, the computer 
I 

algorithms used to calculate NEP values can be uti.li:zed to 

generate LD.N values. 

SOURCES OF AIRCRA.FT NOISE 

The sources of no.ise ·that are of major concern to 

airport environmental noise assessment a.re turbofan and 

turbojet aircraft. engines. Although the number of piston 

and turboprop powered aircraft engines in use is great, 

their contribution to the airport noise en vi.ro:nme.nt is of 

relatively minor .importance when jet powered aircraft also 

operate. .. let engines are generally morB powerful and 

produce noise of higher magnitude than tur.boprop or piston 

aircraft engines. Fu..rthermore, jet engines produce a 

greater amount of noise i.n the higher frEHJtH?ncy range, 

making their relative noisiness and annoyance to human 

listeners more severe. 

In jet powered aircraft, the primary sources of engine 

noise are the roar of the jet exhau.s·t stream and the high 

pitch,ed noise generated by the engine's turbo-machinery, the 

:rapidly vibrat.in9 compressor and wailing engine blades.. The 
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exhaust roar ~s created by the rapid expansion of high 

velocity exhaust gases~ 

A useful 1:ule of tbu.1.d) :i..s amount of acoustic 

energy generated by a given t aircraft engine is roughly 

proportional to its exhaust velocity raised to the eighth 

power. In this manner# a doubling in exhaust velocity 

produces approxima.tr:ly a 256 fold incr•::ase in I>esult.an.t 

acoustic energy or an. in.cr;;,1as1~ i.n noise mag-ni tude of about 

25 decibels. In flight this principle is commonly employed 

to reduce aircra noise. By .forcing air f:i: om thx2! atn.H)sphic.rrce 

into the jet intakes the average velocity of the exhaust 

stream is reduced, decreasing the resultant noise level. 

For the same reason, the turbofan aircraft engine produces 

significantly less noise at the same power setting than does 

the turbo-jet engine. The fan ducts around the outer 

portion of th'e turbofan secondary air flow 

around the jet exhaust stream, thereby reducing the 

magnitude of the shE~aring gradients between the jet exhaust 

core and the ambient atmosphere9 In general, highE:r a 

turbofan engine's bypass ratio the less noisy its 

operation.~ The use of afte.r-burne.rs creates exactly the 

opposite effect as a fan jet. In this type of jet aircraft 

engine the velocity of the {:Jxhaust st.rea..rn is increased, 

Jt:;t engin~ noisi1· sources other than the roar of the 
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exhaust stream are readily apparent and may 'even be dominant 

during taxi and approach procedures. 'l'he high frequency 

whine of the engine's fans and compr'essors are particularly 

annoying to most human listeners. The newer version high-

bypass ratio fan je,ts have slower fan .speeds, :nacelle ducts 

lined with acoustically absorhe.nt material and no inlet 

guide van.as, and thereby 9en.erate significantly less high.-

frequency noise. 

The greatest noise generation by piston or turbine-

powered propelle.r drive a.ircraft typically occurs during 

takeoff operations, when the engine is i:un at maximma power 

setting. . It is the propeller that is chi·ef1y responsible 

for the noise. This noise is composed of a wide range of 

fregue:nci.es but the major po.rtion of it is at th·e lower end 

of the frequency spectrum. The low frequency noise of the 

engine's exhaust may be of signi:ficant magnitude but 

usually only during tak.eoff operations.. 'I'.he turboprop 

aircraft engine i.s typically more qu.i,et than 'tl1e piston 

engine during takeoff but it shares with jet. engines the 

high frequency whine of t:he compressor a.nd may thus be more 

annoying to some human listeners th.an piston aircraft. 

AIRCRAFT NOISE PROPAGATION 
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'I'he propagation. of aii::-craft noise from source t.o 

receiver is a function of a numbe:r o.f factors,. T.hese 

factors include relative clista.nc,e, atmospheric att.enua tion 

and intervening noise barriers. The distance relati·onship 

is a simple one., as noise, acoustic energy, spreads out over 

an increasingly larger area, the amount of sound energy per 

unit of volume steadily decreases.. This decrease is 

inversely proportional to the square of th.a distance between 

the aircraft and the receiver.. Quantified, this 

relationship translates to a decrease in noise intensity of 

about 6 decibels for ea.ch doubling .in relative distanc11h 

A number of atmospheric parameters affect noise 

propagation. Water vapor in the atmosphere is relatively 

affective in absorbing sound, and the higher the given noise 

event's frequency, the mo.re readily it is absorbed.. It is 

for this reason tlHtt. high f:requency noise usually decreases 

with distance much more rapidly t.han do,es ·either mid-range 

or low-pitch noise .from aircraft operations. For aircraft 

i.n flight, at mo.re than about 10 degrees above the 

observer·•s horizon, the effects of air absorption are 

typically the most important noise propagation influence ... 

Atmospheric temperature gradients may also 

significantly affect aircraft noise propagation.. During 

periods of :normal temperature gradients in 

aircraft noise is primarily deflected 

tha atmosphere, 

upvard, thereby 
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creating so-cal d noise shadow zones on the ground at 

certain distances from the aircraft. During periods of 

atmospheric , ' l.f1Vfi'.l:Sl0l1, 

Aircraft noise tends to be deflected down ward, tendin.g to 

is a 

ground effect due to surface absorption and deflection that 

tends to decrease the observed levels. It is also 

quite obvious that irrtie:rvening hills, buildings, etc., will 

have an ef.fect upon :ncise traveli in the atmosphere. 

Noise r~ductim.:i nvz,asur>es can i.nvolve modification of 

the noise source, modification of noise pathway between 

source and receiver. or modification of the receiver. 

Although ri/'.~ducing aircraft noise at its sourc,e may at. .first 

sei::m to l:Vi:i the most expedient a.nd desirable method, such 

action is often i1ot. achievable due to energy and other 

consid.erations. The u.ti1i zati on of high-bypass and 

acoustically modified je.t aircraft engines has resulted in 

some impro~HHnent in t..he airport noise environment but the 

development of economically feasible, quieter engines for 

te:chnological advances in aeronautical engineering are 

t·equired before a safr~, reliable, and gnificaotly quieter 

jet aircraft engine is widely available to, and employed by 

the air transportation industry. 
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Modi.fication of the noise pathlfay involves the use of 

natural or artificial sound barriers to interrupt the 

acoustical line-of-sight between the aircraft and the human 

li.steners. such interruption is, for the most part, 

restricted to locations close to airports which are exposed 

to noise from numerous ground operations. sometimes hills 

or woodlands can effectively shield conununit.ies from airport 

ground operations, especially when such acoustical barriers 

are located close 

area of dense, 

vegetation has 

reduction effect. 

to the noise source. I relatively large 

tall woodland is required before such 

an environmentally significant noise 

The most common noise path Rlodifier i.n 

most airport situations is the noise attenuation provided by 

the building housing the observe.r. Mos·t modern )3t.ructure;s 

provide a moderate degree of noise shielding but it. is 

usually economically imp.ractical to build a high degree of 

noise attenuation into a structure.. Also, expecting 

citizens to chanqe their lifestyle toward spending mo.re of 

their time indoors is usually not a socially acceptable 

solution to the airport noise exposure environment problem. 

NOISE IMPACT ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 

Although all 

individuals vary 

individuals or 

in their response 

specific groups of 

to airport noise 
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pending on such things as previous 

political cohesiveness, socio-economic position and other 

social variables, there exists a relationship between ths• 

noise environment and the corresponding human response that 

can be acceptably quantified for each specific airport 

tei::ms of the likely effects on people ir communiti,es exposed 

to noise of specified magnitude. The average response of 

people is fairly stably related to t cumulative noise 

exposure, as expressed in a environment measure such 

as the LDI or NBF. Airport noise impact assessment requires 

a comb1nat1.on of considerations such as spEH?c1l inter 

desire for tranquility, and t ability to use radios, 

televisions, and telephones in an acceptable manner~ 

one measure of airport noise impact is t 

percenta of p;1:wple in th12° adjacent comm11nity would. be 

expected to complain or indicate anr1.oyance to noise of a 

specified n1agnitud 0e. In schools., officE~s, and other plac*.~S 

where ease of speech communication or avoidance of the risk 

of hearing damage is of critical importance, the sam40:1 

aiH?raging process can be employ12d to estimabe the li ly 

response of people as a group, without consid£,ration of 

p:erscn-to-person response variation. TrH;\ ma.jar concern is 

how the average response 

environmental noise exposure. 

such c011sidr~rations allow 

people varies with ir 

specification of tke 
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likely emvironmental impact fo:r a var:lJ?ty of land use 

categories,. Specific nois(-? exposure ·environment values can 

be assign«?d. Mhich, if not <exceeded, provide completely 

acceptable noise environments for pa rticul.ai: land use 

categories~ In oth·er words, if these site-.sp"~cific valu•es 

are not exceed<;;;ct, z,ero noise impact 

area specified is lH~ely .. 

the people of the 

Past studies hav1e indica.t.+:::d that a day-night averagE"" 

sound level less than about 83 DBA is required in order to 

assure that at least ninety percent of the general 

population has no significant. hearing lnss over the humanly 

audible frequency range. such cumulative effects ,of airport 

environmental noise exposure would typically show up only 

after expo.sur-,,:::s of raore than 10 years.. This implies that 

hearing damage data on which to 'base crit>aria of acceptable 

airport noise exposure accrue very slowly. Some studies 

have judged it more reasonab1·e to l:'f\com11Hend a LDN of 80 DBA 

as tb.e .maximum permiss.ibl•B yearly outdoor averagt:< sound 

l+Jvel to alleviate sat.isfacttori.ly the possibility of adverse 

effects on citizens' hearing abilities. 

communication a.bi1it:y i.s an important 

requirement of society. Interfer:;;:;r1cf: with spet~ch 

communication due to excessive airport noise disturbs nor•al 

dome,stic activities, produces an undesirable living 

environment, and may be a source of extreme annoyance. T 
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degree to which airport noise aff •:cts speech cournn:rnica ti on 

on the listenecs 1 location (whether indoors or 

outdoors) .1 t extent of n.oi:sE· attenuation provided by the 

exterior walls of buildings, and vocal effort of the 

In an acceptable noise exposure environment, 

peopl,z::, should :not have to inc:rBase th"..':lir voice level above a 

normal, comfortable effort in order to communicate easily. 

Th~~ primary e ff.ect of exce,ssi ve airpor·t noise on speech 

is to mask the speech sounds, thus reducing intelligibility. 

ThH major contributants to intE,11igibi1i in speech cover a 

range in frequency from about 200 to 6000 Hz at a magnitude 

of approximately 30 DB. If all these contributions are 

a.vai1ahle to the liste11er for his undt~rstanding, the' spe•ech 

intelligibility 'Mill he :nearly perfect,. The A-weighting 

measur::a, which was designed and dB0velopE1d to imitate thG 

frequency sensitivity of the human ear, is a useful measure 

of the speech interference potential of truding airport 

nois,:;. Th~; A-weighting sysb;m a.ssigus gr'Eatest s;H?igh.t to 

those nois·e components that lit:1 in 

most of the speech informat~on is compressed, thereby 

yielding higher readings (A-weightz::;d values.~ for noises 

whOSi;:~ energy is concentrated in that f.H;'.quency range~ 
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AIRCRAFT NOISE I!U!ACT ON HUMAN ACTIVITIES 

AND LAND USE CAPAB:I.LITY 

The u,. s. Department of Housing and urban Development. 

(1972) has developed gu.id,elines outlining the likely impact 

of noise on various human activities. This information is 

shown in Table 1.3,. In addition, HUD (1972} has developed a 

land-use compatibility chart shown in Table 14 and Table 15. 

For the relatively higher levels of airport noise exposure, 

a range of ·values is delineated i:n ~hich new construction or 

development should not be i.ni tiated unless an analysis of 

noise requirements is made and needed noise insulation 

features are included in the building and site development 

planning process. For more extreme noise exposure 

environmeuts, .many areas are designated to prevent new 

construction or development. 

The above guidelines for aiding in tile assessment of 

the airpo·rt noise environment are based upon a number of 

human noise sensitivity considerations.. These 

considerations include speech communication needs, 

subjective assessments of noise exposure acceptability and 

relative noisiness, sleep sensitivity factors, noise 

exposure case .history studies, need .for .freedom from noise 

encroachment, and standa:rd no:ise insulation features of 
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Table 13 .. Airport noise impact on human activities 

LOil IMPAC'I' {LI) - activity can be performed with little 
or no interruption from aircraft noise, 
though noise may be noticeable above 
background levels:. 

MODERATE IMPICT(MI)- activity can be 
some interference 
due to level 
interruptions. 

performed but. with 
from aircraft noise 
or f reguency of 

SERIOUS IllJPACT (SIJ - a.ctivity can be performed .but only with 
cl.i .. fficul ty in the aircraft noise 
environment due to level or freque.ncy 
of interruptions. 

CRITICAL HIP.ACT {C.I) - activity cannot 'be performed acceptably 
in. the airer.aft noise environment. 

Human Activity LI M.I s:r CI _,,.. ___________ , _______________________ . ____________________ , _____ , ___ , ________ _ 

1. intensive co.nversation <52 52-58 58-80 >80 

2. casual conversatio.n <66 66-78 ?S.-95 >95 

3 .. telephone use <57 57-71 71-85 >85 

4 .. sleeping <52 52-70 70-80 >80 

s. .eating <61 61-73 73-95 >95 

6. reading <66 66·-82 82-95 >95 

7. meditation <66 66-82 82-95 >95 

8. writi.ng <66 66-82 82-95 >95 

9. studying <66 66-82 82-95 >95 

10. seminar, group discussion <52 52-63 63-80 >80 

11. classroom, lecture <52 52-60 60-75 >75 

12. individual creativeness <61 61-73 73-95 >95 

13. live theater <47 47-58 58-75 >75 
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Table 13. Airport noise impact on human activities (cont'd.) 

Human .Act.ivity LI t"!I SI CI 

14. watching films <52. 52-63 63-80 >80 

15. watching television <52 52-63 63-80 >80 

16. listening to music <47 47-60 60-80 )80 

17. ceremony, tradition <52 52-58 58-70 >70 

18. public events, assemblies <57 57'-65 65-80 >80 

19. spectator sports * <56 56-75 75-88 >88 

20., public mass recreation * <56 56-72 72-84 :>84 

21. physical recreation * <46 46-63 63-84 >84 

22. outdoor activi <36 36-57 57-84 )81-l 

23. urban outdoor activities * <46 .46-62 62-84 >84 

24. extended chila care <52 52-65 65-84 >B4 

25. driving * <76 76-88 88-97 >97 

26. shopping <61 61-75 75-84 >84 

27. technical manual work <47 47-62 62-74 >74 

28. skill12d manual l!lork <57 57-72 72-84 >84 

29. manual •ork <66 66-82 82-94 >94 

30.- equipment operation ** <66 66-77 77-HB >88 

* - no allowance for structural insulation 

** - depends on nature of particular equipment 
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Table 14. Land use capabilities as a function of LDI. 

------------------------------------------------------------
Land Use category Impact Estimate (LDN)* ------------------------------------------------------------
1. residential - single and two 

family homes, mobile homes 

2. residential - nrnltiple family 
apartments,dormitories, group 
quarters, orphanages, 
retirement homes, etc. 

3. transient lodging 

4. schools,libraries,churches, 
hospitals,nursing homes,etc. 

5. auditoriu1ns,concert halls 

6. sports arenas 

7~ playgrounds,parks 

8,. outdoor recr13aa tion. areas, 
cemete1::ies 

9. office buildings 

10. retail commercial 

11. wholesale commercial 

12~ noise sensitive commercial 

13. livestock farming 

* see Table 15 for legend. 

A ··-
c ·-
c -
B -

A -
E -
A -
c -
"r? 
'- -
F -
A ·-
c -
A -
c ·-
A 
B ·-
1\. -
c -
A -
E -
A ·-
:E -
A -
c ·-

58-65 B ·- 58-72 
65-75 c - 72-90 

58-68 D - 65-75 
70-78 c - 75-90 

58-68 D - 65-80 
75-90 

58-65 D - 63-70 
65- 90 

58-70 c ·- 65-90 

58-78 c - 73-90 

58-75 B ·- 6 8-78 
75-95 

58-75 B - 73-85 
80-90 

58-70 D ·- 65-15 
68-80 J" - 78-90 ~1 

58-70 D - 68-80 
78-90 

58-18 D - 75-88 
78-90 

58-70 D - 65-80 
75- 85 

58-76 G - 68-85 
80-90 
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Table 15. Noise compatibility intecpretations for Table 14. 

--·--,----------------·-·-·-----------,--.--.. --.,,_. ______________ ._.o:>l'·-·1'Ca·-·C»·----·---------.----o---·-··----.. ---

General Land Use Becommendations *** 
A,. satisfactory, with no special insulation 

requirements for ne• construction~ 

B. New construction or develDpm,;.::nt should generally he 
avoided except as possible infill of already developed 
areas. In such cases, a detailed analyses of noise 
!.'E:iduction requirements should madE!, and needed noise 

sulation fa:?atures should be' included in the building 
design. 

c. New construction should not 

D, .• 

undertaken. 

Rew construction or development should 
unless a detailed analysis of 
requirements is made and needed 
features included the design. 

not be undertaken 
noise reduction 
noise insulation 

E. New construction or developu11o:nt should not h•e undertak:er1 
unless directly related to airport-related activities or 
servici:;s. Conventional construction will generally be 
in.adequate and special noise insulation features must be 
incl~id,~d. .· A . i.Vetai~ed analys:Ls of :noise reduction 
requrtt>ements should tie made and .ne~dE!d no.ise insulatim1 
fE:a.tures included in t1u;i construction or dev1:;dopment,,. 

f'. A d<etailed a1H:tlysis of noisEi environment, 
considering all urban and transportation sources should 
he made and needed uoise insu1a on f.ea.tures and/or 
.special requirements for the sound nforcement system 
should be included in the basic design. 

G. New a.eve1op.ment should g>enerally b€z avoid·ed except a.s 
possible expansion of already-develop,t~d ax:eas,. 

*** Land use recommendations are based upon experience and 
jndgem:;ant fact.ors without regard to .specific variatioI1s 
in constructi<Hl {such as air co11dit.ioning and building 
insulation) or in other physical conditions (such as 
terrain and the atmosphere)~ se features and <>:thers 
involving social, economic# anrl political conditions 
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buildings. The assessment guidelines delineate a range of 

LDN values for each compatibility :zon.e., If 

as.sign a land. use boundary within a 

coropatibilit y zone, several factors should b.e consicler,ea. 

T:hesi:.; factors include the fo11owinq: 

1-. cornmunit y response casi::, history studies -- analyzing 

recorded :response or compla.i:nt history studies prE1V iously 

areas exposed to ' . correspono.J_ng LDN values may 

sig:rdf icantl y aid in th.'e subjective EH01+Jction of LDl\l 

boundaries within the general limits indicated in the above 

2. prevailing local building construction in more 

costly buildings and residences, constructions are usually 

slightly heavi,er and more tightly designed and fabricated, 

l~akage paths to the 

interior; 

for LDI values greater than about 65 

contr.ibutiow1 of other noise sourc•a.s to the airport n.ois1'::i 

•BD vironment is lilrnly to be insignificant.. cmw"Brsely 1 for 

LDN values less than about 65, noise generated by other 

sources may significantly or 

considerations of land use 

introduction of airport noise in a semi-rural or rural area 

would typically produce a much mcrB appa.ren.t change in 
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existing noise environment and more pronounced reactions 

from residents than would airport noise introduced into an 

already noisy environment; and 

4~ time of prevailing adjacent land activities LDN 

contours ar€; comput,ed w.ith consideration of both day arid 

night operations., a assign·ed for night 

operations. Although this procedure is appropriate for 

residential area considerations§ it may lead to 

overestimation of LDN values 

to daytime hours alone e 

:noise is inflmanced by a numbrff of community and socio-

economic factors in addition to actual physical noise 

environment itself~ For this reason assessm1~nt 

guidelines delineated in this section ar,e o.n1y that 

guid1:?lines. absolute community response 

predictors. ExamplE.!S can he found of individual or special 

interest group actions that depart in direction from 

of uon-acoustic inflm~nces can affect an indi vidua1 1 s or 

group's response to the airport -·• _., -· noise environment. 

1. the extent of thk~ socio-<:lconomic ties 

contiguous community and the airport; 

- f- 1. anrt ·. ee ings 

Some of 

the 
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the flight: operations causi.ng the major noise intrusion; and 

3. the history of past results in handling specific 

airport-related community problems .. 

Three wide categories of likely residential community 

response to airport noise exposure can be correlated with 

LDN values. For LDN values less than about 65 few 

complaints would be likely although noise may occasionally 

interfere with certain resident activities. For the 

approximate 65-75 range of LDN values, individuals Yould be 

likely to complain, perhaps vigorously, and group action 

would be possible. For .LDN values great'E!r than about 75 

repeated vigorous complaints by individuals and groups would 

be likely and concerted group ac·tion would be expected .. 

LDN LAND PLANNING APPLICATIONS 

The following section provides an outline of some of 

the direct applications of the LDN measure of the ai.rport 

noise environment to land use planning.. Although the LDN 

methodology provides a useful tool for defining noise impact 

quantitatively, ef.fectiv·e land use planning requires much 

effort, even when such technical tools are available.. Two 

of the major obstacles ~n airport planning are the lact of 
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enabling leg is la ti-on to achieve 

over large areas and the lack 

effective land use planning 

of joint eff o:rt by the 

multiple local political jurisdictions impacted by flight 

operations from a si.ng.le airport. .Legal responsibilities 

and liabilities are often ill-de;fined and economic costs 

prohibit.ive or formidable .. 

It was common p.ractice in the past for local land use 

planning and policies for airports 

local government level, if developed 

to be developed at the 

in detail at all. The 

results of such haphazard planning have retarded rational 

airport planning and development. However, some states, 

such as Virginia, have enacted legislatio.n which requires or 

encourages plan.ning on a regional or area basis. The 

concept of area or regional planning has provided increased 

opportunity for reasonable land development around airports .• 

It. has also increased the responsibilities of airport 

planners and the need for closer air base interaction with 

regional agencies. 

Since noise is only one of the many parameters that 

must be considered in airport land use planning, LDN 

cont.ours can be utilized in conjunction with 'evaluations of 

other environmental factors in arriving at the many-faceted 

assessments .needed for e.ffective airport planning. 

Onc·e the LDN values are computed and noise contours 

developed. various noise exposure conflict areas can be 
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readily identified by overlayir1g 

photographs or topographic maps of 

contour map on aerial 

same scale. In this 

.manner, it is possible to quantify noise environment 

uses that are not compatible. This procedure should be 

employed in particular for noise sensitive la.nd uses such as 

residential zones. schools, churc r hospitals. libraries, 

and public buildings. Residential noise conflict areas may 

be quantified in terms of gross areas, or more pnsferably, 

in terms of ni.uaber of housing units or number of residents 

seriously impacted. by noise exp'\'.3sin:E· from 

nr2>a.rby airport. This choice will typically be determirH2H1 by 

the k.ind of land use inf or ma tion that is a vailabl;;~ for the 

particular contiguous community. 

For all but the sma airport.s, initial 

identification of noise co11flict zon.es may be accornplislied 

by using u.s.G~S 7o5 minute quadrangle maps drawn to a 

scale of 1/24, 000. Unfortunately,, thesE~ topcgraphic maps 

arf: quite often out of a.ate and recent land a.evelopm€nts are 

1E.r>equent1y not shoii!n. Since current population and land use 

information on a local l·i::llH'"l is 0essential to envir.onmental 

impact assessment, local e.nd regional planning agencies· 

should be ask,ed. for help in obtaining t most up-to-date 

information. In a similar marmer, th!::! .LDN contours can be 

overlaid on zoning maps, population density maps, and 
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present and projected surface transportation maps in o.rder 

t.o ascertain the type and degree of noise conflicts. The 

LDN contours can be used in correlation with maps 

delineating other environmental parameters, or with air 

space restriction or accident zone maps,. From the analysis 

o.f such overlays, a nu11tber of compatible land us·e districts 

may be defined. Regardless of the extent of detail to which 

correlatio.ns can be carried ou·t, the comparison of LDN 

contours with existing and projected noise sensitive land 

uses is a significant step towards defining ai.rport noise 

conflict zones in a quantitative manner. 

Effective planning for land use compatibility as a 

means of attenuating noise exposure conflicts around 

airports typically involves direct or indirect regulation or 

control of land use practices in areas seriously impacted by 

flight operations. Uufoi:·tunately, difficulties in ach:ie ving 

the essential· regulation of land use due t.o economic cost 

and legal, political, and bureaucratic problems are a major 

bottleneck in the appli·cat.ion of such planning.. Regardless 

of these drawbacks, the various planning strategies 

available should be carefully considered fo.r applicability 

to each particular airport. In g·€me:ral, opportunities for 

initiating and applying sound land use strategies frequently 

occur, especially on lands not previously developed. The 

major land use regulation or control stra teg.ies include land 
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:purchase or lease, land easements, land zoning and building 

code restrictions, encouragement 0£ compatible development, 

regulation of subdivision, land use reconversion or 

relocation, and public service planning. 

The degree to which land contiguous to expanding or 

proposed airports is already developed largely determines 

t.he degree of applicability and usefulness of the above 

planning strategies for airports and their surrounding 

areas. The rang<e of development and planning techniques is 

typically wider and less costly to apply in undeveloped 

zones than in already developed areas,. The successful 

im.plemen·tation of sound land use strat.egies for seriously-

noise-impacted areas almost always requires active and close 

liaison with regional and local agencies responsible for 

land use planning and development for that particular area. 

The following sect.ion of this chapter on noise impact 

considerations briefly discusses applications of the LDN 

methodology to zoning and ·to the establishment of building 

noise insulation requirements. It is impor:·tant to note that 

it. is not feasible to justify legally th,e delineation of 

boundary lines o.r la:nd use zones for application of specific 

policies for frequently changing aircraft operating 

procedures and greatly va.riable flight paths,. Acceptance of 

any land use strategy f ou:nded upon LDN contours wil.l usually 

require the sta.ndardizatio:n of flight patt,e.rn.s, the 
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and settinq ·traffic limits. Alterations in fl.ight 

operations and resultant noise e~posure changes will 

obviously occur in time but frequent or e.rratic changes in 

the airport noise exposure environment can drastically 

u.ndermine la:nd use strate9ies .based upon L.DN contours. 

In general, zoning is a legal restriction on allowable 

uses of privately-owned property with the basic inte.nt. of 

p.reventing serious confliGts bet.ween vari,ous land uses .. 

Typically in the past., zoning restrictions on land use have 

been exclusively a local government responsibility. The 

.legal po·wer of zoni.ng lies in its ability to regulate for 

the general safety, health and welfare of a community o:r 

segment of a community. iH:.h zoning., it is possible to set 

up a scale of uses and densities and permit uses lower on 

t.he scale to take place .in areas zoned higher on the scale,. 

zoning is primarily a preventative policy that has little 

value 4-.... o already developed areas ... zoning., 

applied, can provide three primary functions. 

as commonly 

It can be 

used to preserve existing compatible uses of land areas, t.o 

prevent undesirable alterations of compatible land uses, or 

to lead to the development of compatible land uses where no 

dominant land use tnH:~ has yet been established .. 

Land use restriction, through :zoning, based on 

consideration of the airport noise environment., i.s a 
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relatively recent approach to assuring land use 

compatibil:it.y and it has yet to be employed on a broad 

scale.. Zoning has been propos,ed and instated primarily for 

civil airports and for relatively undeveloped areas. .It has 

an especially strong potential for the planning and 

development of ne'.fi airports and thei.r contiguous land areas. 

such zoning, if it is to he reasonably effective in 

achieving its objectives, must be 

form by all o:f t:he governmental 

adopted i.n nearly similar 

agencies respo.nsible fen: 

zoning within the noise exposure impact area,. In· a numbe.r 

o.f states, legisla tio,n has recently been passed to encourage 

joint planning and zoning decisions and actions to 

accommodate major .neow airports. 

Zoning is only one way to limit or regulate land use 

near airports to minimize noise eff,ects,. other ways include 

regular reporting of monitored noise, arbi tra·tion, 

requirements that land titles declare existence ,of ai.rport-

aircraft noise, differential taxation, building code 

specificatimrn, li m:ita t.ions on ut.ili ty extensions, 

differential utility and service rates, and acquisition .for 

9overnment purposes (e.g. warehouses and watersheds)* 

A useful, widely employed planning technique for new 

airports combines building :noise insulation requirements 

with :noise zoning to p·rovide greater flexibility in 

developing land use regulatic.ns. As a:u example, .recent 
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planning for a major new airport in Virginia might define 

five land use zones, with zone boundaries based opoa LDN 

contours for projected flight. opprations,. In t.his manner, 

zone , and land use restrictions can be specified prior to 

the beginning of construction.. For some type.s of land use, 

construction might be permitted in a zone of greater noise 

exposure provided that th•..; buildings within this 'Zone 

ac hi;r.tve minimum noise insulation requirements. These 

requirements are specified in terms of a minimum reduction 

of outside aiz:port noise l<Enr,e1s ® Build.inq codes typically 

delineate the structural I=E~q:u:i..re u1ent s~ 

requirements can attained by adopting specific design 

.features and materials ·• • I.. i. ·.n 't. .11 e constructions .. provide 

greater flexibility, other construction f<::ature·s may be 

adopted if the plans can be cert by a professional 

acoustician to meet the acceptable .reduct.ion in noise level .. 

fl. test procedure can be utilized building officials 

feel that field verification of the noise level reduction 

values is essential. 

approach briefly 

discnssea above clearly shows the close 

establishment. of minimum building noise rea.uction 

:requirements and zoning based upon the airport noise 

exposure e:nviron.ment. ~ithout the cification of minimum 
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requirements on building noise insulation, more rigid and 

restrictive land use allocations would be required. 

Similarly, restrictions on air traffic can limit th.e noise 

produced so that i·t will remain compatible with the building 

design and authorized land use,, 

BUILDING MOISE LEVEL REDUCTION REQUIREMENTS 

Building noise insulation into structures may be a 

useful tool for significantly reducing the extent of noise 

impact areas in non-resi·dential zones and for work 

activities that occur largely indoors. The major drawbacks 

of added no.ise insulation .in seriously noise impacted areas 

are that it requires much additional planning effort and 

results in increased construction cost. The degree of noise 

insulation t:hat can be incorporated into the structure of 

buildings has practical co.st limitations,. In g$nera1, costs 

are considerably higher for the modification of existing 

buildings than for nev constructions .. 

Although it is possible to design residential 

constructions to meet h:igh noise level reduction 

:requ,iremetrts, the bulk of the existing data .indicates that 

noise insulation should be employed cautiously. There are 

three primary warnings against 

insulation as an acceptable reason 

using enhanced 

for relaxing 

noise 

airport 
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rwisi3 environment/land use compa tibi1it.y interpretations 

!based on typical :r:<:-).sidential construction" 

considerations are the high cost of modification, high 

probability that impro'\Had insulation by itself will 

not significantly reduce the sub impact of airport 

noise in residential zones, and the practical difficulty in 

achieving high levels of noise reduction with typical 

residential .construction techniques. Fm: se reasons t h,e 

sulat.ion for major applications of improved 

enhancing human compatibility with the 

environment should be limited to nonresidential land uses • 

.In the past, special .noisE'' insula cm mreasures have 

frequently been ::Lncor:porated into no:nresidentia1 buildings 

located on or near airports. The technical principles, 

design requirements, and building materials needed to create 

buildings of improved noise insula a:r:e widely .known anc1 

employed. To reduce effectively noise levels inside 

buildings, two kinds of noise transmission must hE~ 

controlled satisfactorily. Noise can enter a building 

either directly through cracks, around windows. doors, etc~. 

or i:nztirectly by the outdoor sound ~ave:s s"ettir1g the 

building's surfaces into sympathetic vibration, with these 

surfaces t n 

t building. 

re-radiating the 

to 

noise into the interior of 

acceptable noise 

insulation, th€' noise level contributions from all pathways 
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to the interior must be controlled. 

paths and :neglect of ,others will 

u:naccep·table noise insulatio.n. 

Control of 

usually 

one or two 

result in 

Noise insulation effectiveness .is typically a function 

of the weight o:f the materials used in construction.. To 

reduce interior noise levels .i·t is often ·essential to use 

heavier construct.ion materials in place of lighter ones. 

For example, construction might involve substituting thicker 

glass for thinner glass, masonry for frame construction, or 

dense concrete for light-weight block or wood structural 

components,. The weakest noise transmission paths are 

usually the building's doors and windows. Windows may be 

improved by substituti.ng heavier single panes, o.r: even 

double panes, in frames having efficient. gaskets to reduce 

leakage of noise around the panes. Heavy or double doors 

with efficient weatherstripping may also be essential if 

noise level r 1ed ucti·on requirements are to be met for any 

particular building.. With acoustically .improved windows and 

doors, heavier walls and roofs may also be required~ 

MANAGING THE lIBPORT IOISE ENVIRONMENT 

Th.ere are currently more than. 80 public airpo.rts i:n 
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operation in Virginia* These airports vary considerably in 

relation to th r size, proximi to ccmmunities and 

transportation function as •ell as in their type and volume 

of flight operations. Relatively of se airports are 

fully certified by the Feder.: al A via.ti on Administration {F.AA) 

and have certificated air traffic co~trol towers~ o rs 

have only limited FAA certification. Although some Virginia 

airports, such as Dul.las International, are among th.e 

busiest in the world and handle over 200,000 annual flight 

most of st.at<e air faci1i ties are of the 

ge•neral aviation type. 

The variety of airports Virginia makes it quite 

clear that an airport noise exposure environment management 

strategy cannot be completely genBralized. The ultimate 

management decisions must be made on an airport-by-airport 

that all levels of governm;:?nt and t private sector make 

their decisions and act with the ba.sic recognition that 

answers to the problems of n impact on communities must 

be planned to meet the needs of a particular airport 

In it is . . f. . .s:.ign.i icanr. noise 

reduction benefits will be achieved through state, local, 

and federal actions to attenuate aircraft source noise and 

to control ope~ational flight procedures and airspace 
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utilization.. However, much of th,.s noise problem is air.port-

The type and extent of noise exposure impact at any 

given airport is in part due to lcca1 decisions regard:ing 

airport location, continuation flight o rations ov;er a 

particular area, the size and layout of the aLrport, and tlH2! 

purchase or lease of noise buffer zones adjacent to the 

airport boundaries. since primarily local land use 

decisionmaking that prescribes or allows noise-sensitive 

d.;::v,elopment (such as residential) nea.r an airport, the u. s. 
Supreme Court has re"ce.ntly ruled that airport proprietors 

are legally responsible for airport-related noisE~ damages .• 

The need for local 

apparent. In the absence of ei land ose planning and 

the implenHcntation of well-de gned land development plans 

and zoning restrictions, the potential nefits attainable 

with the aid of federal source a t . . ~ re _uc ion reguiremen~s 

a·:i:e likely to .be greatly reduced.. ~i reasonable land use 

control measures are not imposed, for substantial 

airport land acgu.isition incrE:,ases. In addition to the 

aircraft operations increase, cost. per acr:.e of such land 

will increase unless aircraft source noise lE!Vels a.re 

It is typically the airport proprietor who is in 
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closest touch with the local airport noise exposure impact 

It is usually the propriE,tor who has the best 

understanding of both major local considerations, n£:1eds and 

desires, and the n=.g:uirerot?nts of the air carriers and others 

who use his airp,ort. 'I'he proprietor has the responsibility 

to weigh the costs that the airport and its adjac,a:nt 

conrnrnnity must pay for failur'a to act, a.nd to measuri~ those 

costs against economic penalties may be incurred from a 

decision to restrict the use of the airport through curfews 

or other limitations for noise abatement purposes~ 

Officials in th'e PAA have a.11d ar£~ likely to continue to 

assist airport operators and community r>ep.resentatives from 

arc~as impacted by airport noise exposure, in Q.,esign and 

d·evelopm·ent of compatible lana. use control strategies. 

Typically, 1'fhat actions constitute appropriate land use 

mamagement depends upon the airport proprietor's 

jurisdiction to iitfluence or control land u.se contiguous to 

his airport .• The majority .of airport. proprietors a.r::e public 

aqenci•es with a voice in the ch3'.cisions of 

commtmities .. In some ca.s:e.s the proprietors have 

jurisdict.ion over land use control and are required ·to 

prior to receiving 

airport and airway dEnr·elopnH:in.t funds.. In other: instances, 

wh.ere such direct .land u:se cont.r:ol i.s Iack.i.ng, they ar-t) 

required to demonstrate that they have put forth he.st 
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efforts to assure acceptabh~ zoning or.: the, impl,:H!H?ntation of 

other land. use controls .near the ~-irport prior to rr~cei ving 

federal airport development funds. Although the airport 

proprietor may not have direct zoning aut.hority, h-e is quite: 

often the Local party best quali.fi~2,d to <2'-valuate the need 

foe it and to encourage the respon ble officials to act 

accordingly .• 

In addition to the role of airport proprietor in 

managing the airport noise environmA·nt, state and local 

governments are directly responsibl,e for iri.suring that 

acceptable land use planning_, zoning riestrictions, and land 

development in areas s1u.:round g ai.rports is r<easonably 

compatible Yith existing and proj•.?c noise ,exposure.. "It 

is highly desirable that they work as closely as possible 

with airport proprietors in planning implementing action 

to restrict sev,ere and critical noisi:;;, exposure to ~.i thin the 

airport boundariE:~s.. .In this way_, num.ber of people 

seriously impacted by airport noise can be minimized. 

As federal aircraft noise source requirements shrink 

the cumulative noise exposure contours arcund airports, 

state and local jurisdictions should work concurrently to 

d,esign and initiate compl<el.lHHttary land us::: plans to prevent 

residential and other incompatible land use types near 

airports.. since the federal government has recently 

didineated a program extending the application of Part 36 
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noise source standards, it has become more likely that local 

entities will be able to plan effectively on the basis of a 

reasonable set of assumptions regarding the shrinkagiJ 

nois1'2! exposure zones that will coccui: as a riesult of the 

federal actiori,. 

It is possible for state and local governments to act 

schools,, commu.nity facilities, health service facilities, 

and public buildings located in areas seriously i.mpacted by 

aircraft noise. To date sncb action 1r1ould have been 

prohibitively cost.ly, but, giv12n e federal program to 

require coiupliance with Part 36, a. .building noise insulatio.n 

program becomes mon3, ma.r1a9able and less costly.~ Local and 

state regulations should make accept.a noise insulation in 

the construction of public and residential buildings 

mandatory in seriously impacted areas~ 

governments should aid in financing no1.se insula tio.n o.f 

noise sensitive buildings in excessively noisy areas. 

State and local governments should acti v*~ly part.icipate 

in the planning and developmen~ oz new airpoxts to assure 

t-hat. a.I>9as of relatively dense human population are not. 

governments 

should also J:i.wquire that notice of lik>a1y airport noise 

exposure be provided to the buyers of airport-adjacent real 

estate and to prospective residents areas near airports,. 
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Finally, they should aid improvements at existing airports 

which significantly abate the noise exposurH impact on near-

planning to insure not only that nev airports will be 

adequate in. u11.::eting future air tran tion IH?.eds but that 

projected noise impacts are assessed and This 

F Idi policy has been iruplenu:::rrt'fJd in past through three 

basic measures involving th:e Airport D".';l'VBlopment Aid Program 

(ADAPJ~ A brief overview of these measures follows .. 

First, under section 16 of the Airport and Airway 

Development Act, the Secretary may give his approval to a 

pcoject only after he is reasonably satisfied that it is 

consistent. with plans for the overall development of th12 

a.:rea in which the airport is to b!e locatei::'L. .In <C:ther llOrds, 

t.he St:ocriatary may approve an airport development project 

only if fair consid.era ti on has bE:oen given to t interest of 

comm uni ties in er near the area. wheI>e the · .. project is 

locav:~d. The Ai.rport and Airway DevelopnH:int Act (AADA} also 

states as fede·ral policy that projects involving airport 

location. runway location, or major runway extension shall 

prmride for the protection and e anoement of the natural 

resources and the quality of the environment of the nation~ 

!ADA states further ±.hat when such action will have adverse 

environmental effect, it may not be approved by thf~ 
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Secretary unless no fesible and prudent alternative exists 

and unless all possible steps have been taken to minimize 

such adverse effect. Also, section 18(4) of t.he Act 

declar,es that cond.itio:ns precedent ;co projE:,ct approval roust 

include appropriate action, including zoning, to restrict 

the use of land adjacent t-0 airports to land use types 

compatible with the airport noise exposure environment. 

While the FAA does not have the legal r to regulate land 

use around airports, the grarrting of federal funds for 

airport design and development is conditioned on the 

application of the foregoing principles. 

Secondly. the AADA amendments of 1976(P.L.94-353J 

authorize the use: of federal airport. development funds ,on 

proj:;;;cts dt;signed to achieve no1s•2 abatement. 

Finally, .the FAA awards ADAP funds for the development 

of airport master plans. These plans must include an 

environmental analysis and elements of planning to insure 

that the airport 1 s noise ;;xposun3 impact is minimized,. 

In general, these three provisions have led the PAA to 

focus on noise ,reduction ;;;:ifforts in the context of capital 

investment. The recent increase citiz•2n ccucern over the 

problem of airport noise now makes it almost mandatory that 

affirmative FIA action be taken beyond the assessment of 

airport construction projects. The federal agency has 

recently initiated a project to encourage the design and 
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development of comprehe.nsi ve noise abatement strategies by 

airport proprietors through ·the planning grant program of 

.A.ADA. Each year, within the constraint of funding, the FAA 

will award grants for up to 25 plans on the basis of 

criteria including the quality of the proposal,. the 

seriousness and degree of the :noise environment problem 

impacting the· applicant airport, and the probability that 

the development of such a planning document will lead ·to the 

implementation of reasonably practicable noise reduct.ion 

measures.. The major goal. o:f this federal policy is to 

promote a p.lanning mechanism by which airport proprietors 

can assess t.h'.e .noise exposure impact created by the 

operation of their resp,ective airports as well as examine 

ana analyze the costs and benefits associated with various 

alternative stra·teg.ies to .minimize noise exposure. 

In developing an airport noise reduction strategy, the 

airport proprietor may Mis.h to consider the following 

categories of action and monitor the noise changes 

associated with each: 

(1) actions that the airport proprietor can implement 

directly; 

a. locatir1g run-up sites, 

b. regulating time of day of engine run-ups,. 

c. instating landing fees as a function of aircraft noise 

emission or time of day of .flight operation., 
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(2) actions that th,e airport proprietor can implement 

directly if hs has the authority, or suggest to other 

appropriate local authorities; 

a. planning and controling laed use contiguous to the 

airpo.rt by issuance o.f 

building permits. etc., 

b. enacting buildi.ng codes which the proper noise 

.insula.tion of J:esidiz)nces and oth.E:r sensitive buildings 

:a.n seriously :;1oise-impactea. areas, 

c. requiring suitable notice of airport noise exposure to 

t purchasers of. real estate 

d . ' . ,:; + -~ an prospec~ive resiuen~s or areas near airports, 

(3) actions that the airport prop1:ietor can implement 

directly in conjunct.ion with appropriate local 

authorities and with the fin.a~ncial assistanc1:? of the FAA, 

where appropriate; 

land to assure its 

utilization for purposes co.mpatibh:; w.ith aii::port operations, 

b. acquiring noise suppressing equipment, constructing 

physical noise barriers, and landscaping for the purpose of 

c. initiating airport deveJ.opment., such as new ru:rrways, 

that would :shift serious noise exposure zorH::s aw.ay from 

populated areas or lessen degree of impact over: 

cu:n:<2:ntly impact1acd areas, 
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{4) actions which the airport proprietor can propos,e to 

the PAA for implementation; 

a. a preferential runway use system, 

b,. p.ref,an;;ntial flight tracks, 

c,. a priority rmi·way use system, 

d. a rotational runway use system, 

e. flight operational procedures such as thrust reduction 

or maximum climb on takeoff, 

f. higher glide slop€~ angl,es and. intercept altitudes on 

approach, 

g~ displaced runway threshold, 

(5) actions that an airport proprietor can establish, 

after providing an oppo:rtunity to airport ns,9r:s, the g,ene~ral 

public, and the FIA to review and revise; 

a. operational restrictions has1::d on 

aircraft type, and finally 

l!l€i of day or 

(6) actions that an airport proprietor can propose to an 

air Line; 

a. shifting flight operations to neighboring airports, 

b. rescheduling airport operations on th,e basis of 

aircraft type or time of day~ 

.ltn airport provides a service to and is c1os,ely 

both airport users and the; local 

community,~ These are also two groups most directly 

af:Eected by an airport propri:etor' s noi s;~ c,ont:rol strat~~gy. 
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Por this reason it is essential 

rea.sonaJ.)le opportunity to partici actively in the noise 

environment planning process. A primary condition of the 

PAA noise abatement planning grants is that the airport 

proprietor bP required to prov~de for appropriate public 

notice of the plan and provide an opportunity for public 

input to the develcpment o.f tlH:; proposed pla.n. 

Although this airport proprietor is p;;.n:haps bEis't 

situated to judge local noise exposure problem and to 

ascertain ho-w to rBspond to it, h"" is oftf:.'in not in UH? best 

position to judg>E::> th,e impact of his noise reduction mea:sm:es 

on the r:egiona1, national, in tar nation al air 

transportation systems~ Due to their intricacy, use 

restrictions at a single airport could conceivably cause 

widespread disruption throughout syst~Hns. 

It is the 1.egal responsibility of 

tJovern m•~nt to ins1.n::e that thE: actions of individual airport. 

propri:stors for purpose of achieving local needs do not 

conflict with national and ,.. . ] na ·~·2.ona .. •. air transportation 

objecti n::s. The propri;gtor has obligation to avoid 

co1nmerce and to ildn.irnizl~ potant.ial conf s ~ith the FAA's 

contco1 of a.irspace and air traffic~ 

As previously mentioned, airport proprietors may 

propose use restrictions or o 
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solution to the airport no.ise problem.. Operating procedures 

require implementation by the FAA. fl.hen an airport 

p:roprietor proposes operat.ing procedu.r-es to the PAA as a 

means of lessening noise exposur·e impacts, the FAA will 

review them in o:r:der to ascertain whether o.r not they may .b€ 

implemen·ted without creating a safety hazard or 

significantly affect the efficient utilization of navigable 

airspace •. If the measures are deemed to be acceptable, the 

FAA will adopt and implement them. 

The decision 

initially with the 

to impose 

airpor·t 

desirable that proprietors 

a use restriction rests 

proprietor. It .is highly 

consult and review such 

proprosal.s with. air carriers 1 other airport users 1 local 

residents, and the FAA prior to the instatement of such 

restrictions.. It is the duty of the .FAA to re·v:iew use 

restriction proposals and to provide advice to the airport 

proprietor on his proposed actions.. Through Uds advisory 

function" the FA.ll. acts to insure that uncoordinated and 

unilateral us;e restrict.ions at various airports de not act 

to create an undue burden on air commerce, unjustly 

discriminate,, or conflict with the FAA's regulatory 

authority,. It is the responsibility of air carriers to 

assure that the required percentage of t.heir aircraft tM!!et 

Part .36 noise level criteria within th,e time period requ.i:red 

by federal law. It is also the air carrier's 
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responsibility, according t.o the federa.ll:y specified time 

limits, to assure that an acceptable noise abatement plan is 

established that c,overs t.he retirement and retrofitting of 

aircraft ,not meeting Part 36 standards as well as t.he 

operation of those aircraft in a manner designed to minimize 

their impact on the human environment. To this end, air 

carrie.rs should attempt to schedule the flight ope.rations of 

their iioncomplyi.ng airc.raft into airports that do not have 

serious noise exposure impact problems and on schedules 

utilizing acceptable noise abatemen.t operating procedures 

designed to m.inimize noise exposure to communities. 

In general, the users of air ·tra.nspo:rtation should bear 

the costs of ·noise abatement measures, consistent with the 

sound economic principle and the federal policy of 

i:nt.ernalizing the adverse environmental consequences in the 

price of a product or service. 

Residents and prospectiv,e rasidents o.f areas adjacent 

to airports should s·eek to unde:rstan.d the multi-dimensional 

nature o:f ·the airport noise exposure problem and what 

reasonable measures can be taken to minimize its impact on 

communities. They should recognize that .individual and 

community responses t.o a.irpo.rt noise differ substantially 

and that for some people, a reduced degree of noise exposure 

resulting from any particular noise abatement plan may not 

lessen or eliminate the degrEH:i of annoyancce or irritation. 
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Prospective residents considering moving to airport noise 

on t quality of human life. 
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I NT.RO.DUCT ION 

It is the objective of this A*E*I*S chapter to 

recogni:ze and suggest means for minimizing adverse impacts 

upon the biolcgical environment resulting from the 

construction an,d operation of airport facilities in 

Virginia,~ This ch.apte.r: is designed to provide the types of 

information and to suqgest practical steps that may be 

employed to predict the .likely biological im,pacts .on the 

biota of a proposed airport development site. 

There are two major decisions about airports that 

reflect on the type o.f EIS to be prepared and the factors to 

be addressed: 

1. Will an airport be built? 

2.. If .so, what are th·e relativ.e impacts of alte.rnati ve 

sites? 

The fi.rst is usually basea. on nee a. The biological 

factors only become operative if: 

1. There is no where in the area o.f need where an airport 

will not gravely impact biological r,esources protected by 

various laws such as threatened and endangered species. In 

effect the area is "covered" hy biological constraints. 

2 •. l decision threshold is passed. 

A decision threshold refers to the condition of some 

biological .resource in the state that has, fer example, 1000 
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acres in which ~t can survive. subsequent developments may 

take 5w 10, 15, etc. acres for various important, bona fide, 

human needs until the acreage is down to 300 acres. At this 

threshold, agencies such as the Virginia Commission of Game 

and Inland FishErries which exists, under law, to prevent the 

extinction of auy species in the state, may take injunctive 

action to prevent further taking of environments in which 

the species :m.ay exist .• 

"A few more acres won•t hurt" is the conventional 

wisdom. . Fo·r some species this is time; for: others, near the 

threshold, loss of one or more acres may deny the long-term 

survival of the species :in the state .. 

These thresholds have not 

and biologists but they can be .. 

lHHan decided .by ecologi.st.:s 

The potential ha.bitat areas 

ca:n be 

(total 

desc.ribed and mapped. The change 

as well as in relation to the 

in such ha.bitats 

thresholds) can 

probably be monitored by satellite. If not monitored by 

satellite a statewide cnmu.lativ.e roster of acres t:e:moved 

from each critical set of environmental conditions is 

warranted. 

Ecological baseline studies are measures of the 

existing conditions for the purpose of predicting (possible 

developm.ent-induced alterations in natural systems.. It is 

essential to know the structure of ther subject ecosystem{s) 

and the:n to assess the function.al aspects of the system suc.h 
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as driving forces, transfers of energy and materials, and 

toxic subst.anc<E~s in the environnH3nt that will influenc~~ 

system's development,. !lnfortnna 1 y., many ecological 

bas,e1ine studies are me:rely gent,,ralp physical descriptions 

of which are devoid of functional considerations. They are 

typically expensive and yield voluminous information but 

seldom contain significant, practical impact assessment 

information value. 

Baseline studies should dE'signed. and implr:naented to 

show the effects <:Jf airport velopment upon .natural .systems 

and to illustrate the consequences these effects. 

Parameters should be selected that are within the temporal 

and spatial constraints of thE: proposed dev>?lopnvant action. 

and which are similar to the parameters of impact. 

I>estrlcti.ve laws or the decision 

threshold conct'9pt deny the neeH'i for rports. They operate 

to say that biological resources as they exist .now and may 

se.rvf' future g,enoF:irations havt: ne~:~cls also and that until 

further knowl,edge is gained, 

priority than those for airports. 

have higher 

Ther are many ways an airport can impact wildlife and 

thus the many benE~fits to people possiblE: from the resourc•e. 

These are direct as well as secondary. 

DIRECT 
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When. a wetland is filled in or a b:r:us.hy area removed 

and paved for 

losses are of 

construction .. 

a runway, there are direct loss,es. These 

the organisms present at the time of 

'l'b.ey are not usually killed outright, though 

some are, but are forced to move into areas already occupied 

by and defended by other animals. Thus they die due to 

disease, starvation, accide:nt.s and predatio.n. How they die 

is almost irrelevent; they do. 

In addition, thay do not reproduce in that year in the 

vicinity of the construct.ion.. Thus the loss€s are not only 

to the resident population but to the litters and clutches 

of eggs that would normally be produced and young raised. 

Estimating the numbers of animals present in a.:n area as 

large as an airport site is very difficult, expensive" and 

the results are scientific estimates" couched in terms of 

confidence, possible erro.r, and chances of the influence of 

migt:ation. I:n A*E*I*S a detailed census of all animals is 

not recommended but a species list o.f all animals likely to 

occur in the habitat to be influenced is needed. This list 

should include all relevant fauna,. Increasingly as 

knowledge of ecology increases, all fauna are relevant. It 

is virtually impossible to get a complete list of insects 

for example.. Other speci:es ranges expand and contract so 

that only a 10-year long study would have much meaning. We 

recommend a relevant species list. The question of 
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re1~?vance must by a highly qualified 

ecologist. 

Next is recommenched that t list be accompanied by 

three es·timates of density {animals p-er unit hectare or 

acre). These three are: low, most likely, highest observed. 

Th;es'°~ data enable ranges of spec s l<Jss>es to be estinrated. 

{lffhen an airport will pave 120 acr,zs, des-trot:L11g the habitat 

of species X which has densities of 0.5, 1.1, and 4.0 

three above categories then loss may be as low as 60, 

w:i11 probably about 1.32, and could be in exc1a1 

habitat as many as 480 animals. These may then accompany an 

impact statement and meaning be attached to them by 

consultants, in computer models, or by 2.xpert testimony~ 

These lists must lH.: pr\?pared on a case by caSE! basis, until 

perhaps one day a stat'l:":'.Wide inventory exists. At present 

such does not exist and is not. likely to occur because of 

the dynamics of a.nimals and their habitat. 

Ani.mal densities change, ove:r time in relation to 

habitat or vegE;tation changes. There are species that 

occupy bare earth areas, others that in grassy areas, others 

found only in old-fields and shrubby areas, otlH-::rs in piwes., 

othE1rs in old hardwood .forests. If 11::,ft alone, a bar>~ area 

will eventually becoua:- a matur,9 forest throng hcut Virginia .. 

This is one thing known for csrtain.. The' rate at which th.is 

vill happen varies, but it will occur. This change is 
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called succession. 

At each stage of succession tb.e.r~a are unique plants and 

animals. Some animals can live everywhere, some plants can 

survive almost an:ywhe·re.. They have few environ.mental 

constraints or limits. These li.fe forms de not need the 

same attention in an IUS as those life for ms t.llat are more 

limited and have more particular needs. 

The expression of densities required abmre fo.r each 

species 11.ru.st be -expressed for each stage of succession.. A 

stage of succession is called a sere and this word will be 

used h,ereaf ter .. 

Each species is related to one or more seres •. · One 

critical aspect about efforts to be very precise about 

densities is that the airport. is planned for a very long 

time.. cost accounting and depreciation will probably be 

limited to about 30 yea.rs but the impacts can be 

:realistically computed for at.least 50 years.. Ther is !l.O way 

to be very confidant about the estimate o.f density for 5 

years hence. The estimate for 50 years has a very broad 

bounds.. This is not to say that impacts ov,e.:r time should 

n.ot be computed.. 'l'hey can be and. must be based on the best 

ecological theory and computer models available. They w.ill 

be· estimates, howev·er, .·for th.,e future. •rhe reason for 

making them is to evaluat,e th.e impact on bi,ota o'f 

alternative airports. An airport will b-e l::ruilt; the 
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qu,estion is where, and the answer 'Will b~nd to1£1a.rd being:: 

th•:> one vith the lowest re1ativ':a long- rm impact,. Relative 

There is a need to add another weight to the species 

present. An airport that destroys a forest will create a 

bare field; squirrels will be lost and killdeer and larks 

gained.. Those people who valn*: highly killdeer will see thlf~ 

changf":; as good; hunters will vif~w it as baa. 'I'ht1s in tht~ 

gen::;::cal public almost everyone has a differ1;~nt weight, 

preference, or value attached to organism. 

weights can be determined by an elf;;cted or apf>o.irrbed jury or 

they can be determined by appointed or elected officials. 

It is a tedious job bot one that must be done so that all 

wildlife are not assunled to of equal importance. 

Each may he given a level of importance or ght on a 

scale of O to 100.0. The species densit can then b o ,_,.,;, 

occur in areas if airports were placed t ·• 

Each potential s~te is evaluated on the basis of the 

animals a11d plants of a soere pr2,sent. now and what is likely 

to be present over 50 years. It is compared to the 

bLological forms of a base area ana grassy sere which will 

result when the ai":rport is built ana. maintaiIH~d,. 

Based on t.he above, it is now possib to compare sites 

on the basis of: 
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1.. Number of species likely to be influenced (the fe~rer 

thr Better) 

2.. Species weighted by the number of seres occupied 

(other factors equal, the site with the fewest one-sere 

species is preferr•ed.) 

3. Total auimals likely to be lost in one year due to 

construction ((the fewar the better) 

4 ... · Total potential animals likely to be deprived of 

conditions of existence due to habitat losses ovet' some 

planning period {30 years as a minimum economic life 

expectancy of the project; 100 years recommended) 

s .•. Total sere-weighted (item 2 above) in di vi duals lost 

over a long period (as in 4 above) 

6 •. ·Total sere and cit.izen-'weight.ed individual plants aI1d 

animals lost over a long period (as in 4 above assuming 

citizen we.ight.s wi11 remain constant over the period) 

7. Net change in the species .ind,ex (the lesses minus the 

gains, including increases in pest species such as weeds, 

mice, and pigeons) ,. 

The direct effects of an airport on biological 

resources are th;erre.fore losses due t.o construction, wildli.fe 

species foregone ove.r time as a result of the airport 

compa:red to what would have existed without the airport, the 

wildlife gained as a result of the environments of the 

airport, and wildlife :mortalit.r from aircraft strikes and 
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accidents associated with support operations of the airport .. 

SECONDARY 

Secondary effects need to be computed in much the same 

way as direct. but the assumptions required are great and a 

theory of urban growth or rural developmerrt a.s a function of 

airports is not available. The secondary effects are, a.nd 

should be discussed in as much detail as possible::: 

1. Housing developments (further habitat. destruct.io.n) 

2 .• Roads and support (further habit.at destruction) 

3,, Noise influence on wildlife density and reproduction 

4. ,Pollution from runway (heavy metals, rubbers_, oils, 

etc.} and support 

5. Effects on wildlife and plants of air pollution from 

the airport. 

The problem of threatened and endangered species is not 

likely to be encountered in the majority of airport 

development projects~ However, localized destruction of 

commonly occurring species of wild.li.fe and their life-

supporting habit.a ts .may s.ignif icantly af.fect the quality of 

the human envir.omnent in and near the development site and 

should not be 'ignored in the draft and final EIS 

documentation. 

The impact of airport development upon ilildlife and 
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vegetation may be assessed in part by site surveys before 

and after development in order to ascertain the diversity 

and abundance of the p:revailing species at various times of 

the year. such surveys should pI:eferably be made by 

professional wildlife biologists, ecologists, zoologists, 

botanists or others having expertise in uatural science• In 

some i'n.stances, records kept by on-site residents of numbe:rs 

and species of wildlife observed may be useful~ 

Until quite recently the study of ecology has focused 

primarily upon the relationships of individual organisms and 

populations to their e.nvironment. This thinking has 

pervaded many previous environmental illlpact statements and 

has resulted in less than acc,eptable treatment of the i.mpact 

of development upon ecological systems.. Many scientific 

writers, consultants, environmental groups~ and gover.n:ment 

agencies have expr·essed t'.he critic.ism that the biological 

areas of envir.o,nmer.rta1 impact assessment.s have been lacking 

i]l quality and do not fulfill the objectives outlined in 

section 101 o.f the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) • 

.Diversity is a measure of the variety of different 

species in a given aI:ea, species richness and abundance by 

species (species diversity), the variety o:f plant and ani.mal 

communities in a given area {pattern diversity), or the 

variety of different p.rocesses that may occur in any qi ven 

ecosystem (process diversity)., It has often been stated. by 
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ecological experts that there is communi·ty .stre:ngth a.nd 

.ertability in diversity •. However, this geneI:alization does 

not always hold true 

salt marsh.es, exhibit 

Regardless, diversity 

s.ince some natural systems, such as 

low diversity but high stability. 

has proven to be one means of 

comparing the components of various ecosystems and leads to 

a measure of an ecosystem•s stage of development. 

Diversity may be quantified or described by a variety 

of indices which measure the ratios of the parts to th·e 

whole for whatever values are selected, such as number ·of 

species, biomass, productivity, and .surface coverage. These 

measures may be used in place of species lists to provide 

dynamic measures o.f the structural and functional 

characteristics of a given ecosystem over time.. They can 

provide a measure of the changes which occur as a result of 

natural processes such as succession as well as those taking 

place as a result of ai:rport development activities.. These 

indices, a1tho11gb. not sufficient for biological impact 

assessment in themselves, .may be used. in conjunction with 

other measures of community structure .. 

Ecological baseline studies are 

existing conditions for the purpose '.of 

measures of t.he 

predicting possible 

development-i.nduced alterations in natu:ral syst·ems. It is 

essential to knov the structure of the subject ecosystem{s) 

and then to assess the functional aspects of the system such 
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as driving forces, t.ransfers of energy and materials, a.nd 

toxic substances in the environment that 11i11 .influence the 

system's development. . Unfortunately, many ecological 

baseline studies a.re merely general, physical descriptions 

which are devoid of functional considerations. They are 

typically expensive and yield voluminous information but 

seldom contain significant, practical impact assessment 

value. 

Baseline studies should be designed and implemented to 

show the effects of airport development upon natural systems 

and to illustrate the con.saquences of these effects,. 

Parameters should be selected that are :within the tempor:al 

and spatial constraints of the proposed development action 

and which are similar to the parameters of impact. 

STEPWISE BIOLOGICAL IMP.AC'r ASSESSMENT 

·The first step in the prediction and assessment o.f 

airport development-induced impacts upon the ecological 

environment is pt'eparation of a suitable description of the 

environmental setting of the development alternatives from 

the ecological perspective.. one of ·the processes involved 

in this st.ep is to recognize and define the gene.ral, 

naturally-occurring community types and to describe these 

types in terms of Ui.eir geographical dist.~ribution. The next 
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part of this first step is to develop floral and faun.al 

species descriptions for each community type e.ncountered in 

the alternative development site vicinities .. 

Perhaps one of the most effective ways in which to 

present plant and animal species inform.a ti on in the airport 

EIS is to organize the data by community ·type and, which can 

provide categories within which qualitative information 

indi.cating the population de.nsity of each particular species 

encountered in the alternative development site vicinities. 

Sources of information for prepar:ing a description of 

the ecological environmental set.ting of the alternative 

airport. development sites under consideration include 

published papers in technical journals, conference 

proceedings,. reports from local and state ag,encies such as 

'the Virginia Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries, and 

federal agencies such as the u .• s. Fish and Wildlife Service, 

Bureau of Land aanagemant,. Forest service, and Park service. 

University documents .may also provide previously unpublished 

ecological data. Appendix A provides a list of those 

spcecies of mammals, reptiles, and amphibians known or 

believed to occur .in the Virginia county designated :for 

airport development. 

Ma.ny land areas under :federal and state contr,ol are 

subjected to practices 

ecological environment. 

directed toward managing the 

If the areas of interest for any 
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airport alternatives under consideration include lands being 

managed, these lands as well as the management practices 

themselves should be delineated in the EIS documerrtation .. 

Management practices indicate that there are factors of 

impact assessment significance and concern. 

The biological impacts of the development alternatives 

under consideration should be recogniz,ed and defined in both 

the draft and final airport EIS using quantitative methods 

where feasible and gnalitati ve methods for the balance. 

Biological impacts associated with many develop.ment. 

alternatives are related to project-induced laud use 

alte.rations. Cha.nges in existing 1anil. use may interfere 

with natural ecol,ogical communities and~ in turn, with the 

indi v.idual species within community types. 

one means of identifying the multiple 

given airport development action upon 

environment is to utilize a checklist 

impacts of a 

the ecological 

approach which 

considers tb.e relevance of individual potential inapacts on 

the various flora and fauna in the alternative development 

site vicinities. A list. of possible impacts that can occur 

within the ecological environment includes but is not 

restricted to the following: 

1. effects on the resiliency and fitness of ecosystem 

types, 

2. effects on the 'total standi.ng cr·op of organic 
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matter, 

3. effects on annual plant productivity, 

4. effects on litter removal as related to topsoil 

stripping, 

5 .. effects on animal production, 

6. effects on s·tream sediment loads, 

7. effects on aquatic macroinvertebrate populations, 

8. effects on drift :rate of aquatic macroinvertebrat.es, 

9. effects on population density 'Of fish, 

10. ,effects of sediment load on .fish growth, 

11. effects of sediment load. on f:ish spawning, 

12. effects on the species diversity of aquatic biota, 

13. effects on undesi:J:·able proliferation.s of biota, 

14. effects on localized survival of threatened flora 

and fauna, 

15. effects on both aquatic and terrestrial carrying 

capacity, 

16,. effects on the abandonment. of habitat, 

17,. effects on endemic populations of plants and 

animals, 

18. affects on wildlife breeding and nesti.ng sites, 

19. effects on endangered p.lant and animal species, 

20,. effects of denudation on vegetation communities, 

21. effects on -wildlife refuges and sanctuaries, 

22.. effects on areas of scientific and educational 
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:.:~cological significance, 

23. effects on vegetation recovery rates, 

24. effects on game spec 

25. effects on migratory game species, 

26,. effects on terrestrial microbial communities, 

27 .. effects on the amount of forest removed, 

28. effects on population y of past species, 

29. effects on domestic a mal species, 

30 .. effects on amount of grassland removed, 

31. effects 011 natural drainage syst.ems, 

32. -effects on natural animal corria.ors, 

33~ effects oo eutrophication, 

34. effects on expansion of plant and animal population 

ranges, 

35. effects on ccopland removal, 

36. effects on the potential for vildli management, 

37. effects on ecological food-webs, 

diversity, 

39. effects on terrestrial nutrient supply, 

40. effects on sport fishing, hunting, and trapping, 

41,. effects of resultant air po11ut.ion on crop yield, 

42~ effects on rf::clict vegetation typ1es., 

43 .. effects of r;;-~sultant a..ir pollution on native flora, 

144. fects on u11natural disporsion a.nd subs 0f!J<JUent 

habitat destruct ion, 



45. effects 

46. effects 

47 .. ef~fects 

48. effects 

49. effects 

50. effects 

5 l •. · .effe'<~ts 

reproduction,. 

of 

of 

of 

on 

on 

on 
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noise on reproduction. of small mammals, 

air pollutants o:n tree canopy, 

noise on broodiness of game birds, 

wate.r temperature stability, 

areas or high wildfire potential, 

water quality a.nd. dependent biota, 

of· ?noise on in.sect maturation an.d 

52. effects on potential natural ecological character 

loss, and, 

53. effects of night 1ighting on plants and an~mals. 

The above list may be employed to identify potential 

airport developm9:nt-induced impacts upon the ecological 

environment.and, by qualitative, or preferably quantitative, 

means; their magnitude. 

The finai step in predicting and assessing airport 

development-induced impacts upon the ecological envir.onment 

is to discuss, any likely critical ecological changes that 

have been identified,. I:n esse.nce, this step represents the 

results ot assessment o.f the magnitude and importance of 

changes resu:l.ting·· from airport project implementation. 

I 
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The next f;ew pages contain in.formation on £.RJ::.!!2IQ1! 

county. 

1. Didelphis marsupialis virginia - opossum 

2. Sorex cin.e:.reus fo:nt.inalis - masked shrt?W 

3. Sorex longirostr.is longi:rostris - southeastern shr,ew 

4. Microsorex hoyi winnemana - pygmy shrew 

5. Blarina brevicauda kirtlandi - short-tailed shrew 

6,. Cryptotis parva parv-a - least s.lJ.r,;:i~ 

7 .. Scalopus aguaticus ag:uaticus - common mole 

8. condy1ura cristata cristata - star-nosed mole 

9. Myotis lucifugus lucifngus - little brown myotis 

10. Myotis keenii septentrionalis - K<:Hrn ~ s myotis 

11. Myot:is subulatus 1eibii - least brown myotis 

12. Lasionycteris noctivagans - silver-haired myotis 

13. P ipistrel1us subfla vus subf1avns ,east,ern 

pipistrelle 

14. Eptesicus fuscus fuscus - big brown bat 

15. Lasinrus borealis borealis - northern red bat 

16. Lasiurus cinereus c:inE::re us - hoary bat 

17. Lasiurus seminolus - Seminole bat 

18. Mycticeius humeralis hnmeralis - evening bat 
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19 •. Procyon lotor lotor - raccoon 

20.. Mustela f ren.ata noveboracensis - long-tailed weasel 

21. Mustela vison mink - mink 

22 .. Lntra canadensis lataxina - river otter 

23. mephitis mephitis nigra - striped ski.rnk 

24. Vulpes fulva fulva - red fox 

25. Urocyon cinereoargenteus cir1ereoargenteus - eastern 

gray fox 

26 .• Lynx rufus .rufus - bobcat 

27.. ~armota nwnax monax - woodchuck. 

28. Tamias striatns fishe:ri - eastern c.hip.munk 

29 •. · Sciurus ca.roli.nensis pennsylvanicus - gray squirrel 

30 •. 'l'amiasciurus hudsonicus loquax - red squirrel 

31. Sciurus niger vulpinus - fox squirrel 

32. Glaucomys volans volans - southern flying squirrel 

33. castor canadens~s canadensis - beaver 

34. Reithrodontomys humulis virginianis eastern 

harvest. mouse 

mouse 

vole 

35. Peromyscns leucopus noveboracensis - w:llite-foo·ted 

36 .. Ory:zomys palustris palustris - marsh rice rat 

37. Neotoma floridana mag:ister - eastern wood rat 

38. ,• Microtus pennsylvanicus pennsy1vanicus meadow 
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40. Pitymys pinetorum scalapsoides - pine vole 

41. Ondatra zibethicus macrodon - muskrat 

42. Rattus :norvegicus - nor-way rat 

43. Nus musculus - house mouse 

44 • .Zapus hudsonius am,ericanns - meadmii jumping mouse 

45~ Sylvilagus floridanus mallurus - eastern cottontail 

rabbit 

46. Odocoileus v.irginianns . . . virg:i.m .. a.:rms - white-tailed 

deer 
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1.. Sceloporus undulatus hyacinthus - northern fence 

lizard 

2. Eumeces fasciatus - five-lined skink 

3 •.. Eumeces inexpectat.us - southeastern five-lined skink 

4. Bumeces laticeps - broad-headed skink 

5. Lygosoma laterale - ground skink 

6. cnemidophorus sexlineatu.s sexli:neatus ·- six-lined 

racer 

7. Agkistrodon contortrix mokasen - northern copperhead 

8. cemophora cocci.nea - scarlet snake 

9.. Colubur constrictor constrictor - northern black 

racer 

10. carphophis amoe.nus amoenu.s - eastern worm snake 

11. Diadophis punctatus edi'fardsi - northern ringneck 

snake 

12. Ela phe gutta ta gut tat.a - corn snake 

13. Elaphe obsoleta obso1eta - black rat s.nake 

14. Heterodon platyrhinos plat_yrhinos - hog-nosed snake 

15. Lampropeltis gutelus gutelus - eastern kingsnake 

16. Lamprope1tis calligaster rbombomaculata mole 
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17. Lampropeltis doliata temporalis - coastal plain 

milk sna.k.e 

18,. lila.trix sipedo.n siped.on - northern water snak,e 

19. Opheodrys aestivus - rough green snake 

20. Storeria dekayi dekayi - DeKay•s snake 

21. i Storeria occipito:maculata 

northern red-bellied snake 

occipitomaculata 

22. Thamnophis sirt.alis sirtalis - eas·tern garte.r snake 

23 •. Thamnoph.is sirtalis sauritus - eastern ribbon snake 

24. Virginia valeriae valeriae - eastern earth snake 

25 ... Kingosternon suhrubrum subrubrum easte.rn mud 

turtle 

26 •. · st.e.rnothaerus odoratus - stinkpot 

27,. 'l'errapene carolina carolina - eastern box turtle 

NOTE - amphibian data not yet available 
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INTRODUCTION 

Today most people consider it tragic for any species 

or subspecies of wildlife to become extinct~ It is being 

increasingly recognized that every form of life plays a 

significant :role in the eccsystem, and 

eliminating any one species may have unexpected results on 

others, including man himself. i"larq of th,~ man-induced 

£~xtinctions of thH past have b<E~en accidental and until gui te 

recently h.a v.e been la;rg.ely unnctic£'d. There was essentially 

no early-warning system to such extinction. It was quite 

easy for man to extirpate a speciBs carelessly. Recently a 

new ecological awareness has evolved. Those who bel ve 

that concerted efforts to avert species extinction are worth 

taking are no longer regarded as anti-progressive. The 

conservation of natural biological systems has become more 

respectable and applied science has coma to its aid. 

The term endangered species probably biings to mind 

pollution# loss of natural areas, or. in general, economic 

growth and development untempered by adequate consideration 

of adverse environmental impact. ThesB thoughts are~ 

appropriate, for it is primarily tlH::;se factor:s which are, 

responsible for the demise and extinction of many unique 

forms of life, plant and animal alike. 

l number of threatened and endangered species of 
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vertebrate animals including fish, reptiles. amphibians, 

birds, and mammals occur in Virginia$ The appropriate 

analysis of these species and critical habitats is of 

major importance to environmental impact assessment. 

An endangered species or subspecies may b~ defined as 

one whose prospects for survival within state is in 

immediate jeopardy. Thema are groups of orgardsms which are 

presently, or are likely soon to , in danger of becoming 

E'xtinct. An endang,ered species mnst generally be help;ed by 

man or extinction will p:roba bly rollo'W., some endangeI>S>d 

species, such as the bald eagle or eastern cougar, are in 

serious jeopardy throughout and their names 

appear on thE~ United States list of endanger:red fauna. 

others, such as the northern flying squirrel oI wood turtle, 

are endangered in Virginia only and may be abundant 

elsewhere. A threatened species or subspec s is one that, 

although not currently threateried with extinction or 

extirpation, occurs in such small numbers hin state 

that it could easily become en:lang·erPd. should its critical 

environment deteriorate. 

currently, t Unite:d States Office of Endangered 

Species lists more t.han 100 vert s s as h12ing in 

immeo.iat·e danger of becoming extinct. 111 Virginia, 

totals approximately 60 terrestrial forms and 16 spec of 
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fish. !:11ore than one factor is r>.;;spons.ible for tb.e demis'1'.~ of 

or threat to thr:~se sp!E~cies .• Natural ca us+:::s include 

evolution., which, through the long-term process of natm:al 

selection, induces changes in 12,cosy.st.€Hlt composition . ., The 

end result of natural selection and extinction is that new, 

more adaptive life forms evolvE~ to Peplac'a the old, lr:)ss 

adaptive ones~ In this manner, the diversity essential to 

ecosystem survival is maintained. Natural extinction may 

also be caused by p1>edation, di.s.ease 9 and t competition -0£ 

m.or:e than ,one sp,ecies for tlu;:; same critical, 1.Lfe supporting 

resources. 

By comparison, contemporary extinction may be termed 

unnatural, fo.r it. is 1a.rgely the rt0:sult of man's ;,;:xcessive 

~?cosystems, chir;:z.fly through environmental impact upon 

alteration" Major airport development could concievably 

constitute such environmental alt%:;.ration~ 1'ypical1y, man•s 

greabe.st adve.:rs·e in.flu·ence upon t!u:eatenea. and endangered 

struction of irreplaceable 

habitat. The increasing demand for airport development and 

ot developments wi.t.hin natural areas could rapidly 

decrease the amount remaining habitat,. 

Efforts to improve the prEdicament. of threatened ana 

endangered fauna have increased during last deca • The 

Federal Endangered Species Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-205:87 Stat. 

884) and Virginia's Endangered Species Act of 1972 have 
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greatly enhanced ra.te of such efforts .. 

Statements of environmental impact are cow required to 

provide evid,,euce that a proposGd action will no man.ner 

jeopardize the continued e of th:r:ea Vaned or 

endangered species or result ;:i " .• uestruction or 

modification of the critical habitats of sre s peci.e:s. 

If any species listed by Department of the In.terior 

as endangered or threatened exist in the area of the 

proposed action's potential impact, draft and final EIS 

document must delineate evidence consultation with the 

Regional Director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or 

the National riiarine F . .'!. • 
1sit+::ir1es as appropriate, 

r-egarding the lik.-ely impact. of the act 

The Fish and Wildlife Service (FHS) the Department of 

Interior is responstble for· prot.~'cting ter.-restria1 an.a 

tile National f11aririe Fisheries Service 

( NI"!FS) of the DKi:!partment .of CommercE· is I>espcnsible for 

protection of marine species,. 

The draft EIS document must describe the anticipated 

effects proposed ~ l' t. anu a terna ives to 

action on listed species, th~ nature of the listed species 1 

habitat, and whe:the:r the FwS or NMF'S has d<et.1;;;,r.mined that 

particular habitat to be critical. The final statement of 

en viro.r:nnental impact must the results of 

consultation with FWS or iSlrtl''S and indicate cu1y specific 
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measures vhich will be taken to ccnserve 1 a species and 

to avoid destroying or modifying their critical habitat. 

The kinds of information re' vant to thr>ea te.ned and 

fisJ:L, amphibian,, reptile, a.nd mammal species likely to .be 

press~nt on tl1e proposE,d site; their behavioral patterns; and 

breeding, nesting, and f1.:ZH::Hlin g I>equiremE~ nts of birds. The 

likely of propos1~a e11viron1nantal 

alterations on the species in question must be thoroughly 

assessed. A large number of scientists, special interest 

groups, and private citizens an:: currently ~rnga.ged in 

various efforts to expand state of knowledge of 

threatened and Bndange,red spech.ts ir1 ord€r to help instn:e 

all types of faunal species. one reason for many people is 

Of ecological 

• . . :· f' • s.1gn.1 ..... 1cance, however, is the fact that each species is 

important for maintaining genetic variability and he~ce, 

ecosystem diversity. such divBrsity enables perpetuation of 

a reasonably stable ecosystem, one which is buffered against 

external disruption. Perhaps princi.p j us ti fication 

for faunal species preservat~on stems from the fact that all 

species are interactive components of the total biosphere 

and their existence may have s rgistic importance. Since 
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mail lacks knowledge of t.h.e priecise ,ecological roles played 

by all species, it is impossible for him to pred.ict 

accurately the possible costs incurred by their ·extin.ctio:n. 

It se·ems likely that, over th·e long run, those costs would 

exceed the costs of efforts bl preserve them now. 

Following is a list of the threatened and endangered 

vertebrate fauna of the cou.nty or counties in which the 

proposed airport development is to occur. It is recognized 

that some of the species list>ed h·ere as being threatened and 

endangered in Vi.rginia are not necessarily considered so in 

othe.r states, be ca use Virginia may be a peripheral part of 

their range,. Hou:ever, it was decided to afford th.em 

recognition in Virginia, to protect and prese.rve t.he species 

o·f wildlife that occur here. 

A list such as this must be consid,ered tentative.. The 

ecosystems and environment of the s·tate are never static and 

at any given point in time they are lik·ely to vary,. As 

scientific knowledge of natural sy.stems is gained man will 

likely learn of other species in m;ed of protection, and 

their names will ha added to the list.. Hopefully, through 

sound environment.al research and considerations, some listed 

specie.s will be found to be less threatened and endangered 

than they ar.r~ now and their names may be removed from the 

list. 

These lists provide valuable information to land use 
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decisionmakers# local planners and developers, and 

especially to those who p:repare or assess EIS. They can add 

to land use planning on. a soun.0d, ecologica.1 basis. When an 

area is examined for possible airport. development. the 

f olloving questions 

vertebrates should 

concerning threatened 

be answered prior 

construction activities: 

and endangered 

to beginning 

l.. ihat spec.i.es of threatened a.nd enda·ngered vertebrate 

.fauna are likely to occur in the impacted area?; 

.2. What is their endangered stat.us?; 

3 .• Which alternat.ive development sit·e probably contains 

the fewest .number of threatened and endangei::·ed species or 

the least amount of critica.l habitat?; 

4,. How can the impacting of critical habitat be 

avo.ided?;and# 

5. What are the alternatives that are available that 

least threaten threatened and endangered species?. 

Alter.native· sites under consideration may have a few 

species with a hig.b. endangered status or many species with a 

threatened status. Al terna ti ve development actions shou.ld 

be carefully weighed to determine which one is likely to 

have the least ad verse effect on the species over th-e long 

run. 

T.ha end result of utilizing information on threatE~ned 

and endangered species in the enviro.nment.al impact 
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assessment and land use plann process will not only aid 

preservation of ecological diversity and enhance the quality 

of the human environment but will also improve public 

interactions involving the EIS paration and review 

proc+;:ss., Concerned citi;zcen fa.ct ions as 'ii!ell as go1n::ornmii.rnt 

officials can be satisfied# knowing that threatened and 

en.dangered species and their <.o:cological and ~?nvironment.al 

J:fZ<lationships on a proposed • t• :,i ·1 , 
airpor~ ~eve~opmen~ site h.ave 

carefully and thoroughly assessed prior to the 

beginning of construction. 

NOTE if no threatened and endangered species 

listing follows, no such spec are known to occur in t 

county or counties in which the proposed airport developnNHat 

is to occur. 
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PREFACE 

This A*E*I*S chapter is a general assessment of EIS 

relating to wetlands in counties of 

Virginia. Since different ;regions of the 

characteristically di types of wetlands 

associated with them, no one discussion is acceptable for 

all counties~ For this reason, A*E*I*S utilizes the 

f ollowinq scheme: 

Th 1e courJ.ties of the st.ate a.r£:.i' divided into three 

categorh}s; coast.al (primarily consis ng of tidal 

wetlands); lowland (contain significant amounts of 

wetland} ; ana upland 

(usually limited to scattered bogs and shallow ponds). 

receives same overview of wetland 

characteristics of ' . f. sign.l.. icance to airport EIS pre pa ration 

and review, followed by a section of 'i,1.etlands data pi;.~rtincent 
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I.NTRODUCTION 

It is the primary goal of ·this A*E*I*S chapter to 

identify and suggest means by which. damaging consequences cf 

wetlands utilization for airport development may be 

minimized. This chapter briefly presents the structure, 

dynamics,, and r·elations of wetland ecosysten1s of Virginia. 

It is hoped t.hat this information lfill be useful t.o t.hose 

who prepare and assess airport environmental 

statements for projects affecting the wetlands 

common veal th. 

Where impacts on wetlands, including 

impact 

of the 

control, 

modification., impoundment, diversion, and channel deepening 

of streams or other bodies of water are i.nvolved, the 

preliminary and final EIS should include: 

1.. information o.n location, types., 

wetlands areas that might be affected 

action; 

and extents of 

by the proposed 

2.. an assessment of the impact o:n th,e wetlands and 

associated wildlife from both construction ana operation of 

the project; 

3 .. a statement of the measures to be taken to preserve, 

protect., and enhance wetlands and to avoid, to the fullest 

extent possible., drainage,. filling, or other interference 

226 
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w.ith W•'2ltlands or thf; water resources supplying thBra; 

4. results of coordina with local 

representative of the Department of th"'"' Interior" 

Department of Commerc~?, and any oth·er officials such as tJ1e 

.Army Corps of Engineers i(lith special expEfftise concerning 

the impacts of thB project on trn?. Wf3tlands and the worth 

to the community and to the nation of the particular 

1-retlands area involved; and 

5. a statement as to whether 

procEH8d and upon what conditions. 

pro 

EVOLUTION OP THE WETLAND CONCEPT 

action should 

In the past, man often altered and develo marshesu 

swamps, and bogs td.th hostility and :some trepidation. That 

they were unsuited for any productive use was widely 

believed. Implicit in this attitude was the belief that vet 

land was excessivBly wet lana with potential v 

real value o.nly ti.hen reclaimed. 

I .but !Jitn 

To this end* ditching, filling, and diking were 

undertaken. Wetlands ~rere perct~i ved not as a distincti VE:. 

ecological entity but as flood'!',r.d land that is, for all 

practical purposes, wasteland, unless somehow altered to be 

made productive for mart. In recf:H1t 

technology bas facilitated such a ration and the invasion 
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of previously remote areas by development, such as for 

. . . .. .;,.. ., + '.' aJ.rpor '- SJ .. w.1.ilg or expansion, is threatening once-protected 

wetlands :with irreversible alteration .• 

Tt was not until thie 1950 f s any innate values of 

this time, it began to dawn on increasingly more people that 

w:etlands held at l!E~ast some value because y provided 

essential habitat for waterfowl and fnrbeacers~ 

recently, the value of wet.land areas as 

moderators, erosion buffers, water purifiers, and fish 

producers bas been recognized and defined. A new concept of 

wetlands., one of them as unique zones of interaction 

in an undeveloped state, 'Was ennerging .• 

The emergence of this attitude triggered abundant 

legislation in the 1960 1 s and 70 1 s aimed pr:otectinq 

wetlands from adverse environmental impact resulting from 

unreasonable development. 

government intervent.iOJ:'J. i.nto Ch?V'blOpI!HHJ.t projects af,fecting 

wetlands is necessary to prevent wholesale development by 

The newer attitude towards wetlands is expressed in 

the following excerpt from a 1972 let of the Virginia State 
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·rhe Commonw£ialth of: Virginia her:<?by 
recognizes the unigu':' character of thee 
wetlands, an irreplaceable natural 
resource which, in its nat.ura1 statf.>, is 
essential to the ecological sys't:ems of 
the tidal rivers, bays a estuaries of 
the Commonvaealt11. resource is 
essential for the prod on of marine 
and inland wildlife, waterfowl, finfish, 
shellfish and flora; is valuable as a 
protective barrier against floods, tidal 
storms and erosion of shores and 
soil within the commonwealth; is 
important for the absor of ~ilt and 
of pollutants; and is important for 
recreational and aesthetic enjoyment of 
the people for the promotion of tourism, 
navigation and commerce. 

Continued destruction of Virginia 1 s 
coastal •etlands will greatly contribute 
to the pollution of the Commonwealth's 
rivers, bays and estuaries; will 
diminish the abundance of Virginia's 
marine and inland animals and waterfowl, 
finf ish , shellfish and flora as souEces 
of food, e.mploymer1t and :r.;?:creation for 
the people of Virginia; will increase 
costs and hazards associated with floods 
and tidal storms; and will accelerate 
erosion and loss of lands productive 
t~ ~he economy and well-being of our 
cl. ti ze ns .• 

Therefore, in order to protect the 
public interest, promote the public 
health, safety and the economic and 
general welfare of the Ccll!mOJ:nHealth, and 
to prot,ect public and private property, 
wildlife, marine fisher and 
natural environment, it is declared to 
be the public policy of this 
Commonwealth to pr,esE3'.rV•ZJ the tH:tlands 
and to prevent their dc~spoilation a;nd 
destruction and to accommodate necessary 
economic development a manner 
consistent with wetlands prE•servation 
(£.Qgg,_Qf_Vi,I;.gi11.i§ Annon. 1973. S'ec. 
62,.1-13,.1)" 
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IHAT IS "WETLAND?" 

"Wetland" is the collective term referring to those 

areas partially or inter.mitte:ntly .inundated with shall·ow 

waters and marked by characteristic ve getat.:ion. The 

advantage o.f a getH~ral te.rm such as this is that.. it can link 

div·erse natural wet habitats under a singular, unifyi.ng 

concept,. .Its disadvantage is that in its broadness it is 

also ambiguous,. one cannot simply represent the great 

diversity of wetland habitats with one catch-all term. 

Hence, such terms as marsh,, swamp, and bog retain usefulness 

as different ill:fil? of wetlands. A 1969 Virginia Institute 

of Narine Science (V.IMS) publication (Wass and Wright, 1969) 

actually listed nine different types of coastal wetlands 

(fully 90% of Virginia.• s wetlands occur in those counties 

designated as coastal or tidewater) : 

1 .. Marshes-those areas betwee.n Mean Low 
Waterandaean High Water characterized 
by non-woody emergent plant growth, not 
including area.s of permanent water cover 
or submergent plant growth; may be 
further subdivided on the basis of 
salinity, elevation,, vegetation, and 
productivity; marshes ~ith salinity 
intermediate between .fresh and saltwater 
are called brackish. 

2. ,§wa]!,E§-are wooded wetlan.ds; may begin 
as shrubby growth in brackish water. 

3. Hetlan,£_!22ds-are 
surrounded by marsh. 

wooded 

saline, 

areas 

usually 
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unvegeta (though so s supporting 
eelgrass and some other plants) areas 
lying between HLW and NHW; are mostly on 
the seaside of the Eastern Shore~ 

5. Q£.E!L.£~§:~,!§-are 1vat.";"rcourses. through 
marshes and swamps. 

6. .§.§:ll{L.Qg;~ch-self-Hxplanatory; are 
confined mostly to southern 
Ch.esapeak,e Bay and ocean s 

7" 1:£11.ds- man made 
presumed to have 
tidal 111aters,. 

ponds that were 
beffn constructed on 

8. T€:,!!!..E.Q!..§..!.Y_lfil2-are natura.1 .fBatur,es 
that have developed landward mostly on 
th'E! barrier islands. 

9. Qgggg£L!.£!.1ands-those that have 
artificially de•:::pened by man. 

This list contains natural 

.man. It 1s only ma.ny s1.m1lar 

classification schemes {albeit one employing terms that are 

Widely USf:Hl) attempting to categorize wetlands in a 

systematic and orderly fashion. 

The 19 72 Virginia Wetlands !\.ct, fo:c the purpose of 

those ar~aas eli.g:lble for speci.a.1 

recognition as wetlands, defines wetlands as the following: 

Wetlands means all that land lying 
between and contiguous to mean low water 
and an e.levation aboire mean low 1ilater: 
equal to tlH~ factor 1.$ .5 m,,es t mean 
tide range at t s of proposed 
project in the county, city or town in 
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question; a11d upon which is growing on 
July one,, nineteen hundred seventy-two 
or grows thereon suhseguent thHr;flto, any 
one or more of the following; saltmarsh 
cordgrass {,2Qa~!.!J1.£ :£11Sl!:DiflQ!:~J , 
salt meadow hay (§12£:£!.!It~ E£1§Il§) , 
saltgrass fQisti.fh1i§ §12!:£§:!~) , black 
needlerush (!!.£UCJ1§ ,£~Q.!J!:§I:,i.§:E.Y§}, 
sa1twort (Sa]:;i;£.Q~i~ .§E.E•li sea lav.ender 
<1l~!.LQ!til!!!! .§1212•) , marsh elder t!!§; 
frutescens}, grounds1f'~1 bush (Bacchar:-:is 
hfiII:fili'foJi.sJ,, wax my rt lE' (~J!.!:i£li--§~:}: 
sea oxeye {Bor:r,ichia frutesc~,1ns) , arrow 
arum (fgJ t a'!iifi:§:-ii£fii111:£§:};-i;Ic'k <'jr 21 
fRQl11~~ef:i~ £Q.£B¥.!s) , bi~ cordgrass 
(~12.~trting £3!!1Q§3!£J:..QQ:§.§} ·' r.1c·e cut•;rrass 
{1~§ig .m.:Y~Qi!l§'.§), wildrice (Z.!~2,!L!E 
2:9,Uatica.) 1 bulrush L§c;fJ2}1§ ,:Yaljjl_g§) /1 

spikerush (£lg,.Q£h.§:±:i.s §J2•)11 sea rocket 
{£~ti!.:§ ~££:!1!.!!l~} , so ·wildriccf) 
(~,izan.iQ.Eaif:?. l!1.!li5pe£) , ca tta.ils {!I.Eh&! 
§.2.l?• J , tlu::e·esquares {§£1£.PUS §££ ~) , 
hutt.onbush (~gPh21:f!niJ1!!§ Q££i.;;'!~nt£l!§J , 
bald cypress (l:S!..!QfliJ.J!! !ii&!J.,£.'hl!!) , black 
g11rn (!Y§§~ §Jll!atifQl, tupelo (!l.Y§.§£ 
.E:fl!!2!i£.9J , dock f!t!!J.!l§llf §!?£ .. ) , yellow 
pond lily (!£.£!!£.£ §l? . .Q•) , marsh fleahane 
CR!.!!£:1H~.9: J?1:!£.EJ!ra§£§Jl§) , royal fern 
{:Q§!!!J!lid . .a !.§9:~li§), marsh hibiscus 
(l!i.bi.§£.Q§ 1!1Q£!£ll§.Ut.,Q§) , beggar 9 s ticks 
U!i.9:!!!L§ §.P~ l,, smart1µeeds {!'.,Q!:L9£!1..Y.fil 
§£•} , arrow-head (§£Qi11.E:~i.£ §lLE ~) , 
sweet flag (!£Qf!!§ f.f!.1.§.!!L!!§} , ar1d switch 
grass (f!::Uicul!l !i£9:.9!J!.!!) 
{£.:Q.Q.:§;L:Qf_Vi;:,g:i!!i:.£i An not~ 197 3. Sec. 
62. 1-13. 2). 

Un.d.er this definition. almost 400,000 acres in 

tidewater Virginia qualify for wetland status. Back Bay, 

which would not gualif y as wetland .because of the tidal 

clause, is recognized officially as wetland through a 

special provision of the legislature. concerning those 

types of ar·eas that do or do not qualify" the (}efinition is 
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noteworthy from at least two different points of view. 

First 1 tidal flats, and all other areas similarly 

ururegetatsd, in spite of their proximity to vegetated 

'W'etlands ana the values tbJ~Y share with them, are omitted 

from wetland designation. In ,:iyes of aqua 

biologists, this is a s'erious omission$ Second, b€.tcausa 

official wetlands are confined to si with a measurable 

tide, all other wetlands abo·1r0 1., 5 ti.mes th,e mean tidal 

range are also excluded4 According to the figures of a 1954 

IL. s. Fish and "ffildlife service wetlana survey, this amounts 

to about 523 of the total w~tla:nds the state. The Great 

Dismal swamp, for example, does not in.t.o the state ·1 s 

definition of wet.land., and thE~refore, does not receive the 

Emphasis of this fact is not intended as criticism but for 

considerable variety in the types 8 and values of wetlands. 

Yirginiats Wetlands Act, a.s lH.dl most legislation in 

future of the coastal marshlands. not inland areas. Inland 

wetlands, at least in Virginia, so far appear to be 

neglectea,. Under the purview of the commission of Game and 

Inla.nd Fisheries, they have not. t subject of as much 

concern as have been the coastal areas. 

Bhether or not most inland wetlands are valuable enough 
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to merit special consideration during airport planning and 

development under the law is a debatable point. The 1954 

Fish and Wildlife Service report sta t:E3d that, .for waterfowl 

for the most part 

negligible'" others hold that they are indispensible in 

: q • prov:A..ni.ng a d.iverse habitat hundreds of life forms 

(including game and fish), are essential water storage 

areas, are necessary to stable ground watEz supplies, and 

provide untapped educational, recreational, scenic, and 

scientific potentials~ They are the habitat of a number of 

threatened wildli 

ori.e reason 

for such endangerment is the destruction of upland wetlands. 

Other swamp-dwelling species that. are fortu.nate enough to 

occupy other habitats as well are not so imperiled. 

PHYSICAL, CBBBICAL, AND BIOLOGICAL 

ASPECTS OF WETLANDS 

IMPORTANT TO IMPACT ASSESSftENT 

th'~ product of its ch.a.racteristic physical.JI chemical, a.nd 

biological inputs.. The values of uni:rnprov·ed wetlarads to 
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discnss,ed later stem directly .from inputs and their 

ri?lations. Thus, a short discussion of elementary wetland 

eco1<.H:JY foll.ows. 

Man's recent impacts on w~~t1ands must not lead plan11ers 

to b,el ieve that man is despoiling a fixed natural endowment. 

for wetlands themselves are dynamic. They naturally undergo 

perpetual change - filling and emptying with the daily 

rhythm of the tides, being battered by storms. advancing as 

sediments are deposited, receding from 

tides, and disappearing as succession progresses. 

agents influencing the development of tidal marshss~ Salt 

marsh formation is able to proceed in the relatively 

shel:b<7>red, shallow waters of mud flats.. Marsh plants can 

cest.ablish themselves only ~hen thE;y have some protection 

from waves and :W'hen cenough seclimBnt has accumulated to raise 

tin: level of the site high er1ough, with respect to local 

tides, for plants to grow. 

With a constant water level, formation of new marshes 

. ., -C:• .,,J,.,.....,.., actually depe.ndent on erosion of upland areas and 

subsequent diB:position in and a.round estuaries (an •?stuary is . 

t.he expa.ndt?.d opening of a river into the ocean; is 

int.,ermediate in salin.i ty, often semi-sheltered, and closely 

aligned witb coastal marshes). Because erosion rates may be 

increased over 10-f old by intense cropping and over 
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1000-fold by construction activities (Judson 1968), man has 

actually contributed to the production of :material out of 

which marshes are made. The loss of wetlands in any owe 

location, though itself an irreversible act, does not 

necessarily constitute an absolute, irreversible decrease in 

the total wetland acr.eage •.. 

The salinity .gradient that exist.s at land mass - water 

mass edges is another important physical factor influencing 

w·etlands. Most plants, for physiological reasons, cannot 

survive in sali:rH.l media •. Coastal l.f'etland plants are those 

that have managed to adapt themselves to such media. 

Because of the demands a plant must meet to survive such 

conditions, rel,ative1y few can tolerate the wetland 

environment. Coa$tal wetlands, though extremely productive, 

are not especially di verse. 

Both tide and salinity are largely responsible for the 

existence of rather consistent vegetatio:r1 zo.nes occurring in 

tidal marshes. At the low,er elevations extending down to 

mean water level, certain plant co1umnities, dominated by 

saltmarsh cordgrass are :regu.larly found.. These plants are 

those better able to withstand regular tidal inundation, 

persistently waterlogged soil, high salinity levels, and 

strong wave agitation. As one ascends through and beyond 

·the tid.al range, and into zones of rl::duced tidal in.fluence 

and salinity, different :and more numerous plants appear,. 
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Arrow a.rum is perhaps the .most alent plant in freshwater 

marshes. Eventually, wetland species give way to flora 

belonging to drier s1. tes. 

Since soil reflects the environment in which it forms 

it is not surprising that coastal we:tl.and.s a.ris marked by 

characteristic soil~ Its two most distinctive features are 

its high organic matter and moisture contents. Soil high in 

partially decomposed organic matter is called peat. Peat 

accumulates under marshes as successive generations of marsh 

grasses grow# die 1 and fall. Peat has two traits that. 

should influence tbe role Metlands play airport planning~ 

One is that when drained a.nd dr d, it makces ve<ry poor 

growing soil. Upon exposure to ai.:r d.:r.i-ed peat o.xid.izes 

and actually disappears. The second is that peat substrata 

function much like sponge, absorbing a.bu:nda.nt water and then 

releasing it during dry spells .. Along r1vers, this 

absorption helps to stabilize water flow and can aid in 

lessening the impact of floods as well as in providing water 

during periods of sb.ortage. 

Water satm:atio:n, the oth<:lr feature o.f ~etland 

soil, .is another Tfff:l.son that only select plants can flourish 

on wt<:d:.lani:ls sites. The water ta wetlands varies from 

a few feet above the ground surface to a few inches belov 

4 + 
,.J.,. ~-- Beneath the water table zone cf sat oration, 

wher<c the space bet \ieen soil particles is occupied by wa bar, 
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not air. This h.ydric soil, as it is termed, along with 

plant--life to those that salinity {in saline areas), limits 

can withstand lowered o;xygen and utilize important soil 

minerals tha·t occur in a reduced, as opposed to a.n oxidized, 

state. 

As an interface between land and wate.r regions, 

wetlands are subject to influences from both. Water, 

especially when transported dmrn ri vars or by tides and 

currents, serves to extend influences frmn thei.r origin, 

such as an airport. development site, to distant locales ... · 

This vulnerahil.ity to distant forces and events is a 

prime exampl,e of the inter.relatedness of ecological syste.ms 

and sugqests that successful mitigation of man"s adverse 

environmental impact upon wetlands is greatly dependent upon 

the success of large scale .integrated enviro.nmental 

planning. 

R2!L2L.!~];laruJl§.-1!L1he !m.!i.I2Jll!.l~I11 

It is known ·that shorelines fringed. with marshes appear 

t,o erode less than shorelines not so vegetated. This fact 

alone, however, does not prove that marshes provide absolute 

protection .from erosion .. 

such arguments have been raised, and in the absence of 

experimentation or extended observatiori., they are at leas·t 

one plausible explanation for the witnessed facts. However" 
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Wass and iright of the Virginia ute of Marine Science 

:report on stud.i.r,::s that positively suppt::rrt<ed the id%:!:a of 

marshes deterring erosion, especially during storms~ Marsh 

vegetation serves to anchor sediment that :would otherwise he 

disturbed u.nder agitated conditions.. Tt also t~mds t.o 

dissipate the energy of wa ;,res must pass through its 

tlt?.>nse stands of grass :and reeds (a.s long as the watt::r h:vel 

is not so high that the waves pass right over the marsh). 

There are 4,580 miles of tidal shore Virginia. Of 

these, 2,719 miles "~H2re marsh-bordered (the figu:r>e is high, 

partly because creeks draining marshes vere included in the 

survey). It appears that tidal wetlands do offer at least 

some assistance in stabilizing t areas, though in what 

amount and under what conditions is subject to disagreement 

and, hopefully, to further research. 

ability to improve water quality by boosting oxygen levels, 

trapping suspended silt, and removing pollutants (bot.h toxic 

substances and effluent). Wass and Bright reported that the 

25.000 acres of marsh on the James River between Richmond 

and t Bay remove an Bstimated 76, 200 tons of s«:Hlim,ent 

annually, or 6 percent of the :rive!:' s load. Th>." 18 ,ooo 
acres of sifla mp land along river are also thought to trap 

some of the load, though probably a smaller amount. In 

rivers draining smaller watersh and containing more 
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marshland1 the amount precipitated out is even greater. The 

benefit involved is tha·t ·this is sediment that would have 

otherwise have settled in channels and basins 1 congesting 

them,. and necessitating costly dredging measures • 

.Dissolved oxygen must be present in suffic.ien·t 

quantities to permit the existence of aqua·tic animal life. 

This is one of the reasons that polluted water that exhibits 

a high Biological oxygen Demand (BOD) and low Dissolved 

oxygen (DO) may support relatively few species of animals or 

none at all.. . In a process comparable to secondary sewage 

treatment, ma.rshes are believed to e.levate depressed oxygen 

levels of the waters floodi.ng them .. 

Many wetlands scientists, 11hile acknowledging some 

capacity on the part of wetlands for raising oxygen levels, 

contend that by far the most beneficial function of marshes 

is the removal o.f excess nutrients (primarily the nitrates 

and phosphates) from estua.ri:ne waters (Gosselink:. et. al. 

1974). This process .is comparable to tertiary sewage 

treatment, an e:xtremely expensive procedure 1 and 

accord.i:ngly, is an extremely valuable contribution of 

marshes to the quali·ty of the coastal environment.. 

While the physical and chemical aspects of wetland. 

ecology have be·J!.m. recognized and defined only quite 

recently, the biological significance of wetlands has .been 

recognized much longer.. Discussions of their biological 
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role invariably center around ·th,i:d.r productivity, their 

value to wildlife, their value to fisheries, and their 

subsequent value to man •. 

one of the principal characteristics of p.lant 

communities measured b:y biologis-ts is primary productivity, 

the manufacture of organic matter from inorganic substances 

through photosynthesis. Upon it, all animal life on earth 

depends. Domestic croplands are among the most productive 

plant communities in the wm:ld, yielding 1 - 5 tcms of plant 

fiber annually. Most wetlands are even mo.re productive .. 

Although there i.s wide variance in the measu.rements obtaiIH~d 

for productivity, with extremes as low as one, and as high 

as 28 tons p,er acre per year, 5 - 6 to11s per year seems like 

a reasonable average {Odum and Skjei 1974) • Vi:rg.inia's 

tidal marshes, as indicated below, appear to produce 

somewhat less th.an this amount. 

Virginia .Institute of Marine Science (Silberthorn 1974) 

p·roduction estimates for t.he 12 recognized tidal vetland 

communities are displayed in Table Hi. 

While marsh vegetation is green and standing, it 

provides cover and some food for wildlife and performs most 

of the valuable functions already discussed'9 rt is not 

until it dies and is swept out of the marsh into the estuary 

by ebbing tides, however, that it becomes of vital 

importance to the marine ecosystem~ As dead material, 
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Tabl,e 16. Production estimatf2:S for Virginia wetland types. 

Type Community Tons/Acre/Year 

I Saltmarsh Cordgrass 4 avg; 10 optimum 

II Salt.meadow 1 - 3 

III Black Needlerush 3 - 5 

IV Saltbush (Gallbush) probably < 2 

Big Cordgrass 3 - 6 

VI Cattail 2 - 4 

VII Arrow &cum - PickBrel leed 2 - 4 

VIII 

IX Yellow Pond Lily 1/2 - 1 

x Saltvort < 1/2 

XI Freshwater Mi:x>ed 3 - 5 

XII Brackish Water Nixed 3 - 5 

------------------------------------------------------------
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forms the 

in fish 

:base of 

a:nd 

food. pyramids 

sh«e llf ish that 

and 

are 

themselves the base of commercial and sport fishing 

industries,, acti viti-es which are as important to tidewater 

Virginia's character as to its econo.my .. 

When marsh grass dies it does not just fall and 

accumula·te in ever-thickening layers of pea·t, unavailable to 

all but soil invertebrates. He:rein. lies the importance of 

tidal flushing to the estuarin·e environment. 

Low-lying marshes, because they are flushed mo.re 

f:requently a.nd regularly, are of higher value to ·the mari~ne 

envb:onment than are those marshes lying above the .level of 

regular tidal inundation. As plan·t remains are physically 

disintegrated into detritus, they are colonized by bacteria 

and ern::iched in protein, calories, nitrogen, and phosphorus, 

as well as further decomposed chemically. Detritus 

particles are ingested by aquatic invertebrates which may 

then be fed upon by fish •. 

It is known wi'th certainty that the fish that comprise 

about .95 percent of Virginia 1 s total catch spend part or all 

of their lives in brackish nursery gcounds or Easte.rn Shore 

bays (Wass and Wright 1969) • To these, marshes provide .food 

and habitat during the critical juvenile periods of their 

l:i ves. Table 17 prese11ts a list of those species important 

to Virginia fishermen whose fate is somehow linked to ·tidal 
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Table 17. Virginia harvest of :marsh-dependent spz::;cies ** 

Menhaden 
Alewives 
Striped Bass 
Spot 
Shad 
croaker 
Catfish and Bullhead 
Grey s,eatrout 
Fluke 
White Perch 
Eel 
Carp 
Bluet ish 
Black Drum 
Black back 
Giz:.zara Shad 
l:'.iullet 
Spotted seatrout 
Hickory Shad 
Red Drum 
sturgeon 

* in hundreds of pounds 

** From l'lass and 'iriqht (1969) 

1968 Catch * 

2,697 8 172 
324 8 045 

16,135 
11,161 
25,915 

62 
10,684 
11.,199 
21,634 

4,.001 
7,096 
1,196 
2,415 
3,290 
8,240 

52 
80 
58 

138 
1 

124 
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marshes. 

Although the life histories and food habits of these 

f.ish are fai't'ly well-known, the translation of this 

knowledge into accurate., quantitative predictions of adverse 

environmental impact fr.om loss of wetlands due to ai:rport 

develpment may yet only be attempted with a high degree of 

risk. An understanding of a complex, many- factored 

ecosystem in its totality is requisite to tlds ability. 

Virginia's wetlands are utilized to varying degrees by 

wildlife and such activities as water.fowl hunting, trapping, 

and bird-watching attest to utilizatio:n of wetland wildlife 

by man. . Some species of wildlife occur in ·1tret1ands as well 

as othe::r habitats while other species are found only in wet 

habitats. Among the latter are waterfowl and the 

f urbearers. irater fowl a.re sought both by the hunter and the 

naturalist and have provided much of the impetus .for 

wetlands preservation. Wa ter:fovl were valued at 1~35 

million dollars in 1967-68 {Wass ana Wright 1969) employing 

the us~r expenditure method of evaluation.. Furbearers., such 

as beaver, muskrat, and otter, also provide tangible 

economic benefits to human consumers. The same authors 

reported the estimated value of furs to trappers to be 

$200., 000 for: the same 1967-68 period .. This is a 

particularly variable item, because of the ~hims of 

fashions, fur prices, and animal population cycles. 
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The 1954 U~ s. Pish and' Wildlife Service study 

(referred to earlier) divided Virginia's coastal wetlands 

{including many areas not included under th~ Commo1nreal th' s 

legal definition thereof} i.nto eight types.. Senrn of these 

eight were then evaluated according to the wildlife use it 

received {Table 18). 

Table 18 is not meant to be i.nc1usive, for it omits 

such obvious wetland dwellers as waterfowl and certain 

songbirds, reptiles~ and amphibians. It does, however, 

reveal to an extent the .importance of various w.etland types 

to some representative animal life forms~ 

With regard to the importance of marshland to 

'waterfowl, the same report stated: 

The waterfowl value of these marshes varies 
considerably. Apparently waterfowl utilization of marshes 
frequently is determined more by aquatic plant and animal 
foods produce a in adjac·ent open. water, and agricultural 
practic·es on the surrounding farmland, than by the quality 
o:f the emer9ent vegetation of the marsh prop,er.. It is 
recognized that geese are particularly attracted by small 
grains and improved pasture and that cropping systems are 
increasingly affecting the distribution of puddle ducks. 
Th,;e waterfowl. value of coastal fresh marshes g,enerally is 
low to moderate, with notable exceptions in the high-value 
areas at the head of tide action on ·the James and York and 
Rappahannock Rivers and their tributaries,. 

The coastal saline marshes achiev,e their greatest 
extent. in the Eastern Shore section. o:f Virginia and along 
the Chesapeake Bay shore of the mainland.. Their waterfowl 
value is moderate to low on the Eastern Shore and negligible 
to low on the mainla·nd (U.S.. Fish and Wildlife Service 
1954: 9} ,. 

seemingly contra.ry to the drift of these remar:tts is a 
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Table 18. General evaluation of wildlife use of wetlands 

-------------------·--·---------~--------.-- .... ·----------·--------------------
-------------------------------------------.-------------·--------------,..;.-

!;Q,!!~ * 
,XII 
XIII 
XIV 
:x: v 
XVI 
XVII 
XVIII 
XIX 

l!S;£:21Lil~ 
Shallow fresh marsh 
.Deep fr.esh marsh 
Open fresh wate.r 
Coastal salt flats 
Salt meadows 
Irregularly flooded salt marshes 
Regularly flooded salt marshes 
sounds and Bays 

Value Categories Use categor.i9s Time categories 

H High 1 Food & cover 
M Moderate 2 Food 
L Low 3 cover 
N Negligible 

(Blank space-no value) 

a year around 
b - spring 
c summer 
d f a.11 
e winter -------_____________ ... ,,.... ________ ---·-------------- _____ , ________________ _ 

Marsh type 

Species III X.III XIV IV XVI 
---------------------------------------------------------~--

ilhitErtail 
Bear 
Fox Squir .. 
Gray Squir. 
Cottontai.l 
Marsh Rab. 
f'link 
Skunk 
otter 
Raccoon 
Beaver 
Foxes 
Bobcat 
Muskrat 
Opossum 

fl-2-a 

N-1-a 
H-1-a 
I.-1-a 

L-1-a 
I.-1-a 

I.-1-a 

H-1-a 

N-2-a 

N-1-a 
M-1-a 
:L-1-a 

M-1-a 
.Ir 1-a 

H-l-a 

M-1-a l.'1-1-a 
L-1-a 

M-1-a 

N-1-a N-1-a 

H-1-a N-1-a L-1-a L-1-a 

-----------~----------·------·-------- .. --------------------·-·--·---------, ... ---'-
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Table 18 .. General evaluation of wildlife use of wetlands 
I 

-------------.-----·-·------------·---------------------·---·----------------_________________________ .. ________ .,,__. ______ , __________________ . _____ _ 
£2£1~ * 

XII 
.rl~ rs!! t .YE_g 
Shallow fresh marsh 
Deep fresh marsh 
Open fresh water 
Coastal salt flats 
Salt mead,<HAS 

XIII 
IIV 
xv 
XVI 
XVII 
XVIII 
XIX 

Irregularly flooded salt marshes 
Regularly flooded salt marshes 
Sounds and Bays 

Value categories Use categories 

H High 1 Food & Cover 
M Moderate 2 Food 
L Low 3 cover 
N Negligible 

(Blan.k space-no value) 

Ma:rsh type 

Species 

Turkey 
Quail 
DOV'e 

XII XI.I.I XIV 

H-1-a 
l'l-1-a. M-1-a 
H-1-bd·e H-1-bde 

xv 

M-1-a 

Time categories 

a year around 
b spring 
c summer 
d fall 
e winter 

XVI .XVI.I 

L-1-a M-1-a 

N-1-bde N-1-bde 

Rails 
Gallin. 
Coot 
Woodcock 
Snipe 
Herons 

H-1-a 
L-1-a 
L-1-bde 
a-1-bcd 
N-1-bcd 
H-1-a 

H-1-bcd 
M-1-a H-1-a 

M-1-bcd I.-1-'bcd 
N-1-a 

L-1-bcd 
N-1-a 

----·-·-·_.,,... ________ . __________ .,..,_, __ .. ___________ . __________ , __________________ _ 
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quote from the last page of t.he same report: "The wetland 

types .most valuable to waterfowl are coastal marshes and 

associated ope.n water .• n Evan if wet.lands are of limited 

food value to the puddle ducks and geese, their value as 

cover and shelter to wa·terfowl can .hardly be underestimated,. 

Virginia's wetlands also shelter a number of rare and 

endange.red forms o:f animals, those whose very ·€Hdstence is 

imperiled. Table 19 contains 21 rare and endangered 

reptiles, amphibians, birds, and mammals that inhabit 

tidewater Virginia•s wetlands (freshwater marshes and 

swamps, primarily). 

In noting the a.n.imal life of wetlands, the class 

Insect:a cannot be overlooked, odd as it may seem to lump 

such a notorious group with animals which are ascribed 

positive values.. Nevertheless, Virginia• s wetlands do 

produce insects, a.nd of chief interest to man are the 

mosquito, green.head and ot.h:er noxious biting, piercing, and 

sucking bugs of ·the fa.milies Tabanidae {horseflies, 

deerflies, greenheads, etc.) and C:ulicidae (mosgu.i toes). 

Their invasions are most irritating during summer months, 

11hen the air is sti.ll, and in the more saline ma.rshes.. The 

threat of these in.sects has been respo:nsib1e for the 

ditching and spraying of urnch marshland in easte.rn seaboard 

sta:tes ... · Bourn and Cottam f1950} asserted that 90 petc.ent of 

the tidal wetlands on the Atlantic coast. from Maine to 
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Table 19. Threatened and E.ndangered .species of Virginia.** 

'----------------------.. ----·-·-------·---·-··-·-·--..... -----------------·---. ..-.----
-----------·----------·-·-·----------'"""'----·---------·-----.------------.---~---

SPECIES 

RARE *** ihro'iighout-va: 
range only 

ENDANGER.ED **** 
'iiiiaii91io~va: 

range only 

--------~--·-----.--·-----------------------------------,--------------------

Yellow-bellied Turtle 

Brown Water snake x 

*Rainbow snake x 

*Eastern Hud snake x 

*Eastern Cott.01u11outh x 

canebrake Battles.nake x 

*Gr.eater Siren x 

Squirrel Treefcog x 

Barking T.reefrog x 

*Little Grass Frog x 

*Carpenter Frog x 

southern Bald Eagle 

Florida Grackle x 

*Lowland Swainson•s Warbler x 

*Bachman•s Shrew 

star-nosed Mole 

*Marsh Rabbit x 

Delmarva Fox Squirrel 
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Table 19. Rare and endangered species of Va. (cont'd.) ** 

BABE *** EIDANGEBED **** 

SPEC IRS 
Throughout 

ra:nge 

. Dis ma.l swamp Lamming Mouse . 

*Dismal Swamp Short-tailed Shrew 

Va. 
only 

Thr,oughout 
range 

x 

Ya. 
only 

...... ______ ..,._ -----------·---------------- ____ ....... __ . ___ ...,., ___ -·-----·-----------

** .A rare animal is .not immediat.ely :in dan.9er of extinction 
but may become so i.f its environment deteriorates. 

*** An endangered animal is one in imminent danger of 
extinction {either in Virginia o.r, as indicated 
in the Table, everywhere) unless assistance is 
given •. 

**** Table compiled by Russ ( 1973) 
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Virginia had been ditched by 1938, mostly .for mosquito 

control. 

VALDES OF COASTAL WETLANDS 

THA'!' MAY BE ADVERSELY AFFECTED BY AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT 

i'he general values of coastal wetlands that could 

conceivably be impacted by ai.rport development may be 

summarized as: 

1 •. · iI:2si£liL.E'Y:!!§~ - marshes help stabilize shifting 
sands in places li.k.e the barrier islands, permitti.ng 
accretion in favor of ·erosion; may buffer shorelines from 
raw physical force of adjacent waters; exact value 
debatable. 

2 .•. !!t~r 2!!.S.litI · !mEI:.Q]:emenj: - by marshes primarily; 
are thought to upgradoe water quali·ty through silt removal, 
assimilation of excess nut:rients, and increase of oxygen 
content. 

3 .. .flo.Q!L£.Qntro1 - the peat subst:ratum of wet.lands can 
conceivably act as a sponge: accomodating water during wet 
periods, thus mitigating the impact of surplus water, and 
releasing it slowly during dry periods; this would appear 
most beneficial along rive.rs, where mod,erated water flow is 
often critical .. / Studies have indicated that riverine 
wetlands do influence £low (re£erences cited by Wharton 
1970) .. 

4. Contributions to fis.heries - by the production and subsequent--transport-ofdetritus into nea.rby estuaries, 
marshes furnish food for organisms that ar0e at the base of 
marine f.ood webs critical to the .maintenance of fish 
populations e:xploited by man for sport and livelihood. 

5 • .!!i!J.J.~ation h!_M:i,~gJ.i!g - wetlands are habitat .for 
numerous and varied wild animals; waterfowl, certain 
furbear 0ers, wading b:irds, and others are especially 
dependent on wetland habitat. 
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Because one wetland may differ so greatly from another, 

it cannot be asserted that all wetlands can claim each of 

these five general values.. ~:£! wetland i:§ somewhat unique, 

however, and each would require a separate assessment of 

airport-induced impacts to its value.. Since a task. of this 

order is all but impossible, and perhaps because the subtle 

differ.ences between wetlands are not well articulated in 

wetlands literature, such values must remain general. Each 

of t.he five above applies to at least some degree for 

marshes, while the second, third, and fifth may he more 

applicable to swamps. 

A footnote is in order here.. Each of the values 

enumerated above, some utilit.a.rian (like commercial fish 

haul), some at least partly p,sycholo,gical {hunting, fishing, 

etc.}, are tangible, in the sense that dollar values may be 

attached to the11L. 'There ar·e also intangible values 

associated with wetlands however, that may be all btrt 

impossible to quantify .. , Some of th,esa intangibles, like the 

thrill of a hunt, may very well express themselves in some 

measurable way (i.e.. hunting) • Others though, such as a 

satisfaction from the kn;gwledg~ .2nli tha·t things like 

marshes and the.ir associated living organisms do inde,ed 

exist an-d enhance man• s envirorrn1ent, cannot be tagged iifit.h a 

precise value. '!'he inability to measure the extent .of 

.intangible values of wetlands means that. airport plan..ning 
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decisions co·ncerning their welfare mu.st be made with li.m.ib?.d 

knowledge .. 

VI.RGlN:IA' S WE'TLlUWS 

The following list showing the location of the state's 

tidal wetlands was developed by VIMS pers-onnel an.d published 

in liass and Wright's ~tal ie"tlg._gg!='. of_J!!rgru~ (1969): 

Potomac River ..... ", ................................... 19,008 ac •. · 
Rappahannock River ............................ 34,823 ac. 
York,, Panmnkey I .Mattaponi Rivers .......... e. 38 ,356 ac. 
James River ............ ., ... !•••••••••••••••••48,739 ac. 
Eastern Shore Seaside .... ,. ............. -~ ••. ,. 141, 751 ac. 
Eastern Sb.ore Bayside •• ",. .... ! ........... ,. •••• 31, 12fii ac .. 
i es-tern Chesapeake Bay Shore ................... 41, 007 ac. 

(and smaller tributaries) 

T.he ensuing breakdown and description of Virginia's 

coastal wetlands .follows from the .same source: 

These marshes, found mostly on the Eastern Shore, 

exhibit very poor plant species diversity, for reasons 

previously discussed. Extensive stands composed of one 

species are not. n:nco.11u11on .... Smooth or Saltmarsh cordgrass is 

the dominant species .between low a.nd high t.ide levels; and 

occurs in three growth forms cla.ssfied by height: tall, 

inte·rmediate, and short. It is often the only plant present 

in the tidal range .. 

With increasing elevation, ot.he:t plants challenge the 
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supremacy of Saltmarsh cordgra:ss~ Salt I'ieadow Grass and 

Marsh Spike Grass predominate in areas f1ood.ed during high 

spring or storm tides. Pigure 2 depicts still other plants 

that are characte:ristica11y found at certain 1,avels of the 

salt marsh. 

~£~£~ia:h-!!!-i!£&:_!1.a!:2.hg§ 

These marshes occupy th€ wide range of. int.er.mediate 

salini ti,e,s betwe·en the true salt marshes on. one hand and the 

true freshwater mar.sh.es on th-~: other.. They are pre\Talent 

along the Chesapeake Bay and lover margins of tidal 

rivers emptying into it. Their plant-life features a broad 

spectrum of plants tolera.nt of various portions of th,e -widf~ 

range of salinities and m'erges with salt·-marsh vegetation at 

one end and freshwater: vegetation at the other .. 

. .§ l ig_! tly_.f!.£¥!£~.!§.h_,!Q f.£~§h 'W£!:!2.I_.fil~!.§}1g§ 

Occurring within the tida.1 range only at its extrem€j 

upper limit,. these marshes are the most rt2stricted in 

extent, and are found mostly near t mouths of tidal 

:rivers 1 often extending upst.ream for so111<? miles well b~;?;yo.nd 

the tidal limit.. ThE!Y exhibit th,e great.est diversity of 

wetland plant life .. 
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Ran.icy_! .!i;tfH!!.!H! (Switch Grass) 
~lt!!i~rn .!iI9:i:-!lia!m (Red Cedar) 
1!.Iri£!! ceEif~:t! {Wax Myrtle) 
Iva !IY!.!;§£fill§ (ftarsh Elder) 

Eco tone 

·----------------------~----·-·-·------·-·-·------·--------------
!!a££hari,.§ ha!imifolia(Groundsel Tree} 

!Y! frgt~~.9ll2 (Marsh Elder) 

.§~tli!@ :eat~!!!? (Salt Meadow Grass) 

Storm 
tide 

inundation 
--·--~-_.,... ______ ,... ______ . ______ .,.. ______ ._._ .. ____ , ___________________ , _______ . __ 

~!rtin! .Ell~!!.§ (Salt flieadow Grass) 

!!illi£.hlis !?e;ca.!! (~arsh Spike Grass) 

Spring 
tide 

inundation 

H .. tide--------------------------------------------------
~.. alterniflora (short form) 

ail!~!~ !J..t!!.~!!if!2f! (tall form) 

Inundation 
ead1 
tide 

L.,. .. tide------·--·--------·-·--·-·-------·-------·------·---·-·------
Subme.t>ged 

Fig, .. 2. , Salt marsh veg .. zones (:from Wass and Wright 1969) • 
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Swamps 

Virginia" s Coastal Plain and lower Piedmont conta:in 

numerous swamps, occurring usually on the flat, expansive 

floodplains of the larger rivers in the :region. Most. of 

themara not included under the state's legal definition of 

wetland,. swamps are distinguished from marshe,s by the 

predominance of woody vegetation. They generally exist only 

in freshwater areas and are often abutted by freshwa t1er 

marshes. Below is a list of plants characteristic of 

Virqinia•s swamps: 

Alder 
Buttonbush 
cypress 
Loblolly Pine 
Red Maple 
SMamp Black.gum 
Swamp Chesnut. Oak 
Swamp White Oak 
sweetgu.m 
Tupelo Gum 
Willow 
White Cedar 

!11!1!2 .&12.E. ' 
£~hs1~!lli§ .QCCiQ:!D~.!is 
Taxodium distichum i!.nii;§ !!~ii~-----
!£~I. ~1!.l!! 
!!§§~ bi,!lOJ;:g 
nuercus michauxii 
~------ ------·--
.2!!~!:£!!2 bicQlOI 
Liguigg!E~I §!.II~ci!ll!~ 
!Y§fill ~atic.s 
Sali;! §..E.E• 
f ha~g:,Earis !ll~§ 

Virginia's barrier islands - Fisherman's, Smith, Ship 

Shoal, wreck, Cobb, Hog, Parramore, Cedar, Metomkin, 

Assawoman, Wallops, anil Assateague - are Chesapeake Bay's 

defense aga.inst the ocean's waves. Far from be±ng 

s-tationa:ry, they shift continually in respons·e to the 

environmental forces directed against them. Attempts to 

dev·elop anything p-ermanen-t on them seem inevitably to clas.h 
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very impermanence and 

flooding during storms 

instability. Typical 

and erosion of shores 

The side of a barrier island confronting the ocean is 

typ.ica11y too exposed to shelter a marsh and is ge.nera11y 

sandy beach. on th:e larger islands, small tracts of dry 

woods actually occur on the higher, more stable portions. 

Finally, the sheltered side of the island may feature 

extensive tidal flats and salt ma·rsh. 

'J:'igal flata_an£1-2h~!9w~ 

These areas, by virtu.e of the fact that they are ei th.er 

v1egetated only with submerged plant growth (shallows) or not 

vegetated at all {'tidal flats) , are thus not eligible as 

"official" w1i:rtl<n1d.. This lack of recognition by the law 

notwithstanding, they a:re valued lrighly by biologists. '!'hey 

often have de.nse algal, bacterial, and diatom populations 

serving as som:ces of ·food for marine organisms. They are 

also used by fish and -crabs upon inundation by the tide,. 

Eelgrass and widgeon grass <!.!!l!E!S! ~it!!!!s) , two submerged 

plants forming extensive beds in shallow subtidal waters, 

support tremendous microbe populations, produce detritus, 

and provide habitat fo:r fish, shellfis.h, be.nthic organisms 

and svat.erfo.:wl (Marcellus 1974} .. 

In the second part o:f this A*E*I*S chapter are detailed 

descriptions of the 12 types of wetland communities 
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deve.loped by the Virginia .Institute of Marine Science and 

employed i.n their ongoing inventory ,of the state's 

officially recognized wetlands. Each of these 12 types* on 

the basis o.f t.heir estimated sum total value to the 

environment, is grouped 

the first containing 

into one o:f :five 

those most 

value categories, 

valuable wetland 

communities, and so on t.o the fi:fth., contai.ning those of 

least value. 

LOSS OF VTRGI lUA 1 S WETI .. ANDS 

several questions are of importance to those who assess 

airport EIS .•. · Among them are: What are the primary causes 

of adverse impact to wetlands as a result of airport 

development? How extensive are the impacts? Where are the 

impacts located and i:n what type of wetland? on a statewide 

or regional basis fairly satisfactory answers to these 

questions are currently available. Below this level, 

however, information .is very restricted. 

Settle (1969) 1 in an exhaus-tive survey of the state's 

wetlands using the older .Fish and Wildlife Service 

classi ficati-on scheme, concluded that bet ween 1955 and 1969, 

4026 acres, or 1.2 per cent, of Virginia's tidal wetla~ds, 

had been lost due to direct human encroachment. other 

eastern coastal states show much larger figures. A U •.. s. 
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Department of Interior inventory recorded a 9. 6 percent loss 

for New Jersey in the 1954-64 period, while another author 

reported that 22 pe·rcent of North Carolina's marshes were 

altered from 1952-1967 (Se-ttle 1969: 5}. 

Sett.le's study sh.owed an accelerating rate of loss for 

Virginia •.. From 1955-59,, 534 acres ·tot.al, or 107 acres per 

year were lost. In the next five years, 1960-64, 1240 acres 

disappeared, averaging 248 acres per y~ar. The last five 

years of the study, 1965-69, showed a 2,252 acre loss, or 

451 acres every year •. · In 1975-79, if t.h.e same t.tend had 

continued, Settle est.i.mat-ed that 4 ,000 acres, 800 per year, 

would have been destroyed. The 1972 Wetlands Act has 

precluded this however, reducing the rate of loss to 

approximately .25 acres per year (Jones 1977). 

For neighboring Maryland, a state planning :repo.rt 

documented t:he following sources of '5N3tlan.d loss: 

§.ou~~ ~~J!1gg.§ 
Agricultural drainage ............ 52.8 
Housing development •••••••••••• 13.5 
Industry .•.•••• ~·~ .. ,. ••.• ,. ............ Q .• 7 
Dredging and spoil disposal ...... 5 .. 3 
Erosion ••• ~··•·•••••••••••••••••5.1 
Marinas •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~4.8 
Na·t u.ral succession ......... ,. ,. ••• ,. 4. 5 
Pu.blic wotks ........................ 4 .• 2 
Other.~·•••••••••••••···~······•3•1 

100. 0 

Settle also ranked the principal a:gents of wetlan,d 
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alteration in Virginia. Channelization work was highes·t, 

accounting .for 4 7 perce:a·t of wetland lost. Next, in order, 

were residential development (27 percerrt) and indus·try, such 

as air -transportation, (17 percent}. Roads, bridges, 

parking areas, dock.s,, mar1na.s and other causes 11ere about 

equally r~sponsible for the remaining 9 percent of the 

losses .. 

Table 20 uses the Fish and Wildlife Service's 

classificatio.n o:f wetland types, and shows lesses for the 

different types of wetlands (the first three are inland, not 

tidal wetlands) by region of the stat.e. 

EVALUATION O"F IMPACT TO VIRGINIA 1 S WETLANDS 

As discomforting as it is to many to translate wetland 

values into dollar·-and-cent figures, considerable effort has 

been expended in the last decade to accomplish just that .. 

These attempts ca me a.bout because those concerned about 

depletion of wetlands believed that any eff.ective .effort to 
( 

preserve them depended on demonstra·ting their estimated 

worth to society. The benefits of natural wetlands. could 

then be pitted against the pote.ntial returns offer,ed by 

alternative us·es entailing wetland destruction. 

Unfort un.a·tel y, even conventional economic analysis of 

natural resources does not always yield ·easily obt.ained,. 



Table 20. Wetland changes by type and .region., 1955-69. * 
----·-·---------------·---------·-·--------------·--------------·--------------------·------- ... _________ , _________ , ____ ... _______ ----·-------------------------------

Location 

Back Bay 
Chesap. B. , 
E. Shore 
James R .. 
·Potomac B., 
Rappah. R. 
York River 

1 
5 
7 

12 
13 
16 
17 
18 

1 

0 
0 
-0 
0 

-5 
0 
0 

Mar§!L~~ 

Seaso.na11y floo<led basins or flats 
Inland fresh open water 
Wooded swamps 
coastal fresh shallm1 marsh 
coastal fr.ash deep maI:-sh 
coastal salt meaao:ws 
Coa.stal saline irreg.. flo.oded salt m .. 
coastal saline reg. flooded salt m •. 

Wetland type - Net wetland change {Acres) 

5 7 12 13 16 17 18 

0 0 -419 0 0 0 -419 
0 0 -9 0 -3 -422 -41 
0 0 0 0 -15 -623 836 

+450 -29 -459 -2 -61 -391 -24 
0 0 -743 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 -317 0 0 -8 0 

+ 6 0 -13 -4 0 -59 0 

----------------·-·-,--------·-----,-----·--·------·-------·-----·-------·------
* Adapted from settle ( 1969) 
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conclus,ive, uncontroversial results. {But, of course, 

neither do conventional price analyses.) ietla.nd ,evaluation 

is especially difficult.. Substantial problems are 

encountered with such items as appraisal cf intangible 

values, the actual deg:ree of dependence of the goods 

consume,d by man (be they fish, waterfowl, etc.) on wetla.nd 

inputs, and the method employed i.n measuring the actual 

extent o.f the value of the goods produced by wetlands. Some 

attempts on the part of biologists to ob'tain monetary values 

of wetlands, such as Gosselink et al .. {1974), have met with 

harsh. cr.i·ticism from natural r:esource economists (Shabman 

and Batie 1977) .. 

Wass and Wright of VIMS undertook tlua economic 

evaluation of Virginia's wetlands, fully realizing the 

task's attendant d.iff;iculties. First, using the user 

expenditure mli:rthod, one that has been widely employed by 

government agencies, they calculated the annual value of 

Virginia's tidal wetlands to be $525 per acre.. This was 

reached by summing the dollar values of sport and commercial 

fishing, waterfowl hunting and trapping, activities presumed 

to be wetland-dependent; dividing by the total. wetland 

ac·reage and then dividi.nq again by an arbitrary figure of 

two to arrive at tb.e result. The final operation (division 

by two) was performed fo:r the sake of prudence - so as not 

to :impute the full value of these resource to wetlands 
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alone. A similar procedure .for Maryland and North Carolina 

yielded annual .marsh values of $200 and $2.50 per acre, 

respecti1H!ly.. In comparison, corn can yield $150 per acre 

annually while soybeans may exceed even $300 (1969 figures). 

However, the "user e:xpendi turen meth{>dology used t.o 

compute these figures makes them highly suspect. It assumes 

that an indi v.idual utilizing a natural resource good spends 

a certain amount in the pursuit of th.is activity, divid·ed 

among various items •. · It also :mak:es the unwarranted 

assumption 

would mate 

that, were the activity unavailable, the user 

no expenditure at all, rather than channel his 

means into alternative act.ivities. 

This shortcoming bas led to the development and 

promotion of another elvaluative method - the so-called 

"user fee." This method is based on the hypothetical amount 

t.hat a user would pay to ·engage in his activity and 

recognizes no other expenditures. It thus offers a minimum 

estimate o.f the value of a recreation resource. Rhen this 

method and a conservat.ive approach to appraising fisheries 

value is applied, the general statewide value of the 

Commonwealth's undeveloped tidal wet.lands becomes $78 per 

acrev a value Wass and Wright believe to be re.flective. The 

effec·t that inclusion of intangible values in. this r,eckoning 

would have on its outcome is unknown. 
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WETLAND .LAWS IfiPORTANT TO .IMP.ACT ASSESSMENT 

Before 1963, those few attempts at cont.rolling wetland 

modification were local in nature. In that year, the state 

of fiassachusatts lH~came t.he fi.rst to enact legislation aimed 

at protecting wetlands. The law was challenged hut upheld 

in ·two levels of l!assachusetts state courts. Since that 

time, most. of the seaboard states have :enacted protec·ti ve 

legislation or underta.ken other active programs of wetland 

preservation (such as outright purchase f.rom private 

owners),..· 

Laws abo·ve the local level bearing on Virgin.ia•s 

wetland resource are both federal and state.. To describe 

these laws, their interpretation, and thei.r implications in 

any detail here will not be attemptetL. Instead, only t.heir 

highlights will he reviewed and sources of additional 

information offered. 

In the past 10 years a veritable flood of legislation 

designed to facilitate th.a study and conservation of coastal 

areas has poured forth from the Federal government and state 

go'IH~rnments. One law .now being used by the u .. s. Army Corps 

of Engineers to regulate construction in ti.dal wetlands is 

:much old.er, howeve.r: 

original purpose of 

waters. Iu 19701 

the River and Barbor Act of 1899, the 

w.hich was only to protect navigable 

however, in response to rising public 
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concern, the Corps began requiring permits for all formerly 

exempted projects in vetlands up to th'.e high water mark .. 

The 1972 passage of the Federal Rater .Po11uticn control Act 

fu.rther expanded the ju:risdiction .of 

areas above high water. The current 

the Corps to wetland 

policy of the cm: ps 

then, is to discourage wetland modification projects unless 

it has been demonstrated persuasively ·that benefits of 

development do e.x:ceed th·e cost of foregone wetla:nd. The 

:f:inal decision on whether or not to approve an application 

is also influenced greatly by outside sources. The corps 

will not gra.nt a permit over the refusal of any other 

federal, st.ate, or local agency to do so for the same 

project. A fm::mal objection by the regional director of the 

Fish and Wildlife Service will also cause them to reject the 

request. 

This short discussion has been drawn fr.oin Batie and cox 

(1976). For more depth, the reader should consult their 

paper and see cox (1977). 

Othe.r fed,eral legislation includes the following:: the 

Narine Resources, Engineeri.ng and Develop.ment Act of 1966 

(P.L. 89-454), which authorized study teams, composed of 

quali:fied individuals, t·o investigate a.nd make management 

recommendations .for: the Coastal ZonB; the Clean Water 

Restoration Act of 1966 (P.t. 89-753), which among other 

other direc·tives, authorized the Dept. of Tnterior to study 
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estuarine pollution; 'the Estuary Protection Act (P,.L .. 

90-454) of 1968, which directed a study and inventory of the 

nation•s estuarine resources; and the Coastal Zone 

Management Act of 1972 (P.L.. 92-583) with its 1975 

amendments which initiat'9d comprehensive nationwide federal-

state cooperative ventures in managing coastal zones. The 

Coastal Zone Management Act requires each state to prepare a 

coastal zone managemen,t program that is to b·e approved by 

the Secretary of commerce before implementation of jointly 

funded programs may begin. Another fea,ture of this Act. is 

t.hat it provides for: the 'establishment o,f "Geog,raphic Areas 

of Particular Concern" (GlU?C' s) by participati,ng states. 

These are areas that the S'tate has noted for their natural, 

cultural, or historic significance, vulnerability, or 

hazards., Special management plans tailored to the area's 

particular problems or features may 'then be developed. This 

provision might conceivably he used to sa'feguard outstanding 

areas not treated by the YiJ::ginia Wetlands Act to be 

discussed next. 

Before the passage of Virginia's wetlands bill i:n 1972, 

the commonwealth had no statutes in its Code that dealt 

specifically vith coastal wetlands prot·ection. What it had, 

rather, was a very complicated set of cnrn.ership claims and a 

confusing maze of boundaries established as early as 

colonial times. ,, State ownership extended from the bottoms 
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of watE>r bodies only to the mean lmil tide mark, leaving 

tidal marshes in the hands of priva shoreline owners. 

With the rising appreciation of wetla1nd values, enough 

support was garnered within t state for the 1972 passage 

of the Wetlands Act. A short review of its prime features 

follows~ For more detail, two citations in this report 1 s 

bibliography, Ba th?. and cox { 1976) or: wa.lk·er and Cox ( 1976), 

may be consulted.. Th;::: Act its<;;lf appears in th~~ !i.£.9:l~i£ 

£.Q.de, chapter 2.1, sec. 62.1from197.2 on. 

The Wetlands Act declares wetlands preservation to be 

the policy of the Conuuonwealth of Virginia and sta tf)S that 

development is to proceed, as much as possible, in wetlands 

of h:~sser '9Co.log.ica1 significance, irr,eversibly degraded 

wetlands, and areas away from wetlands~ The protective 

device of the .Act is a zoning ordinance which may be ad~'.Jpted 

by any county, city, or town in the state$ This ordinance 

requirt.;;s that all uses of wetlands and all wetland 

development projects not specifically exempted by the 

ordinance to be approvr~d by a board of five non-office 

holding residents appointed for staggered 5-year terms. 

Table 21 is a list of exempted activities.. Application 

for a p•erIDit to procE:EHl with a non-exe:mpti:::Ci activity is made 

directly to the local vretlands hoard, with copi·es of the 

.r:<egu.s:st sent to the Marine Resourct-:: Co11.rmission and the 

Virginia Institute of Karine Science* Decision on thEi 
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Table 21. Wetland Activities Not. Regui.ring Permit --------.------...-..-----·--'-·---------------------------------·-·--------------·--
(a) The construction and maintenance of noncommercial 
catwalks., pi.ers, boathouses, boat shelters, fences, 
dnckbli.nds, wildlife management shelters, footbridges, 
observation decks and shelters and other similar structures 
provided that such structures are so co.nstructed on pilings 
as to permit the reasonably unobstructed flow of the tide 
and preserve the natural contour of the ma::rsh; 

(b) T.he cultivation and ha:rvesting ·of shellfish and Yo:rms 
for bait; 

(c} Noncommercial outdoor recreational activities, including 
hiking, boating, trapping, hu.nting, fishing, shellfishing, 
horseback riding, sw:im.ming, skeet and trap shooting, and 
shooting pre.serves; provided that no structure shall be 
constructed except as permitted in subsection (a) of this 
section; 

(d) The cultivation and ha:rvesting of agricultural or 
horticultural prod nets; grazing and haying; 

(el conservation, repletion and r·esea.rch activities of the 
Virginia tiarine Resources commission, the Virginia Institute 
of Marine Science, Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries 
and other related conservation agencies; 

(f) The construction or maintenance of aids to navigation 
which are authorized by governmental authority; 

{g) Emergency decrees of any duly appointed h·ealth office·r 
of a gover:nmetltal subdivision acting to protect the pub.lie 
health; 

(h.} Th.e normal main·tenance, repair or addition to presently 
e.xisting roads, highways, railroad. beds, or the facilit.i.es 
of any person, firm, corporation, utility, federal, state, 
cou.n ty, city or town abutting on or crossing wetlands, 
provided that no waterway is a.lt€red and no additional. 
&Wetlands are cove'1::-ed; 

(i) Governmental activity on wetlands owned o.r leased by the 
Commonwealth of Virginia, or a political subdivision 
thereof •. ·· 

sec. 62. 1- tJ. 5 (3)) ------..------------------------·--·----__ ._,___·-·-------·-·-·-·-.... ·---·-·-·-·-----
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application is not t.o bs made before a public hearing is 

conducted. Marine Resources Commission has the 

authority to review wetland board decisions and reverse them 

if it thinks the intent of the .Act has been disregarded. Tt 

also has legal power to enfo.rce co.mpliance with the 

ordinance. 

A ND POLLUTAN'l'S OM fJE:l."I.ANDS 

Wet.lands are constantly subjected to the ·rami.fications 

of human activities in t:he environment - sometimes from 

immediate sources, as 11hen construction activities are 

carried on !!it.hi}! them, aud sometimes from distan·t sources, 

as when silt, sludge, or oil invade with: incoming water. 

This section is a short compendium of hum.an ac·ti vi ties and 

man-made pollutants and their effects on the wetland 

environment. 

~f!.!.~~_2ff luen~ This is borne into 
marshes by rivers. The relationship 
between marshes and effluent has already 
been mentioned" though from a different 
angle" in a previous section on marsh 
contributions •. 8arshes ace known to 
absorb sewage effluent, which is not 
really all that ama~ing, since to marsh 
flora, it serves as fertilizer. The 
fact that water purification is 
considered a marsh benefit should hint 
that ma:rshes may actually capitalize on 
effluent, in other words, benefit from 
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it. Valiela Q! . .S1· {1975} fo11nd that 
production of marsh plants in plots 
treated •ith sewage sludge was 
substantially greater than production in 
untreated plots. At what point, 
hol>H:::v+lr, dOE,'.S the 1u+2nt become so 
concentrated as to harm ana d~:grad.€' 
marshes? Although it is widely believed 
that this does occur, no one has yet 
fo:rmula.t.ed a gerHaral rul~::.. 

Oil This pollutant would primarily 
~~ich marshes through the estuary as a 
result of tanker spills and leakagE' from 
off-shore oil drilling ~ The 
latter source vill probably increase the 
oil hazard to Virginia coastlines in 
upcoming years, due to the promotion of 
continental shelf energy development off 
the Atlantic coast. B (1973} 
studied the effect of repeatE.~d oil 
spills on three t.ypE's of salt marshes 
from 1968 to 1972 and found that, in 
general, marshes can recovr::,r from a few 
(up to four) spills bot may be 
considerably daraaged when subjected 'with 
eight to twelve spills. Marshes 
opposite oil drilling might be expected 
'to :receive this sor.t of persistent" 
ch r:onic strHss. 

Thermal Po1lutiort ThE,rmally polluted 
waf'er-is-wat:er.-that is too warm for the 
comfort of its resident organisms. It 
may also be on the increase the near 
future as a result of placing atomic 
reactors along coastal estuaries, where 
they have an abundant supply of water to 
exploit as a coolant. Carr and Giesel 
(1975) demonstrated a significant 
detrimental impact of thermal discharges 
from a power plant on local fish 
nurseries in stream-marsh habitat in 
Florida. Both diversity and density of 
desirable fish in the affecb21d wa te:rs 
were registered. There 
1o~fold difference in both 
an r1 biomass of utilizablE; 
the treated and untreated 

i1as a 3 to 
numbers 

fish betwceen 
areas.. Th~.;y 
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concluded that the main adverse effact 
was the reduction of suitable nursery 
habitat for desirable fish. 

Toxic Pollutants 'fhis h·E.iading covers such--contamiila.n.ts as the heavy metals 
(m~rcury, lead, etc.) and persistent 
synthetic pesticides {.DDT"' he ptachlor, 
e-tc .. ) that may have both serious acute 
and long-term ef.fects on wildlife,, fish, 
and man,. Though it is improbable that 
marsh grass health and productivity is 
impaired by these substances, their 
relationship to marshes cannot be 
ignored, for they may all but obliterate 
the value of those marine products 
marshes are believed to support. 
Extensive areas of the Chesapeake Bay 
have been closed to she1lfishing from 
this kind of pollution. If the product 
valuable to man is .lost, then marshes 
themselves are devalued for man•s 
purposed because the good they were 
producing, now no,nexistent, ca:n no 
longer be counted as such. 

!!itching Most of this was done in the 
CCC days for the control of mosquitoes. 
The idea was to loiwer WAater levels, thus 
interferrinq with their breeding. 
Settle, ( 1969) reported from a study .by 
Bourn and cot.tam (1 '950) t..hat not o.nly 
was natural marsh grass replaced by more 
woody types of vegetatimi, but also that 
inve.rtebrate populations were reduced 
from 40 to 70 percent. In a North 
Carolina study, liar shall ( 1973) 
concluded th.at drainaged ditches could 
not be cultured profitably for 
shellfish .. 

The impacts of construction projects in wetlands a.re 

really two-fold. First,. is the on-site effect., w.hich may 

actually be as drastic as the complete t.ransformation of the 

wetland into dry land or permanent water. Second,, is the 
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off-site effect, which may be damaging but not usually 

totally des t:r ucti ve and which usually diminishes in 

magnitude with distance from the source of disturbance. 

Darnell (1976} has discussed this subject thoroughly. 

Iie listed the p:rimary types of damaging activities in u .. s. 
·ifetlands as floodplain surfacing and d.rainage, mining, 

impoundment~ canalization, dredging and channelization, and 

bank and shoreline construction. The three mcst significant 

damages in order of importance are: direct habitat loss, 

ad.dition of suspended solids, and modification of water 

level and. flow regimes.. o·the.r important impacts occur from 

altered water temperature, pH, nutrient levels, oxygen, 

carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, and certain pollutants 

such as .heavy metals, radioactive isotopes, and pesticides. 

Darnell also said that levee and canal construction are the 

two principal causes of dwindling marshes in the Atlantic 

and Gulf coasts. 

1.f2.:!~s When placed at the upper end of 
mars.hes, levees have tl1e follcwing 
detrimental effects: cut off all 
distributaries feeding ·the marsh, 
prevent. freshwater flooding , prevent: 
annual flushing, prevent annual renewal 
o.f sediments and nutrients, end 
formation of new marshes .. 

£s.1!ill Canals may disect tidal mars.hes 
for navigation, pipeline, or mosquito 
cont:rol purposes and .have the following 
main effects: remove freshwater 
drainage, block freshwater flow through 
portions of marsh, lower the water 
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table, and allow saltwater intrusion 
into more fresh portions of marsh. 

Two other common wetland construction activities that 

go hand-in-hand are dredging and filling. They often work 

in conjunction because dredginq necessitab:•s disposing of 

t spoil, and simplest means is by filling nearby 

marsh~ Aside from direct wetland habitat loss, major 

problems with these operations are: erosion of spoil banks, 

siltation and turbidity, and. disru on of the hydrology of 

surrounding wetland. 

''---
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A*E*I*S WETLAND CHAPTEB 

FOR INLAND LOWLAND COUNTIES 

The wetlands of Yirginia~s coastal count.ies are 

presently treated in much gr-eater depth by this A*E*I*S 

chapter than are the wetla.nds Of lowla.nd and upland 

counties~ There are several reasons for this,. one is that 

the coastal counties, those designated as tidewater by the 

1972 Wetlands Act, are the only ones in the state containing 

the tidal wet.lands covered by that Act. It was, after all, 

concern :for these wetlands that prompted such legislation .. 

Another .related reason is that coast.al wErtlands have been 

studied extensively and at·e addressed in many papers and 

volumes, while inland welands remain, comparatively, 

overlooked. Also, this part of the wetland chapter is still" 

in an early stage of development. As more informa ti.on 

resources become available, it will expand. 

.NOTE 

counties .• 

this chapter is only printed for inland 

'I'he pu.rpose of this brier documentary is t.o acquain:t 

the .reader with environmental values attributed to the non-

tidal wetlands of the Pi,e.dmont and upper coastal Plain of 

Virginia. The most recent(in fact, the only) comprehensive 
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survey of Virginia•s wetlands was conducted by the o.s. Fish 

and Wildlife service{USPWS} in 1954.. Hecause more detailed 

inventories of the last decade have concentrated on coastal. 

wetlands, the wetland acreages and classification scheme 

presented here are those of the 1954 study.. The shortcoming 

of relying upon figures ove.r two decades old is, of cou.rse, 

that they may no longe:r reflect reality. outdated wetland 

.figures, specifically, are apt to be inflatede . No 

authoritative estimate of the rate of inla.nd wetland 

alteration is known to e.xist for: Virginia, but if a rate 

estimated for tidal wetlands and those of other states are 

any indication, it may be on the ord.e.r of several percent,. 

or more, a decade. 

Five majo.r types of inland, non-tidal wetlands were 

delineated by the USFVS. These types and their ac.reages 

follo11: 

Seasonally flooded basins or flats ........ 75,800 

Fresh meadows ••••••••••• ~··•••••••••••••••••900 

open fresh water •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 450 

Wooded swamps ••• ,., •• , •••••••••• ~·•••••••194,200 

Bogs •• ,, •• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9,000 

280,400 
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This 280,400 acre s~m. compared with the total wetland 

acreage for the whole stabe, 541, 550., means that inland 

1Vet1ands comprise just about half of entire wetlands in 

Virginia. Combining this i.nf crmation with a statement in 

the same st.ate• s 

w:;;;·tlands lie in the Coastal Fla.in p:rcvinc£:, we can deduce 

wetlands (non-tidal and inland, are for the purpose of this 

report, taken to be synonomous}, or about 56,000 acres, 1 

distributed in d€1Crf.·asing a111ounts from th·e Piedmont through 

the M.<>nntain provinces. This panci ty of wetlands in the 

non-coastal areas of t.he .state contrasts rather strikingly 

with the situation in more northern states that can claim 

fairly sizeable endowments of inland wetlands. 

explanation for this is that such states were 

glaciated, Virginia was not. and consequently does not 

contain the numerous interior ponds gradually filling in and 

forming WE•tlands i.n t.h,e process. 

The wetland types shovn above were also described and 

evaluated according to their vildl potential .. 

thE;n, is a condensed version: 
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Bottom.land hardwood forests subject to overflow 

represent this wetland type in Virginia. Major acreages are 

in the Coastal Plain •. · Waterflo¥ value is l·ow, while value 

for o·ther forms of wildlife is high to moderate, dependi.ng 

on such variables as size of area 1 season, and depth, 

duration and freque,ncy of :flooding.. Representative tree 

species are sweetgum, red maple, yellow poplar, green ash, 

water ash, black gum, swamp white oak, water oak, willow oak, 

American elm, sycamore, and pignut. and modkernut hic.kories .. 

Wet meadows are scattered throughout Virginia and are 

particularly abundant in the Appalachian Highlands. 

Characteristically, this type occurs as a small, poorly 

drained area within farm units. Most areas are small; only 

two were large enough. to be delineat.ed by this study (an 

area had to be .30-40 ac·res in size to be delineated; an 

obvious deficiency of the s·tudy) .• Waterfolfl value is 

moderate •. ·· It is also used extensively by woodcock and 

snipe. 

This type includes those water bodies net affected by 
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tidal changes, excluding streams, rivers, and farm ponds. 

Representing it are lakes, reservoirs, marsh ponds, and 

wate.rf owl impoundments. City watBr reservoirs are utilized 

by many waterfowl, typically ring.ruack, wood duck, scaup, 

and black ducks.. While open Wffter is not itself a habitat 

for wildlife other than water birds, it is an integral 

component. of the habitat for many wildlife species, 

especially beaver and otter:. Its presence may also 

determine species distribution and carrying capacity of 

other habitat types. 

This wetland type occurs in the coastal Plain. and lower 

Piedmont regions of Virginia.. Dominant tree species a.re 

bald cypress, t.upelo(blackgum), swamp blackgum, white-cedar, 

red maple, lob lolly pine, sweet.gum, and. seve.ral oaks. 

WateJ:'fowl value is 9enerally low. Other wildlife values are 

high, as deer, squirrels, furbearers, woodcock, and turkey 

use swamps extensively. 

In contrast to neighboring North Carolina, this is a 

minor wetland type in Virg.i.nia. It is judg,ed to be o.f 
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negligible significance for wildlife,. 

Of these five Types, it is conceivable that only the 

Open Fresh Water Type would have increased in size s.ince 

1954. ' 

Inland wetlands contribute to the environment and man's 

interests in ways other than benefiting wild1if,e. Bogs" for 

example, though not wildlife havens, are unique plant 

communities and do stimulate interest from a scientific 

point-of-view. All 

special beauty and 

wetlands may he said 

mystery for the attuned 

to possess a 

observer. More 

important, from a pragmatic perspective, is evidence of 

wetlands operating on man's behalf to tangibly enhance the 

quality of his environment •. 

Wharton (1970) has marshalled evidence in favor of 

river swamps perfo,rming substantial services for s1an. Among 

th,ese are moderating water flme, recharging groundwater 

supplies, and purifying the i:i.ver•s water by raising oxygen 

levels and removing pollutants. He also felt that 

recreational and educational potential m,arited consideration 

when estimating value. Though these benefits may indeed be 

tangible a,nd translatable by some labor into dollar values, 

they differ for each type of marsh, and indeed, for each 
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marsh, in ways not yet ascertainable. 

The difficulties confronting thos"" supporting wetland 

preservation are primarily two:: 1) a stnn1g historical bias 

against wetlands by this ccuntry 1 s citizens" and 2) evidence 

adduced favoring subjective or 

intangible, wei'th4£H~ of which arH readily amenable to cost-

bene:fit anay.sis or decision-making., We hope nonetheless, 

that planners will not automatically condemn wetlands as 

wasteland in need of 

enterprises, but will consider their values to be expressed 

in hidden# but nevertheless real, ways. 
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It 

suggest 

is beyond 

means hy 

the scope of A*E*I*S to identify and 

following miscellaneous which t.he 

categories of environmental impact resulting fr.om the 

construction and operation of airport facilities in Virginia 

may be minimized. However, these categories of airpo·rt 

d.evelopmeut-induced environmental impact are significant and 

should be adressed in both the draft and .final statements of 

environmental impact. The impact categories are as follows: 

1 .. FLOOD HAZA.RD .EVAL{H\.TIOM - 'l'o comply with Execut.ive 

Order 11296 and Flood Hazard Guidline:s f·or Federal Executive 

Agencies, promulga tea. by the Water Resonrc·es council, both 

the draft and final airport EIS should describe measures to 

handle flood hazard problems and how they can .be implemented 

during project development. •. · When an airport development 

project under consideratio:n encroacfoes on a flood plain, the 

environmental impact documentation should include evidence 

that studies hav"e been made and appropriate a.genci·es have 

been consulted .. 

2. COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT PBOGBAMS - The Commonwealth 

of Virginia is cutt"tHl tly in 

implementing a State coastal 

When this plan is approved 

the process o.f developing and 

zone management plan {CZMP) ,. 

by the st.ate Legislature and 

where the proposed airport development action is within or 
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may affect the land or water uses in the ar,ea covered by ·the 

Virginia coastal zone !anagement Program, the draft and 

final EIS should include evidence of consultation with the 

state Coast.al zone Management Agency.. If and when the State 

CZ!iP has been approved by the u. s. Department of commerce, 

the airport EIS documentation should include th·e following:: 

A) For FAA-assisted actions., include a determination as 

to consistency with the approved Virginia CZMP.. Also 

i.nclude a record of coordination as specified in the u.s. 
Coastal Zone Management Act, and evidence that necessa.ry 

permits., if required, will be or have been secured.. i 

B) If the p-roposed airp,m:t development action requires 

.issuance of an FA.A 1.icense or permit, the applicant. must 

provide a certification that the proposed action complies 

with the state•s approved CUU? and that such activity will 

be con ducted .in a .manner co.nsistent wit.h the program. i'he 

EIS documentation should include a. :record cf consultation 

with the state CZMP agency. 

C) .If it is determined that the proposed project is 

inconsistent with the St.ate•s approved CZMP, the responsible 

FAA official will not approve the development action except 

upon a finding by the Secretary o.f commerce that ·the 

proposed action is consistent with the purposes or 

objectives of the coastal Zone Management Act or necessary 

in the interest of national security. The draft and final 
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EIS should document this finding. 

3. ENERGY SUPP.LY AND JU.TURAL .RESOURCES DEV:ELOPMENT 

ifhere applicable, both the draft and final airport EIS 

should re.fleet consi<leration of whet.her: the p:roposied project 

wil.l have any effect upon either the production or 

consumption. o:f energy and ctfae]:: riatural :resources, and 

include an analysis of any such effects if they are deemed 

significant. 

4. CONSTRUCTION HlP.ACTS - In general, adverse impacts 

resulting from airport construction are of iess cotice.rn ·than 

long-·term ope:rational impacts,. Regardless o.f this fact, 

both the draft and final EIS should appropriately address 

such matters as the following, identifying any special 

p.roblem areas: 

A) No.ise impacts from construction or delivery of 

materials through residential areas a.nd a.ny specifications 

providing maximum sound levels, 

BJ Effect of spoil disposal on borrow areas and disposal 

sites (including reference to pertinent specifications), 

C) Controls on air pollution from dust, burning, etc •. 

(with reference to pertin<1?nt specifications or advisory 

circulars), 

D) Impacts upon wa te·r quali t.y from s1u::.face runoff a.nd 
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associated sedimentation and control measures, and, 

E) Mitigating measures employed, including the scheduling 

of constuction activities to avoid critical periods for fish 

and wildlife propagation, if applicable. 

5. RELATIONSHIP BETBEEN SHO.BT-T.ERM USES OF THE 

ENVIRONMENT AND THB MAIITENABCE AND EIHANCBMENT OP LONG-TERM 

PRODUC'TIVITf - Both the draft and final airpo.rt EIS should 

examine the extent to which the proposed action involves 

tradeoffs between short-term environmental gains at t.he 

expense of loni;r-term losses and long-te:rm gai.ns at the 

expense of short-term losses, and, the extent to which the 

proposed airport development action forecloses future 

options .. 

6. IRREVERSIBLE AND IRBE'l'RIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF 

RESOURCES - The BIS documentation should examine the extent 

to which the proposed airport development actio:n ·would 

irreversibly o.r irretrievably curtail the range of 

beneficial uses of the environment including cultural as 

well as natural resources .. 

7 •. VISUAL AND LIGHT EMISSION 

required fo:r the purposes 

clearance, a:nd .navigational 

IMPACTS - Aviation lighting 

of securi·t y, 

guidance, may 

obstruction 

create an 
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a:nnoyance among the people in the vicinity of the proposed 

airport facility. In this instance, the draft and final EIS 

documentation should include: a) site location with a 

diagram of lighting systems, b) description of lights, as to 

their purpose, installa·tion., beam angle, and measurements, 

intensity, color, flashing sequence, and other pertinent 

charact.eristics of the particular system and its use, and, 

c) measures to be ta.ken to lesse.n any annoyance, such as 

shielding or angular adjustments. 

Any special significant visual impacts should be 

described in the EIS documentation, particularly in areas of 

natural beauty or historic or architectural significance. 



accepted with general enthusiasm and acknowledgement of 

their potential utility., The :first-stage development of the 

system has been complerted in 2 years by the researcher .. , It 

is made available to the Division of lecrinautics, planning 

and other government agencies, airport environmental impact 

assessment consultants, and others at a nominal cost. Test 

runs cost appro.ximately 10 dollars at current, 1978, 

University rates. The system operation regui:t»es one person 

proficient in i'ts operation and :maintenance. If additions 

or expansions are to be .made, additional personnel and 

investments will be needed. The system is stored in a 

.number of locations in computer storage {Ct1S), o.n tape, and 

on paper and may be obtained by contacting Dr. Robert H. 

Giles, Jr. of the VPI and SU Department of Fisheries and 

ifildl:ife Sciences. The system is stored 011 tape as well as 

on CMS disk and is protected from computer storage failure, 

such as is some·tim.es caused by lightning. It can be readily 

updated using the CMS edit and input modes. ~ithin the.250+ 

pages of A*E*I*S are discussed, at least in part, all major 

aspects of airport development-induced environmental 

impacts. The text, tables, figures, and outputs are 

believed to be readily comprehensible to any college-

educa ted reader, but one not familiar with airport 

environmental impact assessment. 



DISCUSSION 

In order for Virginia to design, loca , construct, and 

operate its airport facilities ~omprehensively--and thus 

minimize adverse airport development-induced impacts upon 

the human environ11H:nt.--airport. de1relop1nent clec:ision makers 

must ah to predict accurately t likely environmental 

con s;::"g uences of proposed airport ~.rhis 

necessitates the ability to assemble readily environmental 

impact information from a variety of sources and procedures 

and then to summarize it systematically in order to answer 

s P'ecif ic qu ons regarding t allocation of land and 

other natural resources for airport lopm;,;nt. 

Information pertaining to va ous categories of 

a.irport -e:n·vi-:r:o-.r1·m-:e-r1·ta.l .i1np-a-ct, w.b.:E~-Il well organized and 

can significantly aid in insuring the reliability. validity, 

and completeness of airport environmental impact statements. 

basic work accomplished in this sysbem' s development can 

aid in formulating standards conducting "holistic" 

airport environmental impact assessment and EIS prepara 

The present system may be significantly improved .in the 

future by ma king re visions ba.sed upon 11s¥2r feedback and by 

295 
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making the follow.:Lng improvemErnts: 

A) suhsti tuti2! t Integrated No Model (IRMJ, soon to 

be made available by the PAA, for the NOISEMAP and SURFACE 

II computer noise' mapping syst..-:rni currently rnuployea. in 

A *E*I*S; 

B) add an air quality model to 

CJ add a water quality model to the system; 

D) add a vind s d and direction model to sy.st.em 

{Francis 1978); 

E) add precipitation, insola on, temperature, and 

evaporation models to the system; and, 

F} add temperature inversion. tornado probability, and 

fog formation and persistence models to the system. 

The Virginia A*E*I*S was designed pcimacily for use bv 

Virginia State Corporat Commission, Division of 

AJ2ronautics, and and federal agencies 

responsible for the preparation and w of airport EIS. 

Because the A*E*I*S system contains pertinent, concise 

information on cultural, socioeconornic 1 ecological, and 

physical airport development-induced environmental impacts 

and because the system has been planned and implemented to 

facilitate future inclusion of information of any kind, 

including complex co•puter modeling routines, it is hoped 

that local and district planners who lp making 
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decisions associated with airports will also find the system 

Similarly, the pattern established in A*E*I*S may be 

found useful for oth,i;:;,r types of facility siting and land use 

planning. 

In designing ana_ d.Bvelo ping a so phis ti ca tea multi-

disciplinary system, personnel are needed who have knowledge 

of computer techniques, state and f eral agenc and their 

activities, probable information requests, and available 

sources of detailed information for inclusion in the system. 

Various university and college departments and state and 

federal natural resoU.:tC•2i a.g<E!nci,3s should take an acti•H:: part 

in developing computer-assisted impact 

assessment. systems for airports and othe,i: typ~s of lana. and 

VPI and SU is the commonwealth's lana-9rant university 

and, as such, is center fm: rf;searching practical 

environmental impact problems ana making findings readily 

accessible to those environmental impact decision makers vho 

have critical need of accurate and timely information. A 

large volume of airport environmental impact assessment 

information for Virginia and for other states is continually 

being produced and made available, usually with minimal 

cost, by e:nvi. :ron.roen tal consultants, colleges and 
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universities, government agencies, and other researchers. 

The VPI and SU computing facilities have t capability of 

making information easily accessible to decision makers. 

The computing facilities of Virginia Tech,. which include two 

IBM 370 computers and a staff of professional programming 

consultants, have been more than adequate foe this research 

and will continue to be adequate for the continuing 

evolution of the A*E*I*S system. 

The A*E*I*S system is just one of a number of 

environmental information systems currently in use in 

VPI and SU D:epartment of Fisheri<?:S and Wildlife Scienc'c's• 

The A*E*I*S system was designed ana implemented to be 

compatible vith these environmental information systems. It 

is hoped that in A*E*I*S's future development it will be 

interfaced with Dyna plan 1978} , a Computer 

Information System for Virgi a counties (McDonald 1977), 

and with the POWER grid-cell information system for Virginia 

( .. lones 1976) .. Perhaps these three computer systems could 

ev,entually be integrat<ad with A*E:>:<J>:<s to ma.ke it more site-

specific and to facilitate a number of sophisticated 

computer modeling routines. Such improvements were not 

attempted in this research due to time, personnel, and cost 

constraints .. 

It is likely that the A*E*I*S for Virginia will be used 
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by personnel of the State corporation commission, Division 

of Aeronautics, Federal Aviation Adm~nistration and other 

stat.e and fede:ra l agencies as we 11 a.s by other airport EIS 

preparers and reviewers in Virginia an~ other states. 

In addition svstern 
.~ 

directly for: 

preparing and reviewing airport EIS, the basic environmental 

impact information contained within the s m may resent 

useful environmental impact assessment information for otl:H:C>r 

types of land and natural resource development. 

acquisition, preparation, analysis, and distillation of the 

diverse informatian contained in A*E*I*S represents an 

investment of time. energy, and money and may provide useful 

input to research in other areas of environmental impact 

assessment. 

attempt to include'! a.11 p-OS;S_i:b.le airport 

environmental impact assessment information in this pilot 

system would likely have resulted in an e 

for the most part, unmanageable and unusable airport 

development decision making aid. Continued development and 

careful enlargement of the A*E*I*S system may now bo 

possiblee 



RECO~MEHDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

It is sinc1-;re ly hoped .by 'the .res:~a:r:che:r that the to pies 

addressed in the Discussion on of this thesis will 

significantly aid future airport and other environmental 

impact assessment information system designers. 

The most import~nt that multi-

disciplinary airport enviro.rHn;c:en.tal info.rmat.ion systi::1m 

designers should gain a compre s.iv:e knowledge of t 

respectivi;:~ area of impact ass+2·ssment a.nd 1t~arn how such 

know dge may be effectively utilized by airport development 

decision makers. These svstem signers should consult with 

csonnel familiar w h selected computer reporting 

program (s} {Cf1S, NOTS.~J'iAP, and SURFACE II in the casE: of 

A*E*I*SJ during t early planning stages of the project. 

Secondly, in choosing what types of information and 

computer mod.t?ling, simulation, and mappinq routines will be 

included in the system, it is essential to be judicious in 

S>tSclecting and synthe zing ormation and to design tbe 

system for f xibility, concisi\i'lness, <ui.d efficiency. System 

d.E;s2.gners, each ski11,ed in. an impact assessrrv:?nt specialty 

area 1 must be vell organized during all stages of system 

design and implementation, must schedule an orderly seguenca 

of in.formation location, review 1 an.a. synthesis, and should 

JOO 
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plan en longer than 

intuition suggests. 

It is recommended that. where feasible, there 

improvea iciency, cor1sist;z;ncy, accu:ra.cyv conciseness, and 

standardization in presenting airport environmental impact 

information in Virginia. 

for airports, as well as 

Environmental impact statements 

other development actions, are 

o criticized for their excessive length and cost, obtuse 

writing,, and general failu:r>FJ to fulfill the important 

environmental goals outlined the Rational Environmental 

Policy Act of 1969, Virginia Environmental Policy Act of 

1972, and other state and ral environmental impact 

assessment mandates. 

Si t.~?:-specif ic natural resource data compris,e an 

in.teg:ral part. of airport, and environmental impact 

~ assHssment.s and E.IS,. Curr•2'ntly / urnch of the si tE;-specific 

natural resource c1ata. ar:;? not. readily available for usE1 in 

environmental impact a.ssessm~~nts for Virginia. For th 

reason, it is recommended that the state of Virginia, and 

other states as well, standardize site-specific natural 

resource data collection and storage and make these data 

available to those •ho have 

and I>£4View. 

paration 

a critical need for 
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additional natural resource, land use, environmental impact, 

and other information which is essential to holistic airport 

planning and emvironmenta.l impact assessment. Th.i.s 

information should be more accurate and more recently 

compiled than that which is currently available. The 

.information should be synthesized into a computer 

information system to ·help to .insure that it is 

easily accessible, readily comprehensible, and 

available at minimal cost to those having need of it. 

timely, 

made 

The successfulness of the A*E*I*S system is not quickly 

or easily determined. The objective of this research was 

reached mutually among the author, Division of Aeronautics, 

advisor, and University committee.. The general organization 

of the system was suggested was suggested by the Federal 

aviation Administration (1977) and categories of airport 

development-induced environmental impact have been 

discussed, at least in part, in A*E*I*.S. Using a list. of 

questions devised from a review cf eight recent airport EISs 

relative to impacts upon natural and a.rtificial environments 

(Canter 1977), the A*E*I*S system was tested to determine if 

the questions were all addressed. A*E*I*S appeared to the 

author to discuss all major airport environment.al impact 

assessment concerns indicated in that list of questions. 

It is likely that in the future, as the system is used 
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by airport environaental impact assessment consultants, 

aviation agenc s, and others, the back obtained will 

the ob jractives 

for which wa designed lies largely in the future. 

'I'his pilot airport environmental impact assessment 

research has synUu;isized m a broad :range 

of airport environmental impact information now collected 

redundantly and maintained retrif?:ved separately by a 

variety of state and federal agencies, environmental impact 

consultants, and others Virginia .. 

A*E*I*S is a demonstration that a computer-based system 

can be developed foe aiding in improving site selection and 

development of major facilities., for i!H<?eting ri~latea. f(2deral 

and state mandates, for improving EISs and their review, and 

ultimately prt)Vi ding guidancH for improving t qualit.y of 

the environment of the commonwealth. 
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AN AIRPORT ENVIEONHENTAL INFORMATION 

SYSTEM FOR VIRGINIA 

by 

Douglas Neil Gladwin 

(ABSTRACT) 

An airport environmental impact information sys~em 

was created for the Commonwealth of Virginia. This 

computer-assisted system provides r~adily accessible, 

timely, pertinent, concise, and easily comprehensibls 

information for those who mak? airport development 

decisions significantly affecting the quality of the 

human environment ~ -• . .. 
1 n Vi rg:L.!Ha .• 

The Airport Environmental Information System 

{A*E*I*S) ... . . C0IlL2.1.IlS relevant airport en virolim'3 ntal 

impact assessment information for. airport E.r.s. 

considerations iegarding noise, watBr quality, air 

quality, wetlands, cultural impacts, socioeconomic 

impacts, threatened and 6ndanger0d species, ecological 

impacts, and other areas. Three computer software 

systems -- the Conversational Monitoring system {CMS) , 

NOISEKAP, and SURFACE II were utilized to store, 



process, and report the informa~ion contained in the 

A *R*I>:<S sy s1:em. Users may request information by 

individual chapter (e.g. noise}, a~a in aggregate book 

form. A*E*I*S co~tains provisions fer the continued 

use and update of tbe system. 
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